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ABSTRACT 

 
Motivated by recent experiments in gas—surface chemistry, we report our results 
from computational investigations of heterogeneous systems relevant to 
atmospheric chemistry and protection against chemical weapons. To elucidate 
findings of ultra-high vacuum experiments that probe the oxidation of carbon-
carbon double bonds on model surfaces, we used electronic structure and QM/MM 
methods to study the reaction of ozone with C60-fullerene and the products of 
nitrate addition to a vinyl-terminated self-assembled monolayer. In the first system, 
we followed a reaction pathway beginning with primary ozonide formation 
through the formation of stable products. Theoretical vibrational spectra were used 
to identify a ketene product in prior experimental work. Next, through the 
construction of a multilayer model for the initial addition product of a nitrate 
radical to a chain embedded within a self-assembled monolayer, we report 
theoretical spectra that are consistent with experimental results. We then examined 
the fundamentals of the hydrolysis mechanism for nerve agents by a catalyst of 
interest in the development of filtration materials for chemical-warfare-agent 
defense. By following the gas—surface reaction pathway of the nerve agent Sarin 
on the Lindqvist polyoxoniobate Cs8Nb6O19, we determined that the rate-limiting 
step is the transfer of a proton from an adsorbed water molecule to the niobate 
surface, concomitant with the nucleophilic addition of the nascent hydroxide to the 
phosphorus atom in Sarin. Our results support a general base hydrolysis 
mechanism, though high product-adsorption energies suggest that thermal 
treatment of the system is required to fully regenerate the catalyst. We report 
similar mechanisms for the simulants dimethyl methylphosphonate and dimethyl 
chlorophosphate, though the latter may serve as a better simulant in studies of this 
type. Finally, an investigation of Sarin hydrolysis with solvated Cs8Nb6O19 shows 
an increase in the rate-limiting barrier relative to the gas—surface system, 
revealing the role of Cs counterions in the reaction. Then, we further increased 
explicit solvation to model the homogeneous solution-phase reaction, finding a 
different mechanism in which a water molecule adds to phosphorus in the rate-
limiting step and protonation of the niobate surface occurs in a subsequent 
barrierless step. By examining the rate-limiting barrier for protonation, we suggest 
that specific base hydrolysis is also likely in the homogeneous system. 
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GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT 
 
 
Phenomena that occur where gases meet the surfaces of solids or liquids find 
relevance in several arenas. In the lower atmosphere, reactions between oxidative 
gases such as ozone or nitrate on the surface of organic particulates cause these 
particles to grow and change, contributing to smog and harmful effects to human 
health. Using computational modeling, we can describe these reactions with 
atomic-level detail. In the first channel of research presented in this dissertation, 
we report results that provide insight into these environmental reactions. Then, we 
change our focus towards an understanding of the reactions that lead to the 
decontamination of chemical warfare agents on the surface of a transition metal 
oxide catalyst. Again with computational modeling, we follow reaction pathways 
as a nerve agent or less harmful simulant reacts with the surface of this material. 
The entire body of this work—that of atmospheric relevance and that towards an 
understanding of catalytic deactivation of toxic compounds—emphasizes a strong 
synergy with experimental efforts. Our work is motivated by a desire to understand 
experimental results, and the calculations we perform influence the design of 
future experiments. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction, Motivations, and Background 

 

Thesis Statement 

 The objective of this research is to develop a fundamental understanding of specific 

gas—surface reactions that occur in the atmosphere as well as on the surface of certain metal-

oxide catalysts using computational approaches. Along with providing a primary understanding 

of reaction kinetics and dynamics, computational methods allow for the interpretation of 

theoretical data, which can elucidate the results of experimental efforts. 

 

1.1 Introduction and Objectives 

 An appreciation of reactions that occur at the gas—surface interface is essential not only 

for an understanding of phenomena that occur in the atmosphere, but also on the surfaces of solid 

catalysts that show promise for the deactivation of chemical warfare agents. 

 Particulates containing unsaturated organic compounds are prevalent in the troposphere 

and have been shown to be highly reactive towards atmospheric ozone and nitrate. Both of these 

oxidants have been shown to add across the double bonds in unsaturated compounds. Model 

surfaces, such as those provided by C60 fullerene and a vinyl-terminated self-assembled 

monolayer, allow for the positioning of a double bond precisely at the gas—surface interface in 

order to probe the fundamentals of reaction of a surface-bound double bond with ozone and 

nitrate. Recent experimental efforts probed these reactions in an ultrahigh vacuum 

environment,1,2 raising questions that could be addressed through computational efforts. 

 The Lindqvist polyoxoniobate (Cs8Nb6O19) has also shown promise as a catalyst for the 

degradation of chemical warfare agents. In a recent small-angle x-ray study, a hydrolysis 

mechanism was proposed for this system.3 However, atomistic details, including the dynamics of 

the catalytic reaction, as well as the kinetics (to reveal the rate-limiting step), were left largely 

unexplained. Further, towards the development of materials for use as coatings and filters 

capable of deactivating nerve agents, the Lindqvist polyoxoniobate has been largely unexplored 

as a degradation catalyst in the solid phase. 

 In order to provide fundamental insight into each of these arenas and to support recent 

experimental data, this research will focus on three objectives: 
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1. Refine the mechanism of surface-bound alkene oxidation by ozone and nitrate. 

2. Delineate the hydrolysis mechanism of nerve agents and simulants on the surface of a 

Lindqvist polyoxoniobate. 

3. Elucidate the results of experimental spectra for the gas—surface reactions described 

herein. 

To fulfill these objectives, several computational approaches were used including ab initio and 

molecular mechanics methods. A computational approach not only allows for the probing of 

reactions that may be difficult to evaluate experimentally due to location (e.g., in the 

troposphere) or potential hazards to human health (e.g., risks of chemical warfare agent 

exposure), but also can provide meaningful interpretation to experimental data such as spectral 

features. 

 The remainder of this chapter will provide the motivation and background for the 

research being described in this dissertation. we begin with motivations to investigate surface 

reactions relevant to tropospheric chemistry and chemical warfare agent degradation. Then, we 

will describe concepts and experimental approaches that are fundamental to an understanding of 

gas—surface interfacial chemistry.  

 

1.2 Motivations 

1.2.1 Atmospheric Surface Oxidation 

 There are two general ways that organic particles make their way into the atmosphere. 

Biogenic and anthropogenic processes can emit soot and organic aerosols,4-6 and volatile 

organics can adsorb onto the surfaces of solid particles.7,8 As such, organic particulates can reach 

concentrations up to 15 µg/m3.9,10 Once in the atmosphere, the surfaces of these particles can be 

oxidized by reactive gases such as ozone and nitrate. As a result, particles can grow and change, 

with large-scale effects. These particulate changes can alter the balance of incoming and 

outgoing light from the sun,11,12 and excessive oxidation of volatile organics can lead to smog 

formation.13  

For a more in-depth discussion of gas—surface oxidation reactions of atmospheric 

organic surfaces, the reader is referred to our review article published on the topic.14 
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1.2.1.1 Reactions with Ozone 

 Gas-phase ozone (O3) has been shown to add across the double bonds of unsaturated and 

aromatic organic surfaces, leading to the formation of a surface-bound primary ozonide.15-18 This 

unstable moiety can lead to further reactions and particulate changes.19 Several studies have 

related the reactive uptake of ozone on an organic surface to the positioning of the double bond; 

much greater uptake was noted for those surfaces where the saturation is positioned at the gas—

surface interface than for a double bond submerged below the surface of the particle.20-22 

 Most research involving the oxidation of saturated organics by ozone has been performed 

in atmospheric conditions, in the presence of background gases which can have a significant 

effect on the reaction pathway. For example, at low relative humidity, chains of a vinyl-

terminated self-assembled monolayer (Chapter 4) adjacent to one another reacted, leading to 

aggregation, following exposure to ozone. At high relative humidity, aggregation did not occur, 

leading to the proposal of an alternate reaction mechanism in the presence of water.19 

 Because background gases can clearly play a role in the ozonolysis of organic surfaces, 

groups have begun to perform experiments in ultra-high vacuum environments. As such, 

background gases are removed, so the fundamental aspects of the reaction can be probed. Lu et 

al. scattered a molecular beam of ozone from a vinyl-terminated self-assembled monolayer in 

ultra-high vacuum, finding contrasting mechanisms depending on the incident energy of the 

scattered molecules.23 At low incident energies, the Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism is 

implicated, and at high energies, the Eley-Rideal is more likely (vide infra). 

 Furthermore, Davis et al.1 probed the changes on a C60 fullerene surface during ozone 

exposure in ultra-high vacuum using reflection-absorption infrared spectroscopy (RAIRS, vide 

infra). After long exposure times, an infrared band appears around 2200 cm-1. To help elucidate 

the source of this band, we performed vibrational spectra calculations using ab initio theory for 

the reaction of ozone with the surface of a C60 fullerene cage. Further, we are able to show how 

the C60 surface changes as a result of reactions with ozone. This work is described in Chapter 3. 

1.2.1.2 Reactions with Nitrate 

 Like ozone, nitrate radicals (NO3) have also been shown to add to an unsaturated site on 

an organic surface.24-29 Alternatively, nitrate can abstract a hydrogen atom from a molecule in a 

competing reaction step. In nitrate reactions with organic surfaces, the role of surface reactions 

was found to be minor in surfaces for which a slow hydrogen abstraction step appears in the 
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reaction mechanism; nitrate was able to diffuse into the bulk before reacting. Conversely, on 

unsaturated surfaces, fast nitrate addition increases the role of the surface in the overall reaction, 

as a nitrate radical will react with the first double bond it encounters.28,30,31 Thus, a much greater 

reactive uptake was found for an alkene-terminated self-assembled monolayer than an alkane-

terminated one.24,25  

 Both the nitrate addition and hydrogen abstraction pathways described in previous studies 

have been shown to be influenced by background gases.24 As with ozone, ultra-high vacuum 

studies enable experimentalists to probe the fundamentals of reactions of nitrate with organic 

surfaces in the absence of background gases. Zhang et al. investigated the reaction of nitrate with 

a vinyl-terminated self-assembled monolayer in ultra-high vacuum.2 Using RAIRS, they were 

able to postulate that nitrate adds to the terminal carbon atom in a self-assembled monolayer 

chain. Using electronic structure and QM/MM methods (Chapter 2), we were able to aid in the 

assignment of vibrational modes essential to their analysis. Further, we used high-level electronic 

structure calculations to rule out a possible competing hydrogen abstraction step in the reaction. 

In Chapter 4, we describe our efforts and results in great detail. 

1.2.2 Chemical Warfare Agents and Decontamination 

The first modern use of chemical agents as a weapon of mass destruction dates back to 

WWI, where chlorine and phosgene gases were dispersed on the battlefield and carried through 

the air, killing thousands of Allied troops.32 Since then, the family of chemical warfare agents 

has grown to include many different types of compounds, each with its own deleterious effects 

on the human body.   

There are several classes of chemical warfare agents, including blister agents, choking 

agents, and nerve agents. Blister agents, or vesicants, include sulfur and nitrogen mustard gases. 

Exposure to these compounds may result in chemical burns and irritation of the mucosal 

membranes. Choking agents such as chlorine gas and phosgene cause a buildup of fluid in the 

lungs, eventually leading to suffocation. 

Nerve agents include substances such as Tabun (GA), Sarin (GB), Soman (GD), 

Cyclosarin (GF), and methylphosphonothiolic acid (VX). The primary mechanism of action of 

nerve agents is through inhibition of the acetylcholinesterase enzyme.33-35 Under normal 

conditions, this enzyme breaks down excess concentrations of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine 

at neuromuscular junctions and in chemical synapses. Nerve agents chemisorb to a serine site in 
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acetylcholinesterase, thus preventing acetylcholine breakdown. As acetylcholine is implicated in 

the activation of muscular tissue, a buildup of this neurotransmitter resulting from 

acetylcholinesterase inhibition leads to continuous muscular stimulation and hyperactivity. As 

such, death from nerve agent exposure typically results from suffocation resulting from the 

inability to control muscles involved in breathing.  

Since their initial use over one hundred years ago, the threat of these harmful compounds 

has not been eliminated. Chemical weapons attacks in Syria,36 Iraq,37-39 and Japan40 have been 

reported, amongst others, within the past 30 years. Instances of exposure such as these highlight 

the ongoing need for protection from the harmful effects of these agents. 

Methods of interest for chemical warfare agent decontamination include physical removal 

and chemical processes.41 Physical removal techniques, which isolate an agent, preventing 

exposure, include flushing an exposed surface (including skin) with water and irreversibly 

adsorbing an agent onto a substance such as activated charcoal42 or an adsorptive resin.43,44 

Chemical processes, which decompose an agent into a less toxic compound, include reaction 

with hydroperoxide,45,46 oxidation with bleach,47 alkoxide addition,48,49 enzymatic 

degradation,50,51 halogenation,52 and hydrolysis.53-57 Reactive surfaces such as those of metal 

nanoparticles,58-61 metal oxides,62-72 and zeolites73,74 have also been implicated in chemical 

warfare agent destruction. Recently, metal-organic frameworks75-84 and polyoxometalates3,66,77,85-

87 have also shown promise in this area as hydrolysis catalysts.  

Experimental efforts continue towards the development of new methods and a 

fundamental understanding of current methods of chemical warfare agent decontamination. 

However, most laboratory environments are not equipped to work with the highly toxic class of 

chemical warfare agents. Thus, the majority of studies implement nontoxic or less toxic chemical 

warfare agent simulants, which have similar structures and properties to analogous agents while 

decreasing the threat of bodily harm to experimentalists. For example, the compounds dimethyl 

methylphosphonate (DMMP) and dimethyl chlorophosphate (DMCP) are commonly used as 

experimental analogues to the nerve agent Sarin. Figure 1.1 compares the structure of these three 

compounds. All three molecules share a common organophosphorus framework consisting of a 

central phosphorus atom bound to both an sp2-hybridized oxygen atom and an sp3 oxygen. In 

Sarin, however, this sp3 oxygen is a part of an isopropoxy group, and in the two simulants, it is 

part of a methoxy group. Beyond the O=P-O framework, the phosphorus atom is also bound to 
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an electronegative atom in all three compounds: a fluorine atom in GB, another methoxy oxygen 

in DMMP, and a chlorine atom in DMCP. The final moiety bound to the phosphorus atom also 

differs amongst compounds: a methyl group in Sarin and DMMP, and a second methoxy group 

in DMCP.  

 

 
Figure 1.1. Structures of the nerve agent Sarin and simulants dimethyl methylphosphonate 
(DMMP) and dimethyl chlorophosphate (DMCP). 

 

In this dissertation, several chapters are devoted to our efforts towards an understanding 

of the fundamental reaction dynamics of the hydrolysis of Sarin and these two simulants 

adsorbed on the surface of a Lindqvist polyoxoniobate. Thus, not only are we able to describe 

this reaction for the nerve agent, but we are also able to provide insight into experimental efforts 

on the same system. In Chapter 5, we describe the mechanism of this reaction for Sarin. In 

Chapter 6, we proceed with a similar investigation for DMMP. Using Raman and x-ray 

spectroscopy, experimentalists have investigated DMMP hydrolysis by the same Lindqvist 

polyoxoniobate as we have constructed for our calculations. Combined, our efforts explain not 
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only changes that are occurring to the organophosphorus compound during hydrolysis, but also 

to the niobate. In Chapter 7, we investigate a similar mechanism for DMCP. In addition to 

facilitating a  correlation of results with experimental efforts, studies of multiple compounds in 

parallel lend themselves to comparison amongst species and evaluation of the simulants for their 

ability to accurately mimic the properties of the nerve agent. For example, the rate-limiting 

reaction barrier for DMMP was found to be roughly twice that for GB, while that for DMCP is 

comparable to GB. Thus, in terms of overall reaction kinetics, DMCP appears to be a better 

simulant. 

 

1.3 Background 

 Having described the factors motivating our research, we proceed with an introduction to 

some of the principles and practices integral to our approach, as well as to gas—surface 

chemistry in general. After an introduction to the fundamental features of gas—surface reactions, 

we move into a brief summary of experimental methods with which our computational methods 

find close synergy. 

1.3.1 Key Steps in Gas—Surface Reactions 

 We begin this section with a discussion the general steps in the reactions that occur at the 

gas—surface interface.88 First, a gas molecule is adsorbed onto the surface. Next, adsorbates 

react, and finally, products desorb. We will now discuss each of these steps in detail. 

1.3.1.1 Adsorption 

 The first step in the interaction of a gas-phase molecule with a larger surface is typically 

adsorption, in which gas molecules become bound to the surface. Adsorption takes on two forms: 

physisorption and chemisorption. Physisorption is a consequence of intermolecular interactions 

between the gas and the surface. As no covalent bonds are formed in physisorption, the 

electronic structure of the gas molecule remains mostly unchanged, although some distortion is 

possible in order to facilitate adsorption.  

Chemisorption, on the other hand, involves adsorption through the formation of covalent 

bonds, is much stronger than physisorption, and therefore results in a much stronger interaction 

between the surface and the adsorbate. Further, there are two general cases of chemisorption. In 

molecular adsorption, an adsorbed molecule remains intact while chemisorbed. In the primary 

ozonide of C60, for example (Chapter 3), the O3 moiety retains both O-O bonds following 
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chemisorption to the fullerene. Conversely, in dissociative adsorption, bonds are broken in the 

adsorbate during chemisorption. Methane, for example, has been shown to dissociate upon 

chemisorption onto nickel surfaces.89-91 

Sketches of energy with respect to gas—surface distance r are shown in Figure 1.2 for 

physisorption (violet) and chemisorption (green). Note that the physisorption well occurs at 

larger distances than chemisorption, and has a much shallower well depth. At this point, it is 

important to note that a physisorbed gas molecule can become chemisorbed, and this transition 

typically has a barrier, identified in the figure with a double-headed arrow. In this dissertation, an 

example of physisorption and chemisorption is noted in Chapter 3, in which ozone physisorbs 

onto C60 before chemisorbing. This physisorbed state, identified in the chapter as a van der 

Waals minimum, must overcome an energy barrier of 0.4 kcal/mol in order for chemisorption to 

occur (Figure 3.8). 

 
Figure 1.2. A comparison of potential energy sketches for physisorption (violet) and 
chemisorption (green) of a gas-phase molecule on a surface. The vertical double-headed arrow 
identifies the physisorption-chemisorption energy barrier. 
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1.3.1.2 Reaction 

 Once adsorbed onto the surface, the reaction between the gas and the surface can take 

place. Surface reactions follow one of two general mechanisms: The Langmuir-Hinshelwood92 

and the Eley-Rideal,92,93 or a combination thereof. 

1.3.1.2.1 The Langmuir-Hinshelwood Mechanism 

 In the Langmuir-Hinshelwood reaction mechanism, reagents reach thermal equilibrium 

with the surface upon adsorption.94,95 Adsorbed reagents then accommodate across the surface 

until they meet the active site of the surface.96 That is, they are not physisorbed at a single point 

on the surface; reagents may diffuse across the surface until they are oriented correctly for 

reaction. The green scheme in Figure 1.3 illustrates this mechanism, with an adsorbate being 

accommodated along the surface until it arrives at an active site (red) in the correct orientation. 

Once the adsorbate meets the active site in the correct orientation and acquires enough energy to 

overcome the necessary barrier, reaction will occur. As adsorbed reagents have thermalized with 

the surface, the source of this requisite energy is typically through thermal fluctuations in the 

surface. In a variation of the Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism, a second reagent molecule can 

also be adsorbed to the surface, and when both adsorbates meet, reaction occurs. At low collision 

energies, ozone is shown to react with a vinyl-terminated self-assembled monolayer through the 

Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism,23 as is nitrate.2 

1.3.1.2.2 The Eley-Rideal Mechanism 

 In the Eley-Rideal gas—surface reaction mechanism, a gas molecule will react with the 

surface or with surface-bound adsorbates directly, without accommodating with the surface prior 

to reaction. Thus, thermal equilibrium is not reached between the gas molecule and the surface, 

and reaction barriers may be overcome with the incident energy of the colliding gas molecule.97-

99 Reaction can take place between the gas-phase molecule and an active site on the surface or 

with a surface-bound adsorbate. The yellow scheme in Figure 1.3 illustrates the Eley-Rideal 

mechanism between a gas molecule and an active site on the surface. At high incident energies, 

the reaction between ozone and the same vinyl-terminated self-assembled monolayer surface 

mentioned in the previous paragraph has been shown to follow this mechanism.23 
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Figure 1.3. An illustration of the Langmuir-Hinshelwood (green adsorbate) and Eley-Rideal 
(yellow) reaction mechanisms for gas—surface reaction. 
  

1.3.1.3 Desorption 

Following reaction, products may remain bound to the surface, either through 

chemisorption at the reaction site or physisorption. As chemisorbed species are adsorbed much 

more strongly than physisorbed species (Figure 1.2), much more energy is required for 

desorption. Physisorbed species accommodate along the surface until they acquire enough 

energy from thermal fluctuations in the surface to desorb. 

In catalytic surfaces such as the Lindqvist polyoxoniobate (Chapters 5-8), desorption is 

essential to the regeneration of the catalyst. In fact, physisorbed phosphonic acid products remain 

so strongly bound to the catalyst that we predict that the catalyst is poisoned at the site to which 

the product is adsorbed; that is, the site is no longer available for future reaction with incident 

gases. Moreover, while these products are adsorbed, the polyoxoniobate remains protonated—a 

result of the hydrolysis reaction. In order to fully regenerate the catalyst, the proton must be 

removed as well. 
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1.3.2 Experimental Techniques 

A large body of the computational research we have undertaken is used to support and 

elucidate experimental results. Thus, equipped with an understanding of the basic features of a 

gas—surface reaction, we conclude our Background section with a brief introduction to 

techniques used to experimentally probe the heterogeneous systems described in the body of this 

dissertation.  

1.3.2.1 Infrared Spectroscopy 

According to the harmonic oscillator model,100 when a molecule absorbs energy in the 

amount of ℎ𝜈, a transition from one vibrational energy level to an adjacent energy level occurs. 

The frequency of the vibration depends on the characteristics of the normal mode of vibration. 

Further, a given molecule can have several normal modes. Methanol, for example, has 3N-6=12 

different vibrational modes. Each of these vibrations has a different frequency, and thus, the 

energy absorbed to excite each vibration to a higher energy level differs. A source of energy 

equal in amount to the energy difference between the ground and excited state is required for a 

specific excitation to occur. The energies required for vibrational excitations generally lie within 

the range of infrared light; however, not every vibration will be excited by infrared light. In order 

for a vibrational transition to occur, the net dipole moment of a molecule must change during 

vibration; that is, the vibration must be IR-active.  

 An infrared spectrum for a molecule can be generated by plotting all the vibrational 

frequencies within the molecule along with the corresponding intensity of each transition, which 

is related to the magnitude of change in dipole moment.  

1.3.2.1.1 Reflection-Adsorption Infrared Spectroscopy 

Reflection Absorption Infrared Spectroscopy (RAIRS)101 is a surface-analysis technique 

that is very sensitive to the orientation of a functional group with respect to the normal of a 

surface.  A RAIRS sample is prepared by adsorbing a thin layer of molecules to a reflective 

metal substrate. To generate vibrational spectra, infrared light is incident at glancing angles 

relative to the surface.  Light incident upon a surface has a polarization component oriented 

parallel to the surface and another perpendicular to the surface. The light perpendicular to the 

surface normal (i.e. parallel to the surface) is phase shifted by about 180°, and therefore tends to 

destructively interfere with itself upon interaction with the surface. Conversely, the light parallel 

to the surface normal is shifted by different degrees depending on the incident angle. Thus, 
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adjusting the angle of incidence can maximize the intensity of constructively interfering light 

perpendicular to the surface, thereby maximizing its interaction with the matter deposited on the 

surface and consequently its infrared absorbance. This maximum constructive interference 

occurs at glancing incident angles, around 85-88° relative to the surface normal, depending on 

the complex refractive index of the metal substrate.102  

The intensity of the signal reflected back from the perpendicular-polarized light is related 

to the dot product of the change in dipole moment and the electric field of the emitted light. 

Consequently, only the components of the transition dipole moment vector perpendicular to the 

surface are detectable by RAIRS. This is known as the surface selection rule. Thus, RAIRS is 

extremely sensitive to orientation of a functional group and its transition dipole relative to a 

surface.101 Dipoles perpendicular to the surface are active, but parallel ones are not. 

In Chapter 3 of this dissertation, theoretical vibrational spectra (Chapter 2) were 

calculated for minima along the reaction coordinate for the ozonolysis of C60.1 These spectra 

were compared with RAIRS spectra taken in previous experiments in which C60 deposited on a 

gold slide was exposed to ozone in an ultra-high vacuum environment. In Chapter 4, theoretical 

spectra were calculated for proposed products of nitrate addition to a vinyl-terminated self-

assembled monolayer on gold and similarly compared with experimental RAIRS spectra. 

1.3.2.2 Raman Spectroscopy 

 Raman spectroscopy is another technique used to obtain the vibrational spectrum of a 

molecule. In infrared spectroscopy, the absorption of infrared light is used to inform of 

vibrational frequencies. Alternatively, in Raman spectroscopy, monochromatic light is scattered 

from a molecule. As a result of interaction with the molecule, the energy of the light is shifted, 

and this shift corresponds to the difference in energy between vibrational energy levels. Whereas 

in infrared spectroscopy, IR activity is based on the change in dipole moment, Raman-active 

vibrations require a change in the polarizability of a molecule. Polarizability is the ability of a 

molecule to instantaneously form a dipole as a response to an external field. As the rules differ in 

infrared and Raman spectroscopy for which vibrations will be active, Raman spectroscopy can 

be used to probe vibrational modes that may not be present in an infrared spectrum or those that 

are not well resolved. In Chapter 6, theoretical Raman spectra were compared with experimental 

Raman spectra for minima along the reaction pathway of DMMP hydrolysis by a Lindqvist 

polyoxoniobate. 
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1.3.2.3 X-ray absorption spectroscopy 

 While infrared methods implement light in the infrared energy range to probe molecular 

vibrations, x-ray methods use much higher energy light, in the x-ray energy range of the 

electromagnetic spectrum. This higher energy is typically able to excite inner-shell electrons 

upon absorption. In the presence of nearby atoms, these exiting electrons scatter from adjacent 

electron clouds, which affects the intensity at particular energies. Thus, x-ray spectroscopy can 

be used to describe the nearby environment of an atom in terms of interatomic distances. A 

specific example of this is EXAFS, or extended x-ray adsorption fine structure spectroscopy.103 

As EXAFS methods are used to probe the local environments of individual atoms, interatomic 

distances can be calculated from EXAFS spectra.  

In Chapter 6, we visualize the changes in interatomic distances in a polyoxoniobate over 

the course of the DMMP hydrolysis reaction. We further relate the disorder in these distances to 

protonation of and adsorption of species to the niobate. Armed with the similar ability to report 

interatomic distances, EXAFS also provides information about structural disorder. As such, we 

are able to provide insight from electronic structure calculations into EXAFS data taken 

following experimental exposure of DMMP to a polyoxoniobate. 

 

1.4 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, we presented our motivations for undertaking the body of research 

described in this dissertation. The oxidation of organic surfaces in the atmosphere can result in 

changes in particulate size and composition, resulting in large-scale effects. Though thorough 

research has been performed previously, questions remain regarding the interaction of 

atmospheric oxidants with organic surfaces. Thus, we have studied the reaction of ozone with the 

surface of a C60 fullerene molecule, which we report in Chapter 3. We also discuss, in Chapter 4, 

our work on the addition of nitrate to another model surface—the self-assembled monolayer.  

Next, the threat of chemical warfare agents remains a substantial societal issue. Towards 

the development of materials that can deactivate the highly toxic nature of these compounds, we 

report our findings for one such material, the Lindqvist polyoxoniobate, and the hydrolysis 

reaction that occurs when the nerve agent Sarin interacts with its surface (Chapter 5). Here, our 

computational effort is motivated by the danger of working with this agent in an experimental 

setting.  
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 Further, compounds that show similar chemistry to Sarin are frequently used in 

experimental settings to help ensure the safety of investigators while informing of fundamental 

aspects of the reaction with the more dangerous agent. To provide insight to and gain insight 

from studies which employ nerve-agent simulants, we report our computational studies of 

hydrolysis of DMMP and DMCP by the same polyoxoniobate surface in Chapters 6 and 7, 

respectively.  

 Finally, to transition from the interactions between a gas-phase molecule and a solid 

surface, we discuss our model for the heterogeneous hydrolysis of gas-phase Sarin with the 

surface of a polyoxoniobate solution. From structures along this gas—solution reaction pathway, 

we expand our model into a fully solvated system. This work is reported in Chapter 8. 

 Before we begin with specific heterogeneous reaction systems, however, we shall devote 

Chapter 2 to a discussion of the computational methods employed in these studies. 
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Chapter 2 

Applied Computational Methods in Investigations of Reactions at the Gas—Surface 

Interface 

 

In this chapter, we describe the computational approaches used to investigate the 

heterogeneous gas—surface systems described in this dissertation. We begin with electronic 

structure calculations, through the basic scope of Hartree-Fock theory. After describing this 

method and how it is used to calculate molecular energy, we highlight its shortcomings and go 

on to discuss density functional theory, and how it attempts to remedy what is lacking from of 

Hartree-Fock theory. 

With an understanding of how energy is calculated in both of these methods, we continue our 

discussion with geometry optimization and vibrational frequency calculations, eventually tying 

together these two concepts to verify the nature of a stationary point. Next, we describe the 

intrinsic reaction coordinate method and how it can further verify a transition state by linking it 

to its adjacent minima. 

We end the chapter with an introduction to molecular mechanics and its applicability to much 

larger systems than can be treated with electronic structure calculations. Considering the 

approximations that must be made in the name of treating a large system, we conclude by 

considering QM/MM methods as a compromise between accuracy and efficiency for large 

systems where results from a high-level approach is desired.  

 

2.1 Electronic Structure Calculations  

2.1.1 The Schrödinger Equation and Hamiltonian Operator 

A main goal of computational chemistry is to describe the electronic motions and energy of a 

molecular system. This can be accomplished by solving the electronic Schrödinger equation 

(Equation 2.1) for a given molecular geometry.1 

𝐻Ψ = 𝐸Ψ (2.1) 

where E is the energy of the molecule, 𝐻 denotes the Hamiltonian operator, and Ψ is the 

molecular wavefunction. The individual terms of the Hamiltonian operator are identified in 

Equation 2.2, and each term is expanded in Equation 2.3. Note: for simplicity and convenience, 
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atomic units are commonly used in theoretical chemistry,2 and these units will be used in the 

equations presented in this section on electronic structure calculations. 

𝐻 = 𝑇! + 𝑇! + 𝑉!! + 𝑉!! + 𝑉!" (2.2) 

 

𝐻 = −
1
2𝑚!

!"#

!

∇!! −
1
2

!!

!

∇!! +
𝑍!𝑍!
𝑅!"

!"#

!!!

+
1
𝑟!"

!!

!!!

−
𝑍!
𝑟!"

!!

!

!"#

!

 (2.3) 

The first two terms in the Hamiltonian represent the kinetic energy of nuclei and electrons, 

𝑇!  and 𝑇! ; and the last three terms represent the potential energies of internuclear and 

interelectronic repulsion as well as electron-nuclear attraction: 𝑉!!, 𝑉!!, and 𝑉!", respectively. In 

Equation 2.3, capital A and B identify individual nuclei, and lowercase i and j represent 

individual electrons. ZA is the atomic number of nucleus A with mass mA, R represents 

internuclear distance, and r represents interelectronic (rij) or electron-nuclear  (riA) distance. 

Finally, ∇! represents the Laplacian operator, given as ∇!= !!

!!!
+ !!

!!!
+ !!

!!!
 for a set of spatial 

coordinates x, y, and z. 

2.1.2 The Born-Oppenheimer Approximation 

In order to determine the electronic structure of a molecule, certain reasonable 

approximations are commonly made, for the sake of mathematical solvability and computational 

efficiency. The first of those approximations is the Born-Oppenheimer approximation—that the 

nuclei can be treated with fixed coordinates.3 Since the mass of the electron is roughly 1800 

times less than that of a proton, the electrons move on a much shorter timescale, thus justifying 

this approximation. In the Hamiltonian operator, as a result of fixed nuclear coordinates, 𝑇! 

becomes zero, and VNN becomes a constant which is simply added to the electronic energy 

solution to the Schrödinger equation. The Schrödinger equation, modified to include this 

electronic Hamiltonian, 𝐻!", is given in Equation 2.4.  

𝐻𝑒𝑙Ψ!"(𝑟;𝑅) = 𝐸!"(𝑅)Ψ!"(𝑟;𝑅) (2.4) 

Resulting from application of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the wavefunction 

𝛹(𝑟;𝑅)  now describes the electrons with a vector 𝑟 which includes three spatial coordinates and 

one spin coordinate for each electron in a field of fixed nuclear charges with spatial coordinates 

for each nucleus denoted collectively by the vector 𝑅. 
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2.1.3 Hartree-Fock Theory 

2.1.3.1 Slater Determinants 

Despite the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the electronic Schrödinger equation 

becomes impossible to solve exactly for multi-electronic systems. To simplify the mathematics a 

bit more, a further approximation can be made that the Schrödinger equation can be solved by 

describing the electronic wavefunction as a single Slater determinant. That is, 

Ψ!" 𝑥!, 𝑥!,… , 𝑥! =
1
𝑁!

𝜒!(𝑥!) 𝜒!(𝑥!) … 𝜒!(𝑥!)
𝜒!(𝑥!) 𝜒!(𝑥!) … 𝜒!(𝑥!)
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

𝜒!(𝑥!) 𝜒!(𝑥!) … 𝜒!(𝑥!)

 (2.5) 

where N is the total number of electrons, 𝑥! represents the three spatial and one spin coordinate 

for a single electron i, and 𝜒! represents individual electronic orbitals. 

2.1.3.2 Hartree-Fock Energy 

 Implementing the above two approximations: the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and 

expression of a wavefunction (Ψ!") as a single Slater determinant, Hartree-Fock theory attempts 

to solve the electronic Schrödinger equation.4,5 During this process, orbitals 𝜒! are selected so as 

to minimize the calculated electronic energy of the molecule, Eel. In doing so, this theory invokes 

the Variational principle, which states that the ground-state energy of a molecule is always lower 

than the expectation value of the Hamiltonian operator, 𝐻!". Thus, the lower the energy resulting 

from a set of 𝜒!, the closer in energy the calculated Eel will be to the actual ground-state 

electronic energy of a molecule. The expectation value of the Hamiltonian, and thus the Hartree-

Fock energy (EHF), is calculated using Equation 2.6: 

𝐸!" = (Ψ!")∗𝐻!" Ψ!"𝑑𝜏 (2.6) 

where (Ψ!")∗ is the complex conjugate of Ψ!", and integration is taken over all space.  

 At this point, it becomes useful to introduce the concepts of one- and two-electron 

operators. The one-electron Hamiltonian ℎ 𝑖 , defined in Equation 2.7, includes the one-electron 

kinetic energy term for electron i and the term for electron-nuclear attraction between all nuclei 

and electron i: 

ℎ 𝑖 = −
1
2∇!

! −
𝑍!
𝑟!"

!"#

!

 (2.7) 
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A separate, two-electron term, includes electron-electron repulsions between electron i and 

another electron j: 

𝑉 𝑖, 𝑗 =
1
𝑟!"

 (2.8) 

Using these one-electron and two-electron operators, the electronic Hamiltonian for a molecule 

then becomes: 

𝐻!" = ℎ
!!

!

𝑖 + 𝑉(𝑖, 𝑗)
!!

!!!

+ 𝑉!! (2.9) 

and the electronic Hartree-Fock energy becomes: 

𝐸!" = <
!!

!

𝑖 ℎ 𝑖 > +
1
2 < 𝑖𝑗 𝑖𝑗 > −  < 𝑖𝑗 𝑗𝑖 > +  𝑉!!

!!

!,!

 (2.10) 

The bracketed terms in Equation 2.10 are given in Dirac notation6 and can be expanded 

following the relations for generic orbitals p, q, r, and s, and operator 𝑂: 

< 𝑝|𝑞 >  ≡    𝜒!∗(𝑥!)𝜒!(𝑥!)𝑑𝑥! (2.11) 

< 𝑝|𝑂|𝑞 >  ≡    𝜒!∗(𝑥!)𝑂𝜒!(𝑥!)𝑑𝑥! (2.12) 

< 𝑝𝑞|𝑟𝑠 >  ≡    𝑑𝑥! 𝑑𝑥! 𝜒!∗(𝑥!)𝜒!∗(𝑥!)
1
𝑟!"

𝜒!(𝑥!)𝜒!(𝑥!) (2.13) 

 

 In Equation 2.10, the < 𝑖𝑗|𝑖𝑗 > term gives the Coulomb repulsion between electrons 1 

and 2 in orbitals i and j, respectively. < 𝑖𝑗|𝑗𝑖 >  is denoted the exchange term and is a 

consequence of the Pauli exclusion principle7 and the expression of the wavefunction as a Slater 

determinant. 

2.1.3.3 Orbital Calculation 

 Having described how EHF is calculated, we now turn our attention to the method in 

which orbitals are selected to yield the minimum possible energy. Equation 2.14 shows the use 

of a Lagrangian function8 to achieve this minimization. 

ℒ 𝜒! = 𝐸!" 𝜒! − 𝜀!"(< 𝑖|𝑗 >
!"

− 𝛿!") (2.14) 
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where ℒ 𝜒!  specifies the Lagrangian as a function of all orbitals 𝜒!, 𝜀!" denote undetermined 

multipliers, and 𝛿!"  is the Kronecker delta (𝛿!"=1 if i=j;  𝛿!"=0 otherwise), which enforces 

orthonormality of the orbitals. 

 If orbital 𝜒! is changed slightly to some 𝜒! + 𝛿𝜒! in Equation 2.14, a resulting 𝛿ℒ 𝜒!  

can be expanded. Setting 𝛿ℒ 𝜒!  to zero ensures a minimum of the Lagrangian function and 

consequently a minimum EHF. When 𝛿ℒ 𝜒!  is set to zero, the resulting relation can be derived: 

[ℎ 𝑥! + 𝐽!
!

𝑥! − 𝐾! 𝑥! ]  𝜒! 𝑥! = 𝜀!"
!

𝜒! 𝑥!  (2.15) 

which includes a Coulomb repulsion term, 𝐽! 𝑥! : 

𝐽! 𝑥! = 𝑑𝑥!|𝜒! 𝑥! |!
1
𝑟!"

 (2.16) 

and an exchange term, 𝐾! 𝑥! : 

𝐾! 𝑥! = 𝑑𝑥! 𝜒!∗ 𝑥! 𝜒! 𝑥!
1
𝑟!"

 (2.17) 

2.1.3.4 Self-Consistent Field 

The operator on the left-hand side of Equation 2.15 which acts on 𝜒! 𝑥!  is known as the 

Fock operator, 𝐹 𝑥! . The Fock operator can be used to obtain orbital functions 𝜒! and their 

corresponding orbital energies 𝜀!: 

𝐹 𝑥! 𝜒! 𝑥! = 𝜀!𝜒! 𝑥!  (2.18) 

where 𝜀! is a diagonal element of the matrix 𝜀!". A complication with this eigenvalue equation is 

the inclusion of 𝜒 in the Fock operator. 𝜒 is an eigenfunction obtained through the use of 𝐹, but 

𝐹 uses 𝜒 in its 𝐽 and 𝐾 terms. To work around this, an initial guess set of 𝜒 is used to obtain 𝐽, 𝐾, 

and 𝐹, initially. This initial 𝐹 is then used to generate a new set of 𝜒, which is then used to obtain 

new 𝐹  and subsequently 𝜒. This process is repeated until the values of 𝜒 converge to within a 

given limit. This process of reiterating 𝐹 and 𝜒 is known as the Hartree Fock Self-consistent 

Field (SCF) procedure. 

2.1.3.5 The Hartree-Fock-Roothan Method 

Extending this procedure a bit further, the Hartree-Fock-Roothan9,10	  method begins with 

a pre-selected set of one-electron basis functions, 𝜒!, used to describe a molecular orbital Χ! 

when scaled by a set of constants C: 
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Χ! = 𝐶!"

!

!!!

𝜒! (2.19) 

These constants provide a linear combination of the basis functions supplied by the basis set and 

are optimized during the SCF procedure. Combined, these scaled basis functions describe the 

molecular orbital. This optimization process is called the linear combination of atomic orbitals 

(LCAO) technique. Although this name may imply that basis functions are centered on atomic 

nuclei, this is not necessarily true. Even more importantly, basis set selection is highly dependent 

upon the molecular system of interest. This will be discussed to more depth later in this chapter. 

 Key approximations of Hartree-Fock theory include the Born-Oppenheimer 

approximation and the description of the wavefunction as a single Slater determinant. Whereas 

these can potentially affect the accuracy of energies calculated using this method, the largest 

source of error lies in the fact that electron correlation is unaccounted for. For example, the 

Coulomb exchange energy for each electron is calculated by treating all the other electrons 

collectively, contributing towards a mean field of charge that interacts with the electron of 

interest. Thus, the dependence of this energy on the instantaneous behavior of another specific 

electron is neglected. 

2.1.4 Density Functional Theory 

 Density functional theory (DFT) methods attempt to remedy the lack of electron 

correlation inherent to Hartree-Fock while solving the Schrödinger equation in a similar fashion. 

At a similar computational cost to the Hartree-Fock method, DFT methods have been shown to 

yield much more accurate results when it comes to ground-state molecular structure, theoretical 

spectra, and reaction enthalpy calculations.  

 As opposed to a wavefunction as in Hartree-Fock, DFT uses electron density, 𝜌(𝑟), to 

calculate the molecular energy. Whereas the wavefunction is a function of four coordinates 

(three spatial and one spin) for each electron, electron density is a function of three spatial 

coordinates, immediately reducing the mathematical complexity of solving the Schrödinger 

equation.  

 Hohenberg and Kohn initially proved that energy is a functional of electron density; 

given a function that describes electron density throughout space, electronic energy can be 

calculated. Further, they showed that, like Hartree-Fock Theory, DFT methods are variational; 

that is, the correct ground-state density can be obtained through minimization of energy obtained 
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with the density functional.11 The form of this functional, and thus the means by which energy is 

approximated from the density function varies from one DFT method to the next. 

2.1.4.1 The Density Functional 

 The density functional for electronic energy is typically divided into terms for electronic 

kinetic energy, electron-electron interaction energy, and electron-nuclear attraction energy, as 

shown in Equation 2.20. This is analogous to the electronic Hamiltonian operator in Hartree-

Fock Theory. 

𝐸 𝜌 𝑟 = 𝑇 𝜌 𝑟 + 𝐸!! 𝜌 𝑟 + 𝐸!" 𝜌 𝑟  (2.20) 

To solve for the electron kinetic energy term, 𝑇 𝜌 𝑟 , Kohn and Sham12 treated 

individual electrons as non-interacting with one another. Instead, electrons are considered to 

interact with an average charge field of all the other electrons. This is much the same as in 

Hartree-Fock theory, which does not include explicit electron correlation. Thus, kinetic energy 

can be calculated using orbitals, as in Hartree-Fock. The Kohn-Sham DFT electronic kinetic 

energy operator, 𝑇!, is given in Equation 2.21, in which each electron is in an orbital 𝜙!: 

𝑇! = < 𝜙! −
1
2∇!

! 𝜙! >
!!

!

 (2.21) 

𝜌 𝑟  can be calculated from the occupied orbitals used in the above equation: 

𝜌 𝑟 = |
!"".!"#!"#$%

!

𝜙! 𝑟 |! (2.22) 

Electron-electron interaction energy, 𝐸!! 𝜌 𝑟 , similar to that in Hartree-Fock Theory, 

contains terms for Coulomb repulsion and electron exchange. The Coulomb repulsion 

term,   𝐽 𝜌 𝑟 , is derived through the consideration of two interacting electron density 

distributions, 𝜌 𝑟  and 𝜌 𝑟′  over a distance of 𝑟 − 𝑟′: 

𝐽 𝜌 𝑟 =
1
2

𝜌 𝑟 𝜌 𝑟′
|𝑟 − 𝑟!| 𝑑𝑟𝑑𝑟

! (2.23) 

The final term in the functional, 𝐸!" 𝜌 𝑟 , gives the electron-nuclear attraction energy. 

This term is defined in Equation 2.24 and is very similar to the VeN term in the Hamiltonian 

operator. 

𝐸!" 𝜌 𝑟 = −
𝑍!𝜌(𝑟)
|𝑅! − 𝑟|

!"#

!

𝑑𝑟 (2.24) 
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Whereas the analogous term in the Hamiltonian takes a double sum over all nuclei and electrons, 

the electron-nuclear attraction functional term sums over all nuclei and integrates over all 

possible points with electron density. In Equation 2.24, 𝑅! − 𝑟  is the distance between a point 

in space where density is being probed and a given nucleus A. 

2.1.4.2 Exchange and Correlation 

So far, we have described the electronic kinetic, Coulomb repulsion, and electron-nuclear 

attraction contribution terms in the energy density functional equation (Equation 2.20). The 

contribution due to electron exchange from the electron-electron interaction must still be 

considered. A correction resulting from the fact that explicit electron-electron interactions are 

neglected in the Kohn-Sham kinetic energy functional is also required. This correction is 

commonly referred to as electron correlation. In practice, approximations of exchange 

(𝐸! 𝜌 𝑟 ) and correlation (𝐸! 𝜌 𝑟 ) functionals set apart one density functional from another, 

and are typically summed into a single term in the density functional, 𝐸!" 𝜌 𝑟 . Thus,  

𝐸!" 𝜌 𝑟 = 𝑇 𝜌 𝑟 − 𝑇! 𝜌 𝑟 + (𝐸!! 𝜌 𝑟 − 𝐽 𝜌 𝑟 ) (2.25) 

To summarize the terms contributing to the DFT calculation of energy, Equation 2.20 can be 

rewritten as: 

𝐸 𝜌 𝑟 = 𝑇! 𝜌 𝑟 + 𝐸!" 𝜌 𝑟 + 𝐽 𝜌 𝑟 +   𝐸!" 𝜌 𝑟  (2.26) 

2.1.4.3 Kohn-Sham SCF Method 

The calculation of the Kohn-Sham kinetic energy requires orbitals occupied by electrons. 

Similar to the Hartree-Fock method, these orbitals can be obtained using a SCF procedure. In the 

SCF procedure for Kohn-Sham DFT, the one-electron operator ℎ!" is used, which includes 

kinetic energy and effective potential terms: 

ℎ!" = −
1
2∇

! + 𝑉!"" (2.27) 

The effective potential, 𝑉!"", on the electron includes the attraction between that electron and all 

nuclei, the field of all other electrons, and corrections due to exchange and correlation: 

𝑉!"" 𝑟 = 𝑉!" 𝑟 +
𝜌 𝑟 ′
|𝑟 − 𝑟′|+ 𝑉!" 𝑟  (2.28) 

where  

𝑉!" 𝑟 =
𝛿𝐸!" 𝜌 𝑟
𝛿 𝜌 𝑟  (2.29) 
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With the one-electron Kohn-Sham operator, orbitals can be calculated as eigenfunctions 

of Equation 2.30: 

ℎ!"𝜙! = 𝜀!𝜙! (2.30) 

The above equation is solved iteratively to convergence in order to generate occupied 

orbitals, 𝜙!, and energies, 𝜀!. Electron density can then be calculated using Equation 2.22. 

Further, as in the implementation of Hartree-Fock-Roothan theory,9,10 an appropriate basis set 

can be specified and scaled by a corresponding set of constants in order to describe molecular 

orbitals. In this common case, the value of the constants is optimized in the SCF procedure. 

2.1.4.4 Types of Density Functionals 

2.1.4.4.1 Local-Density Approximation Functionals 

The calculation of the first three terms on the right-hand side of Equation 2.26 are 

straightforward and typically do not vary across various DFT functionals. However, as there is 

no single definitive form for exchange and correlation functionals, approximations are 

commonly made in the 𝐸!" 𝜌 𝑟  term. In the local-density approximation (LDA),11 the 

exchange-correlation energy at some position 𝑟  can be computed from the density at that 

position. The LDA exchange functional, 𝐸! 𝜌 𝑟 , is defined as: 

𝐸!!"# 𝜌 𝑟 = −
3
4
3
𝜋

!
!

𝜌! ! 𝑟 𝑑𝑟 (2.31) 

This approximation is derived through the treatment of electron density as a uniform electron 

gas, with equal electron density at all points in space. To date, there is no correlation functional 

derived analytically from the uniform electron gas model. However, several research groups 

have fitted numerical LDA correlation functionals from the results of quantum Monte Carlo 

calculations.13 Examples include the VWN ,14 PZ81,15 CP,16 and PW9217 functionals.  

2.1.4.4.2 Generalized Gradient Approximation and Meta-GGA Functionals 

Because LDA functionals assume uniform electron density everywhere, they tend to 

overestimate exchange-correlation energy. In an attempt to account for non-homogeneous 

electron density, the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) assumes that 𝐸!" depends not 

only on 𝜌 𝑟  but also on its derivative. There are various forms of both exchange and correlation 

functionals that implement GGA. A common GGA exchange functional is B88,18 and correlation 

functionals include PW9119 and LYP.20 Meta-GGA functionals extend GGA functionals by 

incorporating a dependence of the functional on the second derivative of density, along with the 
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dependence on density and its gradient as seen in GGA functionals. The M06-L density 

functional21 is a representative example. 

The M06-L density functional, used in our work with polyoxoniobates (Chapters 5-8), 

was chosen for its good performance with both main group and transition metal chemistry as 

well as organometallic and noncovalent interactions.21 Noncovalent interactions, as we will 

discuss in detail, play an integral role in the energetics of the hydrolysis of organophosphorus 

nerve agents by Lindqvist polyoxoniobates. One drawback to the Minnesota group of functionals 

such as M06-L is the higher sensitivity to the integration grid than is normally used in electronic 

energy calculations.22 Integration grids vary by the number of points per atom used to calculate 

numerical integrals. In the Gaussian suite of software,23 an ultrafine grid uses 99 radial shells per 

atom, and 590 angular points per shell, for a total of 58,410 integration points per atom. 

Comparatively, a superfine integration grid uses 175 radial shells for first row atoms and 250 

shells for atoms in the second row and above, and each shell has 974 angular integration points. 

Results of integration-grid sensitivity in M06-L can be seen by comparing the reaction energetics 

for Sarin hydrolysis by Cs8Nb6O19 using an ultrafine integration grid (Figure 5.2, X-F pathway) 

to those using a superfine integration grid (Figure 8.1, black trace).  

2.1.4.4.3 Hybrid Functionals 

Finally, hybrid DFT methods incorporate Hartree-Fock exchange along with exchange 

and correlation functionals from other sources. Common examples include B3YLP,24 PBE0,25,26 

and HSE.27 In B3LYP specifically, the exchange-correlation functional incorporates the LDA 

exchange functional and the VWN approximation to LDA correlation,14 as well as B88 

exchange,18 LYP correlation20 and Hartree-Fock exchange. Individual terms in the B3LYP 

exchange-correlation functional ( 𝐸!"!!!"#) have been scaled by three parameters derived from 

experimental data: 

𝐸!"!!!"# = 𝐸!!"# + 𝑎! 𝐸!!" − 𝐸!!"# + 𝑎! 𝐸!!!! − 𝐸!!"# + 𝐸!!"#

+ 𝑎! 𝐸!!"# − 𝐸!!"#  
(2.32) 

In Equation 2.32, the three experimentally derived parameters, 𝑎!, 𝑎!, and 𝑎!, are 0.20, 0.72, 

and 0.81, respectively. 

 In our work with atmospheric systems, we chose the B3LYP hybrid functional, which has 

generally been shown to provide accurate results in organic systems.28 Specifically, this 

functional has successfully been used to calculate the energetics29,30 and theoretical spectra31 for 
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the ozonolysis of aromatic compounds and fullerenes, motivating our choice of this method for 

C60 ozonolysis investigations (Chapter 3). Further, B3LYP has been shown to accurately 

replicate geometries and vibrational spectra with experimental results for a series of organic 

nitrates;32 thus, this density functional was also our primary choice for theoretical spectra 

calculations of the products of nitrate addition to an unsaturated organic surface (Chapter 4). 

2.1.5 Basis Sets 

2.1.5.1 Gaussian Basis Sets 

In electronic structure calculations, a basis set of functions is typically used and 

subsequently scaled during an SCF procedure. These one-electron functions are used to build 

molecular orbitals. Most modern computational chemistry programs use Gaussian functions to 

describe orbitals. Gaussian functions have the following general form:  

𝜙!"#!"#$$%"& 𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧 = 𝑁𝑥!𝑦!𝑧!𝑒!!!! (2.33) 

where x, y, and z are spatial coordinates, N is a normalization constant, ζ describes the width of 

the orbital, and r describes the distance of the point with coordinates (x,y,z) from the center of the 

Gaussian function. a, b, and c are integers used to describe the angular momentum of the orbital. 

For spherical orbitals, a=b=c=0. For p orbitals, one of these integers is 1, where the remaining 

two are zero; for example, a px orbital has a=1, and b=c=0. d orbitals have two of these integers 

equal to 1, such as in dyz, with a=0, and b=c=1. 

According to the Gaussian Product Theorem, a product of two Gaussian functions equals 

another Gaussian, facilitating their ease of use in Hartree-Fock and DFT methods which involve 

a great deal of orbital multiplication. Due to this convenience, Gaussian-type orbitals (GTOs)33 

are used almost universally by computational chemists. This is despite the fact that Slater-type 

orbitals (STOs),34 with an exponential r term (instead of the r2 seen for GTOs) better describe the 

radial distribution of electron density in hydrogenic atoms. Commonly, a linear combination of 

Gaussian functions will be used to mimic the shape of an STO. Such orbitals are called 

contracted Gaussian-type orbitals (CGTOs). 

 Basis sets vary widely based on how they describe atomic orbitals in an atom. In a 

minimal basis set, one basis function is used for each atomic orbital. However, the use of more 

than one basis function per orbital allows for orbital flexibility; the orbital is better able to 

respond to the presence of another atom.  Thus, double-, triple-, and quadruple-, etc., zeta basis 

sets include two, three, and four basis functions and so on for each atomic orbital, respectively. 
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Chemists are typically focused on the behavior of valence electrons, requiring a greater number 

of functions for valence orbitals than for core atomic orbitals. Thus, split-valence basis35 sets use 

one set of functions to describe each core atomic orbital and a larger basis for valence orbitals.  

2.1.5.2 Pseudopotentials 

For heavy atoms with a large number of core electrons, the core electrons can be treated 

collectively as averaged potentials, or pseudopotentials, instead of with basis functions.36 This 

increases computational efficiency, as expensive integrals no longer need to be calculated, 

without sacrificing much accuracy, as core electrons are not typically affected by changes in 

chemical bonding. Our work with Lindqvist polyoxoniobates (Chapters 5-8) implements the 

Lanl2dz pseudopotential and accompanying basis set,37-39 developed by a team at Los Alamos 

National Labs, to describe Cs and Nb atoms. This pseudopotential-basis set combination, along 

with the M06-L density functional, has shown to successfully describe the mechanism of 

hydrolysis of organophosphorus nerve agents and simulants by a polyoxoniobate catalyst,40 

motivating our choice to use the same set of pseudopotentials, basis functions, and functional for 

degradation of agents and simulants by Cs8Nb6O19. 

2.1.5.3 Polarization and Diffuse Functions 

In the presence of an external field such as that due to a nearby atom, orbitals may shift in 

shape. The inclusion of flexible polarization functions in a basis set allows for such a response.41 

An s-orbital, for example, is more able to shift if it is mixed with a p-orbital. Also, in systems in 

which electron density may be found far from the nucleus, such as anionic or van-der-Waals-

bound complexes, the inclusion of diffuse functions in basis sets is important to appropriately 

describe molecular behavior. In diffuse functions, the 𝜁  exponential factor is very small 

(Equation 2.33), creating very large orbitals.42 

Specific basis sets are typically made of combinations of basic basis-set elements. For 

example, the Pople 6-31G(d) is a split-valence double-zeta basis set.35,43-51 Core orbitals are each 

described as a CGTO made up of 6 Gaussian functions, and valence orbitals are described by 

two orbitals: one CGTO made of 3 Gaussians, and one single GTO. Further, as indicated by the 

(d), this basis set has d polarization functions added to non-hydrogen atoms. Another basis set, 6-

31+G, has the same double-zeta split-valence arrangement of electrons but lacks the polarization 

functions. Instead, as indicated by the +, this basis set includes diffuse s and p functions on non-
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hydrogen atoms. A second + would indicate the inclusion of diffuse functions on hydrogen 

atoms also (i.e., 6-31++G). 

2.1.5.4 Dual-Level Calculations 

When choosing a basis set for a molecular system, it is important to ensure that the basis 

set accounts for all the essential features of the system while maintaining computational 

efficiency. Thus, it is not uncommon to perform geometry optimizations and vibrational 

frequency calculations (vide infra) using a smaller basis set and correcting the electronic energy 

of the optimized system with a single-point energy calculation using a larger basis set. This dual-

level type of calculation increases the accuracy of an energy calculation while saving a great deal 

of computational time, as geometry optimizations require the calculation of energy and first 

derivatives at several points during the process. For example, in Chapters 5-8 in this dissertation, 

DFT calculations were performed in order to determine the reaction dynamics of Sarin and 

nerve-agent mimics on transition-metal oxides. For nonmetal atoms, the 6-31G(d,p) basis set was 

used for geometry optimization and vibrational frequency calculations. Following optimization, 

the electronic energies of all stationary points were then calculated using the larger 6-

31++G(d,p) basis set for nonmetal atoms. As diffuse functions were only included in single-point 

energy calculations, their effects on electronic energy could be accounted for without 

recalculating diffuse orbitals at each optimization step; furthermore, as the nature of a stationary 

point (i.e., a minimum or a transition state) has already been determined through frequency 

calculations, expensive Hessian matrices are not required for the larger-basis calculations. The 

energies reported for these calculations reflect the electronic energy calculated with the larger 

basis set using the geometry optimized with the smaller basis set. Further, reported energies have 

been corrected by the zero-point energy calculated with the smaller basis set. Of course, 

underlying dual-level calculations performed in this manner is the approximation that the 

geometry optimized with the smaller basis set does not vary significantly from that which would 

be optimized with the larger basis or that any variation is consistent throughout the entire 

potential energy surface. Finally, under certain circumstances, a dual-level approach can be used 

with multiple levels of theory. For example, in Chapter 4, a dual-level approach was used in an 

effort to determine the energy barrier for nitrate addition to a double bond. Using geometries 

calculated with the B3LYP density functional and the 6-31G(d) basis set, single-point 

calculations along the reaction coordinate for nitrate addition were performed using other density 
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functionals, basis sets, and even higher levels of theory, including coupled cluster with single, 

double, and estimated triple excitations (CCSD(T)).52-54  

2.1.6 Potential Energy Surfaces 

2.1.6.1 Internal Coordinates 

 Once an appropriate method (or density functional) and basis set are selected, the energy 

can be calculated for a molecular system. This energy depends upon the spatial orientation of the 

atoms within the molecule, 𝑅.  which can be easily expressed using internal coordinates. 

 Consider a molecular system composed of two atoms, A and B, connected by a covalent 

bond. The geometry of this molecule can be fully described using a single internal coordinate, 

𝑟!": the distance between the two atoms. When 𝑟!" remains unchanged, translating or rotating A 

and B will not affect the energy of the molecular system. Increasing the size of the system, 

however, requires the incorporation of additional internal coordinates to fully describe the 

molecule. For the triatomic nonlinear molecule CDE, for example, three internal coordinates are 

required. For example, two coordinates 𝑟!" and 𝑟!"  may be used, to describe the internuclear 

distances between atoms C and D, and D and E, respectively. Considering these two distances, 

an additional coordinate is required to fully describe the molecule—∠𝐶𝐷𝐸, the angle formed by 

vectors 𝑟!"  and 𝑟!", with atom D at its vertex—for example. As the number of atoms in a 

molecule increases, so does the number of internal coordinates required to fully describe its 

geometry. For a nonlinear molecule, 3N-5 coordinates are required, where N is the number of 

atoms in the molecule.  

With a set of internal coordinates in hand, the energy of a molecular system can be 

calculated. Of course, varying one or more internal coordinates will vary the calculated energy of 

the system. To completely represent the dependence of energy on a given set of coordinates, a 

topological construct called the potential energy surface is used. The inclusion of the “potential” 

descriptor reflects the dependence of energy upon the relative position of atoms in the system. In 

a potential energy surface, energy is plotted as a function of each internal coordinate. This is very 

simple for the diatomic molecule AB, which relies on only one internal coordinate. A potential 

energy surface for AB is shown in Figure 2.1. In the figure, energy is plotted with respect to 𝑟!". 

In the figure, we note that there is a point at which the energy is at a minimum. This is the 

equilibrium position, with internuclear distance 𝑟!". Beginning at equilibrium position, if the 

bond connecting A and B is contracted, that is, if 𝑟!" is decreased, an increase in energy is noted 
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due to repulsions between the atoms. On the other hand, if 𝑟!" is increased from 𝑟!", an increase 

in energy is seen until eventually A and B become so far apart that they cease to interact. Thus, 

the energy of the system reaches a finite limit as 𝑟!" approaches infinity. The difference in 

energy between the bottom of the potential-energy well and that of separated atoms is given as 

De. 

 

 
Figure 2.1. Potential energy of molecular system A-B as a function of internuclear distance rAB. 

 

Though represented simply for a diatomic molecule, a complete potential energy surface 

quickly becomes more abstract for larger systems. For triatomic CDE, for example, energy 

depends on three interatomic coordinates; thus, the potential energy plot requires four 

dimensions: one for each coordinate, and one for energy. Even for a triatomic system, a complete 

potential energy surface can be difficult, if not impossible, to visualize. However, if one or more 

coordinates is held invariant, a slice of the surface can be can be plotted as a function of the 

remaining coordinate. For example, ∠𝐶𝐷𝐸  can be fixed as energy is plotted against both 
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distances 𝑟!" and 𝑟!". At a different ∠𝐶𝐷𝐸, the same plot may differ substantially. This potential 

energy surface can be simplified even further, by fixing an additional coordinate such as 𝑟!". 

Now, the surface is representable by a two-dimensional graph (i.e., energy vs. 𝑟!", with fixed 

∠𝐶𝐷𝐸 and 𝑟!"), similar to that shown in Figure 2.1. This type of potential energy surface, where 

energy is plotted as a function of one (or a few) coordinates, and the other coordinates are held 

fixed, is called a rigid potential energy surface. Conversely, energy can be plotted against 𝑟!", 

and the remaining coordinates can be optimized (vide infra) at each C-D distance being sampled. 

The resulting plot in this case is called a relaxed potential energy surface.  

2.1.6.2 Stationary Points and the Reaction Coordinate 

A potential energy surface for O3 is shown in Figure 2.2.55 Here, energy is plotted as a 

function of both the O-O-O angle as well as the distance between a terminal oxygen atom and 

the central oxygen atom in ozone. In this case, both Oterminal-Ocentral distances are assumed to be 

the same, and are thus representable on a single axis. As the figure shows, a minimum in the 

potential energy surface occurs when O-O distance is 1.160 Å and ∠𝑂𝑂𝑂 is 120.9° for ozone. 

Another minimum occurs when 𝑟!! = 1.316  Å  and ∠𝑂𝑂𝑂 = 60°  for isoozone. The lowest 

energy pathway that connects these two minima, defined as the reaction coordinate, is identified 

by a dashed line in the figure. Moving from one minimum to the other along this pathway, to 

form isoozone from ozone, for example, an energy barrier must be overcome. This barrier is the 

difference in energy between the maximum-energy point along along the reaction coordinate and 

that of the starting geometry, e.g., ozone.  The geometry at the maximum is defined as the 

transition state. 
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Figure 2.2. The ozone/isoozone potential energy surface (calculated by the AM1 method).56 The 
dashed line on the surface is the reaction coordinate. Reprinted (adapted) from Computational 
Chemistry: Introduction to the Theory and Applications of Molecular and Quantum Mechanics, 
The Concept of the Potential Energy Surface, 2011, 15, E. G. Lewars, © Springer 
Science+Business Media B.V. With permission of Springer. 
 

 At all three points—the two minima (e.g., ozone and isoozone) and the transition state—

the potential energy surface is flat, that is, the partial derivative of the energy with respect to all 

internal coordinates qi is zero (Equation 2.34). As such, these minima and maximum are 

described as stationary points. 
𝜕𝐸
𝜕𝑞!

= 0 (2.34) 

this 3D diagram gives the energy/reaction coordinate type of diagram commonly
used by chemists. The slice goes along the lowest-energy path connecting ozone,
isoozone and the transition state, that is, along the reaction coordinate, and the
horizontal axis (the reaction coordinate) of the 2D diagram is a composite of O–O
bond length and O–O–O angle. In most discussions this horizontal axis is left
quantitatively undefined; qualitatively, the reaction coordinate represents the
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 Further, as the points on the potential energy surface corresponding to ozone and 

isoozone are minima, the second derivative of the energy with respect to all internal coordinates 

is greater than zero, indicating that the surface is concave up for all coordinates. At the transition 

state, the second derivative is negative along the reaction coordinate, indicating a maximum. 

However, as the transition state lies along the lowest energy pathway that connects the two 

minima, the second derivative of the energy with respect to all other coordinates will be positive 

(Equation 2.35):  

 

For a minimum, !
!!

!!!
! > 0.  

For a transition state, !
!!
!"!

< 0 along the reaction coordinate, and 

 !
!!

!!!
! > 0 for all other coordinates. 

 (2.35) 

 

At this point, it becomes important to note that the reaction coordinate does not necessarily 

coincide with a single internal molecular coordinate. In the case of the formation of isoozone 

from ozone, for example, an examination of the geometries along the reaction coordinate shows 

a decrease in ∠𝑂𝑂𝑂 as well as an increase in 𝑟!! leading to the transition state, followed by a 

decrease in 𝑟!! leading to the isoozone minimum. Thus, instead of plotting energy as a function 

of a single internal coordinate, the progress of a chemical reaction is typically depicted by 

plotting energy as a function of the reaction coordinate. A qualitative sketch of this reaction 

coordinate graph for the formation of isoozone from ozone is shown in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3. A slice through the ozone/isoozone potential energy surface, showing energy as a 
function of the reaction coordinate.  Reprinted (adapted) from Computational Chemistry: 
Introduction to the Theory and Applications of Molecular and Quantum Mechanics, The Concept 
of the Potential Energy Surface, 2011, 15, E. G. Lewars, © Springer Science+Business Media 
B.V. With permission of Springer. 

 

 

2.1.7 Geometry Optimization 

Once an appropriate method (or density functional) and basis set are selected, the energy 

can be calculated for a given molecular geometry. However, the energy calculation methods 

described above are only applicable to a fixed set of molecular coordinates, in accordance with 

the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. The results of these calculations offer no insurance that 

the molecular arrangement corresponds to a stationary point, wherein the energy is at a minimum 

or maximum, on the potential energy surface. At these extrema, the gradient of energy, or first 

derivative with respect to all internal coordinates, is zero. Thus, to reach a stationary point on a 

potential energy surface, the energy gradient of a molecular system can be minimized by 

favorably changing the positions of individual atoms. Any algorithm for changing these atomic 

positions and thus minimizing energy gradients is called geometry optimization.57 

A simple geometry optimization algorithm is called the method of steepest descent.58,59 

Herein, an initial guess at the geometry is used as input, and the energy is calculated for this 
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point (e.g., using an SCF method), along with the gradient of the energy. Next, an updated 

geometry is obtained using Equation 2.36: 

𝑅!!! = 𝑅! − 𝛾!∇(E 𝑅! ) (2.36) 

where 𝑅! is the initial geometry, 𝑅!!! is the updated geometry, 𝛾! is a scale factor dependent on 

the size of the gradient (for larger gradients, the difference in geometries between 𝑅! and 𝑅!!! 

will be greater), and −∇(E 𝑅! ) is the force acting on the molecular system due to the particular 

arrangement of atoms 𝑅!. Once the new geometry 𝑅!!! is obtained, its energy and gradient are 

calculated. 𝑅!!! is then evaluated against a set of convergence criteria: 1) ∇ E 𝑅!!! = 0, 2) 

E 𝑅!!! = E 𝑅! , and 3)   |𝑅!!! − 𝑅!| = 0 . If all three criteria are met within preset 

convergence thresholds, the geometry optimization is finished. Otherwise, the process repeats 

with 𝑅!!! as the new initial geometry. 

 More complex geometry optimization methods are similar to the steepest descent method, 

varying mainly in the geometry updating step, given in Equation 2.36. In the conjugate gradient 

method, for example, a history term is incorporated which takes into account the energy gradient 

at previous iterations of the optimization process. Other optimization algorithms include the 

Newton-Raphson method and Rational Function Optimization.57  

It is important to note that optimization methods can be used to converge to any 

stationary point, be it a minimum or maximum, along a potential energy surface, as all stationary 

points have zero-energy gradients. Therefore, to verify a minimum has been reached, the second 

derivative of the energy with respect to a given coordinate is calculated at a stationary point 

following geometry optimization. If the second derivative is positive, the energy surface is 

concave up along that coordinate around the stationary point, indicating a local minimum along 

the coordinate, and if it is negative, the surface is concave down, indicating a local maximum. 

For a system with more than one coordinate, a Hessian matrix of partial second derivatives with 

respect to all possible pairs of atomic coordinates is used. A minimum is achieved when all 

eigenvalues of this matrix are positive. In the case where a negative eigenvalue is obtained at a 

stationary point, the potential energy surface is at a local maximum along the coordinate yielding 

the negative eigenvalue.  
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2.1.7.1 Transition-State Optimization 

A transition state is a special case in which the Hessian provides exactly one negative 

eigenvalue, indicating minima along all coordinates except for one maximum. Thus, in an 

optimization calculation where a transition state is desired, Hessian matrices must be calculated, 

which can have a hefty computational expense. In optimizing a transition state, the Hessian 

matrix is calculated for the initial guess geometry. Ideally, for a good initial guess transition state 

geometry, there will only be one negative eigenvalue in the matrix, indicating the coordinate to 

be maximized in energy during optimization while the energy of the entire system is minimized. 

In the event that there is more than one negative eigenvalue, that which has the largest magnitude 

will dictate the coordinate along which energy will be maximized. At this point, it becomes 

evident that a good initial guess geometry is integral to the success of a transition state 

optimization. 

Once the parameter to be maximized has been identified in a transition state optimization, 

optimization proceeds, and the Hessian matrix is updated using the previous Hessian and 

gradient from previous points. This method, the Berny Algorithm,60-65 is much less 

computationally intensive than calculating a new Hessian after each iteration in the optimization, 

and it typically results in convergence. If convergence is not reached after a number of 

optimization cycles, a new Hessian can be generated using a geometry along the optimization 

process before proceeding. This is only if optimization is indeed proceeding in the desired 

direction. 

2.1.8 Calculation of Theoretical Vibrational Spectra 

Following geometry optimization for a molecular system, a theoretical vibrational 

spectrum can be calculated from that system. Not only can this spectrum verify a minimum or a 

transition state, as it requires the calculation of second derivatives, but it can also correlate with 

experimental spectra, informing of spectral features related to the presence of chemical moieties 

and interactions as well as chemical changes that occur during reaction.  

To begin a vibrational frequency calculation, a Hessian matrix is calculated to ensure that 

a minimum (all positive eigenvalues) or a transition state (exactly one negative eigenvalue) has 

been reached. Recall that the Hessian is a matrix of the second-order partial derivatives of 

molecular energy with respect to atomic coordinates, with matrix elements given in Equation 

2.37: 
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ℎ!" = (
𝜕!𝐸
𝜕𝑥!𝜕𝑥!

)!!!!!!,!!!!!! (2.37) 

where xi and xj are individual atomic coordinates in the molecular system. As this Hessian is 

calculated following geometry optimization, second derivatives are therefore being evaluated 

with respect to coordinates at energy extrema (e.g., 𝑥!!). 

 The potential energy of a particular vibration can be expressed as a Taylor-series 

expansion: 

𝑉 𝑥 = 𝑉! +
𝜕𝑉
𝜕𝑥 𝑥 − 𝑥! +

1
2
𝜕!𝑉
𝜕𝑥! 𝑥 − 𝑥! ! +⋯ (2.38) 

In Equation 2.38, 𝑥! is the equilibrium position of the oscillator, and 𝑉! is the energy at that 

position. As 𝑥! is a minimum, the derivative of energy at that point will be 0. Further, setting 𝑉! 

to 0 and truncating the series after the second-order term results in the expression of Hooke’s law 

for energy, in accordance with the harmonic oscillator model:66 

𝑉 𝑥 =
1
2 𝑘 𝑥 − 𝑥! ! (2.39) 

where k is defined as the force constant, related to the stiffness of the oscillator, obtained by 

taking the second derivative of the energy with respect to displacement of the oscillator. In a 

polyatomic system, force constants for vibrations can thus be calculated as eigenvalues of a 

mass-weighted Hessian matrix (Equation 2.40).  

𝐾!𝑄 = 𝐻!𝑄 (2.40) 

where 𝐾! are the force-constant eigenvalues with eigenvectors Q, and 𝐻! is the mass-weighted 

Hessian with matrix elements ℎ!"! , scaled by the masses of atoms i and j: 

ℎ!"! =
ℎ!"
𝑚!𝑚!

 (2.41) 

Extensively, the eigenvectors Q of this matrix provide the normal modes of vibration, qij, for a 

molecule. Since the matrix elements have been mass-weighted, the frequency of each normal-

mode vibration, 𝜈!", is simply the square root of the corresponding force-constant eigenvalue 𝑘!"! .  

Finally, the zero-point vibrational energy can be calculated from the sum of normal-mode 

vibrational frequencies: 

𝑍𝑃𝐸 =
1
2ℎ 𝜈!

!

 (2.42) 
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where h is Planck’s constant, and 𝜈! are the normal-mode vibrational frequencies. The zero-point 

vibrational energy results from vibrational motion that occurs at the ground vibrational state; 

even at a temperature 0 K, vibrational motion occurs—a consequence of Heisenberg’s 

uncertainty principle.67 To account for this, a zero-point vibrational energy correction (Equation 

2.42) is typically included in the energies of stationary points in reaction coordinate graphs as 

presented in the following chapters. 

Recall that the Hessian matrix informs of the concavity of a potential energy surface. 

Because theoretical vibrational spectra, to which a Hessian is essential, are calculated following 

geometry optimization, these spectra can inform of the higher-order nature of a stationary point. 

At a minimum-energy geometry, all Hessian eigenvalues 𝐾! will be positive, indicating that the 

potential energy surface is concave up around the minimum in all dimensions. Exactly one 

negative Hessian eigenvalue indicates that the potential energy surface is concave up in all 

dimensions except for one, in which it is concave down. This condition indicates that the 

corresponding geometry is for a transition state. As the eigenvectors 𝑄 correspond to normal 

modes of vibration, that 𝑞!" associated with the negative 𝑘!"!  value will show motion characteristic 

of the transition state, such as that leading to breakage and/or formation of a bond.  

 The calculation of vibrational frequencies we have just described made use of the 

harmonic oscillator model.66 Thus, any anharmonic aspects of a real system such as bond 

breakage and formation have been neglected. Even though he harmonic oscillator shows less 

deviation from the anharmonic model as a geometry nears a minimum, and the ground-state 

vibrational motion, which occurs near a minimum, is most often of interest when examining 

experimental spectra, there are some deviations in calculated frequencies that must be accounted 

for when comparing theoretical and experimental spectra. Further, approximations in the method 

used to calculate the energy of a molecule, as described at the beginning of this chapter, may 

result in further deviations. Typically, multiplying vibrational frequencies by a method-

dependent scaling factor ameliorates these deviations. Thus, we have scaled our experimental IR 

frequencies reported in Chapter 3 for C60 ozonolysis and in Chapter 4 for self-assembled 

monolayer nitrate-addition product accordingly. 

 Finally, the relative intensities of vibrations in theoretical spectra can be determined 

through the use of perturbation theory. As discussed in the previous chapter, a vibrational mode 

is infrared-active if it shows a change in dipole moment due to vibration, and a mode is Raman-
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active if it has a change in polarizability. Through use of Taylor series expansions on both the 

wavefunction and electronic energy, the effects of an applied field on the eigenvalues for dipole 

moment and polarizability operators can be evaluated to determine the intensity of an IR- or 

Raman-active transition.68 

2.1.9 The Intrinsic Reaction Coordinate Method 

 A vibrational frequency calculation involves the use of a mass-weighted Hessian matrix, 

𝐻!, in an eigenvalue equation. The result of exactly one negative eigenvalue amidst positive 

eigenvalues indicates that a transition state has been reached. However, there are many possible 

transition states possible within a molecular system. The intrinsic reaction coordinate method 

(IRC) is a way to verify that the correct transition state has been optimized; that is, that the 

transition state does, indeed, lead directly from desired reagent (or intermediate) to product (or 

intermediate).69  

This process begins with a transition state geometry (‡), indicated by a negative force 

constant 𝑘‡!  resulting from Hessian eigenvector 𝑞‡! . The coordinates of the geometry are displaced 

in the direction of 𝑞‡!  by a small amount. The gradient and Hessian are evaluated at this new 

point  (‡ +1) and the eigenmode 𝑞‡!!!  indicating negative curvature on the potential energy 

surface will dictate the vector of displacement. All other coordinates 𝑞!"!(‡!!)!  will be minimized 

in energy, causing their gradients to be reduced to zero; the only non-vanishing gradient will be 

that along the direction of 𝑞‡!!! . The optimization of all other coordinates ensures that the lowest 

energy path leading from a transition state to a minimum is followed. This process is repeated 

until all 𝑘!"!  eigenvalues are positive, indicating that the 𝑞‡!!!  vector has entered a region of 

positive curvature. At this point, the gradient will have its largest component along 𝑞‡!!! . As 

such, 𝑞‡!!!  will continue to determine the direction in which the IRC proceeds, and the 

optimization-re-evaluation process will continue until all gradients are zero, indicating that a 

minimum has been reached. 

The IRC method connects the transition state to a corresponding minimum (e.g., 

reagents). To connect it to the other minimum (e.g., products), an IRC can be repeated in which 

the coordinates are displaced in the opposite direction of 𝑞‡! . Once both minima are obtained, 

their geometries can be inspected. If desired minima (e.g., reagents and products) have been 

obtained, the optimized transition state is the corresponding one. Otherwise, a new guess 
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geometry should be prepared and a transition-state optimization performed. Finally, as 

geometries are reported for each step along an IRC, changes in geometry can be observed 

leading from the transition state to an adjacent minimum. 

In Chapter 3, we use IRC calculations to verify that transition states corresponded to 

adjacent minima for the ozonation of C60. In Chapters 5 and 6, through use of IRCs, we tracked 

changes in interatomic distances around the rate-limiting transition state of Sarin and DMMP 

hydrolysis by Cs8Nb6O19 for several different pathways. With these changes, we were then able 

to relate the synchronicity of the formation and breakage of certain bonds to the relative reaction 

barriers of each pathway. 

 

2.2 Molecular Mechanics 

Due to the presence of multi-electron integrals in Hartree-Fock and DFT, both methods 

can quickly become intractable as the number of atoms in a molecular system is increased. For 

larger systems, it is much more practical to treat individual atoms as massed point charges 

instead of with several Gaussian functions. Further, instead of implementing quantum 

mechanical operators, subjecting atoms to force fields defined using classical mechanics is an 

efficient way to describe the collective behavior of as many as millions of atoms at a time. 

Combined, these two approximations are the foundation of molecular mechanics calculations and 

allow for the treatment of large molecular systems consisting up to millions of atoms.  

2.2.1 Force Fields 

In molecular mechanics, the energy of a system can be completely described as a sum of 

covalent and noncovalent interactions: 

𝐸 = 𝐸!"#$%&'( + 𝐸!"!#"$%&'!( (2.43) 

2.2.1.1 Covalent terms 

Covalent energy terms result from contributions of each pair of atoms within a bond, 

each trio of atoms in a bond angle, and each pair of atoms in a 1,4 spatial relationship, described 

in terms of their dihedral angle: 

𝐸!"#$%&'( = 𝐸!"#$% + 𝐸!"#$%& + 𝐸!"!!"#$%& (2.44) 

The functional form of bonding force field terms can be described using the harmonic 

oscillator model. Consider two atoms separated by a distance r with an equilibrium distance req. 
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As r deviates from req, the energy of the bond increases. A second-order Taylor expansion of 

energy with respect to r, evaluated at req, and defining the energy at req as zero leads to:  

𝐸!"#$ = 𝐾!(𝑟 − 𝑟!")! (2.45) 

Note that this is very similar to Hooke’s Law for energy (Equation 2.39), with ½ factored into 

the force constant. At this point, it is also important to note that, much as with the calculation of 

vibrational spectra, since the harmonic oscillator model is being implicated in the definition of 

force field terms, bond breaking and formation is not accounted for in typical molecular 

mechanics calculations. Further, this type of calculation works best at bond lengths around req, as 

the harmonic oscillator model shows the best agreement with an anharmonic oscillator at this 

distance, as described in the previous chapter. In Equation 2.45, two parameters must be 

specified for each bond: Kb and req. These values can be found experimentally or from the results 

of electronic structure calculations. Keeping the harmonic oscillator approximation in mind, the 

selection of the appropriate req for a given bond is essential to the accurate calculation of energy 

using molecular mechanics. The collective sum of all bonded interactions within a molecule 

gives the Ebonds term from Equation 2.44: 

𝐸!"#$% = 𝐾!(𝑟! − 𝑟!"!

!"#$%

!

)! (2.46) 

Angle bending terms have a similar functional form to that for bonding terms. The 

collective angle bending term is given in Equation 2.47:  

𝐸!"#$%& = 𝐾!(𝜃! − 𝜃!"!

!"#$%&

!

)! (2.47) 

Each angle bending term considers three atoms, A, B, and C, with A sharing a bond with B, and B 

sharing a bond with C, thus forming ∠𝐴𝐵𝐶 , with interior angle 𝜃. As 𝜃 deviates from its 

equilibrium 𝜃!", the angle bending energy increases for that trio of atoms. To specify each force 

field term, 𝐾! and 𝜃!"! are required as input. 

 The functional form for dihedral angles differs from that for bonds and angle bends, as 

dihedral rotations are periodic in nature. Consider ethane, with hydrogen atoms H1 and H2 on 

opposite carbon atoms separated in a 1,4 H1-C-C-H2 orientation. The dihedral 𝜑 between H1 and 

H2 is the angle formed between the two hydrogen atoms as one looks down the C-C bond (as in a 

Newman projection, Figure 2.1). At 𝜑 = 0°, 120°, 𝑜𝑟  240°, hydrogen atoms are eclipsed, and the 
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dihedral energy is at a maximum. Conversely, at 𝜑 = 60°, 180°, 𝑜𝑟  300°, the hydrogen atoms 

are in staggered, with minimal dihedral energy. To account for this periodicity, a sinusoidal 

functional form can be used to describe the dihedral energy. The collective energy term for all 

dihedrals in a molecule is given as Equation 2.48:  

𝐸!"!!"#$%& = 𝐴![1+ cos 𝑛!𝜑! − 𝛾! ]
!"!!"#$%&

!

 (2.48) 

In Equation 2.48, n corresponds to the n-fold rotation of the dihedral, 𝛾!is an offset angle, and Ad 

is a fitting parameter that describes the amplitude of the sinusoidal, related to the rotational 

barrier. For ethane, n=3, as shown in Figure 2.4. 

 

 
Figure 2.4. Energy with respect to H-C-C-H dihedral angle for ethane, identifying parameters in 
the functional form for molecular mechanical dihedral angles. 
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2.2.1.2 Noncovalent Terms 

 In molecular mechanics, noncovalent interactions are described by two terms: an 

electrostatic term and a van der Waals term: 

𝐸!"!#"$%&'!( = 𝐸!"!#$%&'$($)# + 𝐸!"# (2.49) 

The electrostatic term arises from the fact that each atom has a point charge associated with it. 

As such, electrostatic interactions between any two atoms with charges qi and qj can be 

calculated with respect to the distance between them, rij, using Coulomb’s Law, similarly to the 

potential energy terms in the Hamiltonian operator (Equation 2.3). Equation 2.50 gives the 

functional form for the total electrostatic energy in a molecular mechanics system. Note that a 

dialectric 𝜀 is used instead of the permittivity of free space, 𝜀!, as these calculations can account 

for an implicit solvent, if desired. 

𝐸!"!#$%&'$($)# =
𝑞!𝑞!
4𝜋𝜀𝑟!"

!

!!!!!

!

!!!

 (2.50) 

To account for van der Waals interactions, a second term is incorporated into the 

noncovalent molecular mechanics energy. For bonded atoms, this term is typically only applied 

to atoms that are more than two covalent bonds apart from one another, as interactions between 

atoms closer than that are accounted for in bonding terms. The van der Waals term can take 

many forms, but the most common form is that of the Lennard-Jones potential:70 

𝐸!"##$%&!!"#$% = 𝜀
𝑟!
𝑟

!"
− 2

𝑟!
𝑟

!
 (2.51) 

The Lennard-Jones potential is characterized by two terms: an attractive term with -1/r6 

dependence on internuclear distance, and a repulsive term with 1/r12 dependence. These 

contributions are shown as the red and green traces, respectively, in Figure 2.5. Combined, they 

give an energy surface (black trace) with a potential well at distance r0 with energy ε at r0. The 

Lennard-Jones potential accurately describes the -1/r6 dependence of distance on van der Waals 

attractions. However, short-range repulsions have close to exponential dependence. For the sake 

of computational efficiency, a 1/r12 term is used instead, as it can be evaluated simply by 

squaring the 1/r6 term. Combined, all Lennard-Jones terms make up the van der Waals 

interactions contribution to noncovalent molecular mechanics energy: 
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𝐸!"# = 𝜀!"
𝑟!!"
𝑟!"

!"

− 2
𝑟!!"
𝑟!"

!!

!!!!!

!

!!!

 (2.52) 

 

 

 
Figure 2.5. Black: The Lennard-Jones potential as a function of interatomic distance, r. Red: 
Attractive -2ε(r0/r)6 contribution to the potential. Green: Repulsive ε(r0/r)12 contribution.  
 
 
2.2.2 QM/MM Methods 

While molecular mechanics calculations are very economical and can be applied to large 

systems compared to electronic structure calculations, a major disadvantage to this type of 

calculations lies in the treatment of each atom as a point charge with mass. Without individual 

electrons, all intra-atomic contributions to energy such as electronic kinetic energy, electron-

nuclear repulsion, and electron-electron repulsion are completely neglected. This makes 

molecular mechanics a far worse approximation to molecular energy than DFT or even Hartree-

Fock, which leave only electron exchange and correlation left to be considered. Furthermore, 

common forcefields such as AMBER,71 OPLS,72,73 and UFF74 categorize like atoms together as 
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atom types, assigning each atom of a given type with the same force constant and equilibrium 

bond length or angle. Thus, there is no differentiation between atoms within a type. All hydrogen 

atoms in propane, for example, may be assigned the same type, although the environment of 

those H atoms bound to the central carbon is different from those on the terminal carbon atom. 

Moreover, molecular mechanics methods as described in this chapter do not allow for bond 

breaking or bond formation. Thus, any interest in chemical reactions is left to other methods.  

Certain aspects of a large molecular system can be described with the accuracy closer to 

that of electronic structure calculations by treating most of the system with molecular mechanics 

and a small region of interest with electronic structure methods. This hybrid approach is called 

quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM).75-77 In QM/MM calculations, those atoms 

specified to the QM region are subject to expensive integral calculations required for electronic 

structure methods. As a result, they can show changes in bonding, and accurate theoretical 

spectra can be calculated. The remainder of the system is treated with molecular mechanics 

forcefields. Additionally, interactions between the QM and MM regions are also treated with 

MM forcefields. As a consequence of treating only a region of interest with QM methods and the 

remainder of a system with MM force fields, high-quality results can be obtained from a 

relatively efficient calculation. In Chapter 4, we present a QM/MM approach to calculate the 

vibrational spectrum of the product of nitrate radical addition to a vinyl-terminated self-

assembled monolayer (SAM) chain. In order to examine the effect of including this chain in a 

SAM, we surrounded it with non-nitrated SAM chains. As we were primarily interested in the 

vibrational modes of the product chain, we included only that central chain in the QM region, 

and the rest of the chains in the MM region.  

 

2.3 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, we described the computational methods that we have used in our 

investigations of gas—surface reactions. Beginning with Hartree-Fock theory, we outlined the 

fundamental features of electronic structure calculations. Then, motivated by shortcomings of 

this theory regarding electron correlation, we moved into density functional theory and the 

different approaches to calculating exchange and correlation therein. Next, we highlighted 

approaches to describing orbitals through the use of basis sets.  
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With an understanding of how electronic energy is calculated, a computational approach 

to finding a stable geometry through optimization was described, as well as how a Hessian 

matrix can be used to determine if a stationary point corresponds to a minimum or a transition 

state. With the Hessian in hand, we then proceeded to explain how theoretical vibrational 

frequencies are calculated. Finally, we described how to verify that a transition state connects 

two adjacent minima using the IRC method. 

We then moved on to describe how energies of large molecular systems is calculated 

through molecular mechanics method. These methods use classical force fields, thus introducing 

approximations. However, it remains possible to obtain information with greater accuracy for 

large systems through the application of QM/MM calculations.  

Throughout this chapter, we made an effort to relate each method to an investigation that 

we report in future chapters. The rest of this dissertation is dedicated to those investigations. In 

Chapter 3, we describe our investigations of the ozonolysis of C60 using DFT. In Chapter 4, we 

use QM/MM calculations to obtain theoretical spectra for a SAM chain that has reacted with a 

nitrate radical. In Chapter 5, the reaction mechanism of Sarin hydrolysis as catalyzed by a 

Lindqvist polyoxoniobate is described using DFT methods. In Chapters 6 and 7, we continue our 

efforts with the Lindqvist polyoxoniobate by examining the hydrolysis of nerve-agent simulants 

DMMP and DMCP. Finally In Chapter 8, we return to Sarin hydrolysis in the presence of a now-

solvated catalyst.  
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Abstract 

 

 We present an investigation of the reaction of ozone with C60 fullerene using electronic 

structure methods. Motivated by recent experiments of ozone exposure to a C60 film, we have 

characterized stationary points in the potential energy surface for the reactions of O3 with C60 

that include both the formation of primary ozonide and subsequent dissociation reactions of this 

intermediate that lead to C-C bond cleavage. We have also investigated the addition of multiple 

O3 molecules to the C60 cage to explore potential reaction pathways under the high ozone flux 

conditions used in recent experiments. The lowest-energy product of the reaction of a single 

ozone molecule with C60 that results in C-C bond breakage corresponds to an open-cage C60O3 

structure that contains ester and ketone moieties at the seam. This open-cage product is of much 

lower energy than the C60O + O2 products identified in prior work, and it is consistent with IR 

experimental spectra. Subsequent reaction of the open-cage C60O3 product with a second ozone 

molecule opens a low-energy reaction pathway that results in cage degradation via loss of a CO2 

molecule. Our calculations also reveal that, while full ozonation of all bonds between hexagons 

in C60 is unlikely even under high ozone concentration, the addition of a few ozone molecules to 

the C60 cage is favorable at room temperature.  

 

3.1 Introduction 

 Pioneer studies of the ozonolysis of unsaturated molecules date back more than a century, 

with initial investigations focused on the use of ozone to process organics in solution.1 Though 
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studies throughout the years have proposed several alternatives for the reaction mechanism, the 

mechanism originally put forward by Rudolf Criegee has been found to predominate.2-4 In the 

Criegee mechanism,5 the ozone molecule undergoes a concerted cycloaddition to a carbon-

carbon double bond. The addition results in the breakage of the π bond between the carbon atoms 

and the concerted formation of two carbon-oxygen bonds that results in an unstable cyclic 

molozonide intermediate (the primary ozonide, or POZ). Even though the POZ is an unstable 

intermediate in the overall reaction mechanism, its thermal stabilization and low-temperature 

spectroscopic detection have been possible under carefully controlled conditions.6,7   

Subsequent reactions of the POZ are quite complex and depend on the structure of the 

unsaturated reactant. Limited spectroscopic evidence of intermediates and their chemistry7-10 has 

made theoretical studies paramount to the understanding of the later stages of the ozonolysis 

reaction mechanism. Naturally, the best-studied ozonolysis reaction using theoretical methods is 

that of ethylene. CCSD(T) single-point calculations using a split-valence triple-zeta basis set 

with geometries obtained at the CASSCF level provided a complete description of the 

connections between the POZ and the various products that can be formed.11 Following a 

number of dissociation, decomposition, recombination, and isomerization pathways involving 

the POZ, a Criegee intermediate carbonyl oxide, and a secondary ozonide, the simplest carbon-

containing products that can be formed include CO2, CO, and formaldehyde. The general 

mechanism for ozonolysis of small gas-phase alkanes complements what is known for ethylene, 

and has been reviewed in Refs. 2, 12, and 13. 

In contrast with the wealth of information on the ozonolysis of alkenes, much less is 

known about the processing of organic aromatic molecules by ozone. Examination of kinetic 

data indicates that the ozonolysis thermal rate constants decrease from ethylene to aromatic 

compounds.14 To investigate this trend, Hendrickx and Vinckier15 used calculations performed at 

the B3LYP and CCSD(T) levels with the 6-31G** basis set that compared the energetics of the 

formation of the primary ozonides of ethylene and benzene. The calculated barrier for the 

addition of ozone to benzene (15.8 kcal/mol) compared favorably to the experimentally 

determined barrier of 14.6 kcal/mol,14 and was found to be much larger than that for the reaction 

with ethylene (3.3 kcal/mol). This comparison of the barriers agrees with the fact that the thermal 

rate constant for the ethylene reaction is much larger than for the reaction with benzene. The 

increase in the barrier in going from ethylene to benzene was attributed to the disruption in 
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benzene aromaticity by the introduction of the ozone moiety. Regarding the reaction energy, the 

POZ formation with ethylene was found to be about 30 kcal/mol more exothermic than for 

benzene. 

  Moving beyond benzene toward polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), Chu et al. 

performed geometry optimizations and vibrational frequency calculations at the B3LYP/6-

31G** level of theory for the addition of ozone to surface-adsorbed anthracene, pyrene, and 

benzo[a]pyrene.16 The loss in planarity upon ozone addition as the C atoms undergoing reaction 

change hybridization from sp2 to sp3 was found to be an important factor in the determination of 

the reaction energy. In effect, the loss of planarity in PAHs that are adsorbed on a surface 

involves liftoff from the surface, which carries an energetic penalty. For the ozone addition to 

anthracene, two pathways involving the central ring were examined. The first pathway exhibits 

addition along a C=C bond, characteristic of the Criegee mechanism. The second pathway is a 

1,4 cycloaddition that involves the formation of a bridge-like structure between the carbon atoms 

that belong exclusively to the central ring in anthracene. This addition is thermodynamically 

more favorable than addition to a C=C bond.  

  For surface-adsorbed pyrene, Criegee addition was considered for ozonolysis along C=C 

bonds in the perimeter of the molecule. For this PAH, the authors went beyond the formation of 

the primary ozonide and investigated the first steps in the subsequent reaction mechanism. 

Dissociation of the POZ provided a secondary ozonide of much lower energy than the POZ. 

Evolution of the secondary ozonide via additional dissociation reactions was not investigated. 

Finally, the energetics of ozone addition to surface-adsorbed benzo[a]pyrene across selected 

C=C bonds were found to be strongly dependent upon the degree of planarity of the 

benzo[a]pyrene moiety in the primary ozonide. Generally, POZ formation favors the least 

reduction in molecular planarity.     

  In this work, we make progress in the determination of the mechanism of ozonolysis of 

C=C double bonds beyond ethylene and PAHs by investigating the reaction of O3 with the most 

abundant fullerene, C60. Reactions of ozone with C60 have been studied in various solvents,17-20 

and the primary ozonide for C60 has been identified using liquid chromatography. Moreover, 

UV-VIS and NMR spectra for several fullerenes and their oxidation intermediates in solution are 

available.21 In certain solvents, ozonolysis of C60 and C70 fullerenes results in polymeric 

fullerene oxide formation,17,19 and analogies have been drawn between these polymeric oxides 
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and graphitic oxide.18 Beyond the solution phase, the reactivity of fullerenes with ozone has been 

investigated mostly using electronic structure calculations. Shang et al.22 used the AM1 

semiempirical Hamiltonian to calculate the energetics of the stationary points along the reaction 

coordinate for C60 ozonolysis. The calculations showed that of the two types of C=C bonds in 

C60 (the one between two hexagons, 6,6, and that between a hexagon and a pentagon, 6,5), 

addition to the 6,6 bonds was thermodynamically favored. The barrier for POZ formation was 

found to be 20 kcal/mol, which would indicate a slow process at ambient temperatures. 

Decomposition of the POZ species ultimately results in an epoxide of C60O stoichiometry after 

evolution of O2(1Δ). A similar study was reported more recently for C70.23 Sabirov et al.24,25 

performed theoretical calculations using the PBE functional with a split-valence triple-zeta basis 

set for the addition of ozone to a range of fullerenes from C20 to C76. The authors noted a direct 

correlation between reaction energy and radius of fullerene curvature at the site of ozone 

addition, with POZ formation on high-curvature fullerenes leading to larger exothermicity. 

Further confirming this trend, the energetics of the ozonolysis reaction of C70 were investigated 

in a separate study employing plane-wave DFT techniques.26 These calculations traced the 

reaction through the primary ozonide and the Criegee intermediate to epoxide product formation 

and O2 release. The most probable sites of ozonolysis were found in this study to also be those 

with larger curvature on the C70 moiety. 

  In a recent paper, Davis et al.27 reported the first room-temperature spectroscopic 

determination of the primary ozonide in O3 reactions with C60 beyond the solution phase. Under 

ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions, a C60 film was exposed to pure ozone and the reaction was 

monitored using reflection-absorption infrared spectroscopy (RAIRS). Comparison of low-

exposure IR spectral signatures to B3LYP/6-31G* harmonic frequency calculations of the POZ 

unequivocally attributed the experimental spectrum to the 6,6 POZ. The calculations showed 

that, in contrast to prior work on PAHs,16 ozone addition to a 6,6 bond in C60 is barrierless, 

which follows the expectation of heightened reactivity of the double bond as a result of cage 

curvature.  

  The experiments of Davis et al.27 provided a variety of additional information about the 

reaction of O3 with C60 that motivates the work we present in this paper. First, while the 

measured IR spectrum at low ozone exposures agrees well with the calculated spectrum for a 

single POZ on a 6,6 bond, the possibility exists that more than one POZ can be formed on the 
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same cage. In this paper, we address whether multiple ozone addition to C60 is 

thermodynamically possible and whether the calculated IR spectra of C60 containing more than 

one POZ agrees with the low-exposure IR measurements. Second, it is well known that the POZ 

is an intermediate in the ozonolysis of alkenes, and further progress along the reaction coordinate 

yields more stable products. This was captured in the experiments, as the IR spectrum at longer 

exposure times changes from that of the POZ to one of products that have strong absorption at 

~1800 cm-1, characteristic of C=O moieties. Third, at longer exposures, other less intense IR 

bands develop in the 2200 cm-1 region. The main product of gas-phase fullerene ozonolysis that 

has been explored in the literature using computational methods so far is the C60O epoxide.22 As 

we show below, this product is inconsistent with the experiments, thereby providing additional 

motivation for the detailed studies of alternative POZ decomposition reactions presented in this 

paper.  

  In the following, we first present the details of the calculations. We then show the results 

of the study of multiple ozone addition to C60 and subsequently detail our investigation of the 

POZ evolution towards low-energy products. Finally, we offer concluding remarks. 

 

3.2 Computational Details 

  Most of the calculations presented in this work have been carried out with the B3LYP 

method and the 6-31G* basis set as implemented in the Gaussian09 code.28 While one ideally 

would like to use multireference methods to properly take into consideration the biradical 

character of ozone and of some of the intermediates presented in this paper, such type of 

calculations have only been possible for the ozonolysis of the smallest alkenes.11 However, 

comparison between CASSCF and B3LYP geometries shows that the more inexpensive DFT 

method provides results that are qualitatively correct.11 Therefore, DFT methods have been the 

technique of choice for prior calculations of larger molecules, including PAHs16 and 

fullerenes.22,25,26,29 Additional benchmarks for the performance of the B3LYP/6-31G* method 

for ozonolysis are provided by studies of the reaction of O3 with benzene, where high-level 

energy calculations (CCSD(T) using B3LYP geometries) were compared to the B3LYP results.15 

B3LYP reasonably captured reaction energies and barriers predicted by CCSD(T).  

  To further test the accuracy of B3LYP/6-31G* calculations, in this work we have carried 

out single-point hybrid QM:QM calculations at the CCSD(T)/6-311G*:B3LYP/6-31G* level 
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using the ONIOM formalism30 for the primary ozonide formation. The high-level layer of these 

benchmarks, calculated at the CCSD(T)/6-311G* level, corresponds to the ozone molecule and 

the naphthalene moiety whose central C-C bond is the 6,6 bond to which ozone adds. The rest of 

the cage is treated at the B3LYP/6-31G* level, and hydrogen-atom links are employed between 

the two layers. A schematic of the QM:QM partitioning is depicted in Figure 3.1. As we show 

below, the ONIOM benchmarks agree quite well with the B3LYP/6-31G* estimates of the 

reaction energetics. This validation is important for our work, as gold-standard CCSD(T) 

calculations on the entire system will continue to be prohibitive in years to come for some of the 

molecules calculated in this work, which possess up to 150 non-hydrogen atoms (C60O90 

stoichiometry) and up to 780 valence electrons. 

	  
Figure 3.1. Schematic of the partition between QM regions in the hybrid QM:QM CCSD(T)/6-
311G*:B3LYP/6-31G* ONIOM calculations. In brown are carbon atoms calculated at the 
B3LYP/6-31G* level. In pink and red are the carbon and oxygen atoms belonging to the 
CCSD(T)/6-311G* layer. Chapleski, R. C.; Morris, J. R.; Troya, D. Physical Chemistry 
Chemical Physics 2014, 16, 5977. - Published by the PCCP Owner Societies. 
 

 

  The located minima and transition states have been confirmed employing harmonic 

frequency analysis, and the connections between transition states and minima have been mapped 

using intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations. The calculated IR spectra show B3LYP/6-

31G* harmonic frequencies scaled by a factor of 0.96. All of the energies presented below have 

been zero-point corrected.  

 

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 

 

 

S1. Schematic of the partition between QM regions in the hybrid QM:QM CCSD(T)/6-

311G*:B3LYP/6-31G* ONIOM calculations. In brown are carbon atoms calculated at 

the B3LYP/6-31G*. In pink are and red are the carbon and oxygen atoms belonging to 

the CCSD(T)/6-311G* layer. 
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3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Primary-ozonide Formation 

  The mechanism of POZ formation on C60 has been explored in detail in prior work,22,25 

and we provide only a brief review here for the sake of completeness. There are two symmetry-

inequivalent types of C-C bonds in C60, those between hexagons, and those between a pentagon 

and a hexagon. For both sites, the addition of ozone to generate the POZ is highly exothermic, 

but addition to a 6,6 site is thermodynamically more favorable than to a 6,5 site. The B3LYP/6-

31G* zero-point corrected energies are -44.0 and -28.4 kcal/mol, respectively for the 6,6 and 6,5 

additions. More importantly, there is also a significant difference in the barriers. Thus, while the 

zero-point-corrected barrier for 6,6 addition is -2.2 kcal/mol, that for 6,5 addition is 4.3 kcal/mol. 

The sizeable difference in the barrier translates into a thermal rate constant at room temperature 

that is orders of magnitude larger for addition to 6,6 than to 6,5, and it suggests exclusive 

formation of the 6,6 POZ under the experimental conditions of Davis et al.27 The fact that the 

barrier for the 6,6 reaction is negative implies a transition state that is below the reagents’ 

asymptote and follows the formation of a pre-transition-state complex formed by long-range van 

der Waals forces, as has been described before.25 The energy of the van der Waals minimum is -

2.6 kcal/mol at the B3LYP/6-31G* level. We note that the barrier calculated in this work is in 

stark contrast with the one previously calculated with the lower-level AM1 semiempirical 

Hamiltonian (+20 kcal/mol),22 suggesting inaccuracy in the semiempirical Hamiltonian for the 

transition state of this reaction.   

  Figure 3.2 shows the IR spectrum measured during exposure of a C60 film to 100 L (1 L 

=1x10-6 Torr·s) of pure ozone (red trace). This spectrum differs from that of C60 primarily in the 

absence of bands at 1428 and 1128 cm-1 and the presence of intense absorption at 977 cm-1. In 

Fig. 3.2a and 3.2b, the experimental spectrum is compared with the calculated ones for the 6,6 

and 6,5 POZ, respectively. In addition to the intense band at 977 cm-1 in the experiment, two 

bands of decreasing intensity appear at slightly lower frequencies. The 6,6 calculated spectrum 

agrees well with the experiment and replicates the peak structure seen around 977 cm-1, with the 

calculated peaks being consistently shifted by about 20 cm-1 toward lower frequencies from the 

experiment. In contrast, the calculated 6,5 POZ (Fig. 3.2b) does not agree as well with the 

experiment around 977 cm-1, but more noticeably, it exhibits an intense peak at ~1400 cm-1, 

which is absent in the measurements. The agreement between the 6,6 POZ calculated spectrum 
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and the lack of agreement between the 6,5 POZ calculated spectrum and experiment demonstrate 

that 6,6 POZ formation is exclusive under thermal conditions. Fig. 3.2c shows the calculated IR 

spectrum of the C60O epoxide proposed as the end product of gas-phase C60 ozonolysis in the 

literature.22 Clearly, the spectrum recorded in the laboratory under short-time ozone exposure to 

C60 does not support the formation of this product. 

	  
Figure 3.2. Calculated infrared spectra of (a) 6,6 C60 POZ, (b) 6,5 C60 POZ, and (c) C60O 
epoxide. The red trace corresponds to the experiments of Ref. 27 after 100 L of ozone exposure 
to a C60 film. The inset in panel (c) shows the calculated IR spectrum of C60O in the 1000-2000 
cm-1 region. The spectra are normalized to highest peak height. Chapleski, R. C.; Morris, J. R.; 
Troya, D. Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 2014, 16, 5977. - Published by the PCCP Owner 
Societies. 
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  To calibrate the accuracy of the B3LYP/6-31G* combination for the title reaction, we 

have computed the reaction energies and barrier using higher-level methods as described above. 

The hybrid QM:QM CCSD(T)/6-311G*:B3LYP/6-31G* calculations provide a reaction energy 

for the 6,6 POZ formation of -46.2 kcal/mol, which compares well with the B3LYP/6-31G* 

value (-44.0 kcal/mol). In addition, the B3LYP/6-31G* barrier (-2.2 kcal/mol) is also a good 

representation of the more accurate hybrid result     (-0.5 kcal/mol). These comparisons lend 

confidence to the use of B3LYP/6-31G* calculations for the rest of this paper.   

  Because of the large amount of ozone with which the C60 film was dosed in the 

experiment when the spectrum of Fig. 3.2 was obtained (100 monolayers), and because 

B3LYP/6-31G* predicts that the addition of ozone to C60 is barrierless, a question emerges as to 

whether POZ formation on more than one 6,6 bond of the C60 cage can lead to IR spectra that 

also agree with experiment. Figure 3.3 shows a Schlegel representation of all eight possible 

double 6,6 POZ isomers that can be formed on C60. The reaction energies for the di-POZ 

formation (-45.9, -42.1, -40.5, -43.9, -43.4, -42.5, -42.7, and -42.3 kcal/mol for isomers A-H, 

respectively) are very similar to that of the single POZ (-44.0 kcal/mol), which suggests that the 

thermodynamics of formation of a second POZ on a C60 cage that already possesses one POZ is 

not significantly affected by the first POZ. Moreover, calculation of the barriers for the formation 

of the di-POZs A-H (-0.9, -1.3, -1.1, -2.2, -1.8, -1.6, -1.7, and -1.3 kcal/mol, respectively) 

indicates that the addition of a second POZ to a C60O3 POZ continues to be kinetically favored. 

This result is especially poignant for the di-POZ A, as in this isomer both primary ozonides 

reside in nearest-neighbors 6,6 sites. However, as the calculations show, the presence of two 

POZs in the same hexagon does not significantly affect the energetics of POZ formation. 
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Figure 3.3. Schlegel diagram of C60 showing the eight possible symmetry-inequivalent 6,6 di-
POZ isomers. The 6,6 bond with black shade represents the location of the first 6,6 POZ. 
Chapleski, R. C.; Morris, J. R.; Troya, D. Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 2014, 16, 5977. 
- Published by the PCCP Owner Societies. 

 
 Figure 3.4 shows the calculated IR spectra of some selected di-POZ isomers compared to the 

spectrum of the single 6,6 POZ (Fig. 3.4a). The IR trace of the di-POZ species in which both 

ozonides are nearest neighbors (isomer A, Fig. 3.4b) is significantly different from that of the 

single POZ. Therefore, it seems unlikely that the di-POZ isomer A forms in the low-exposure 

regime of the study of Davis et al.27 For other isomers, the differences between the IR spectra of 

the di-POZ species and the primary ozonide are small enough that we cannot determine 

unequivocally whether the experimental IR spectrum corresponds to a single POZ, to a species 

that contains two POZs, or to a combination in which some of the C60 molecules in the film 

contain a single POZ and some others possess two. For instance, even though the IR spectra of 

di-POZ isomers B and C exhibit more bands in the 977 cm-1 region than the single POZ, these 

bands have a smaller intensity and are sufficiently close to other, more intense peaks to be 
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enveloped by the broader experimental bands. IR spectra for the rest of the di-POZ isomers not 

shown in Fig. 3.4 are similar to those of isomers B, C, and H. 

	  
Figure 3.4. Theoretical IR spectra of selected 6,6 di-POZ C60 isomers compared to the IR 
spectrum of the 6,6 POZ (a). Chapleski, R. C.; Morris, J. R.; Troya, D. Physical Chemistry 
Chemical Physics 2014, 16, 5977. - Published by the PCCP Owner Societies. 
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  Since the calculations of reaction energetics for di-POZ isomers and the data in Fig. 3.4 

show that the possibility exists that more than one ozonide could be formed on the C60 cage, we 

have performed a study of POZ formation on all available 6,6 bonds of C60. Thus, starting from 

the POZ, we have calculated the reaction energy of successive addition of O3 to the remaining 29 

6,6 bonds of C60 to form poly-POZ products. Because the number of potential isomers for the tri-

, tetra-, etc., adducts quickly becomes intractably large, we have calculated the reaction energy 

along two exemplary ozonation routes. Figure 3.5 shows the order of formation of primary 

ozonides along these two routes. Pathway A considers that ozonation occurs in 6,6 sites that are 

furthest from other 6,6 bonds that already contain a primary ozonide. Along this route, one can 

generate POZs on 6,6 bonds that are not in the same hexagon up to the 7th addition. Similarly, 

addition of the 17th ozone molecule and beyond necessitates the placement of three ozonides on 

the same hexagon. Pathway B considers ozonation that grows from an initial 6,6 bond toward 6,6 

bonds that are in the vicinity of the original POZ and then disseminate throughout the entire 

cage. The plot shown in Figure 3.5 exhibits the zero-point-corrected reaction energy for the 

C60O3*(n-1) + O3 à C60O3*n reactions, where n, the number of final primary ozonides that the cage 

contains after the reaction, serves as the abscissa.  
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Figure 3.5. (Top) Ozonation pathways. The numbers on 6,6 bonds indicate the order in which 
primary ozonides are formed on the C60 cage for both pathways. (Bottom) Zero-point corrected 
energies for the C60O3*(n-1) + O3 à C60O3*n (POZ) reactions. Chapleski, R. C.; Morris, J. R.; 
Troya, D. Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 2014, 16, 5977. - Published by the PCCP Owner 
Societies. 

 

	   As expected, successive ozonation generally leads to increasingly less exothermic processes 

due to, first, growing repulsion between neighboring POZs, and second, growing cage strain as C 

atoms undergo sp2 to sp3 rehybridization upon addition. Pathway A leads to products that are 

generally more thermodynamically stable than along pathway B, as the former pathway avoids as 

much as possible the initial formation of nearest-neighbor ozonides and therefore reduces inter-

POZ repulsion and local strain. There are several points of interest along pathway A. First, there 

is a noticeable increase in the reaction energy for the formation of the 13th ozonide. We attribute 

the increased exothermicity in this reaction to the release of strain in the vicinity of the bond that 

undergoes POZ formation. As ozonation proceeds up to the 12th addition, strain is generated 
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along the bond that undergoes the 13th cycloaddition. Figure 3.6 shows the relevant region of the 

molecule for reagents and products, where the twist around the C=C bond that forms part of the 

13th POZ can be appreciated. The change in hybridization of the C atoms undergoing addition 

serves to release some of this strain, which leads to an increased exothermicity. Second, there is 

a sharp decrease in the reaction exothermicity from the 16th to the 17th ozonide. As mentioned 

above and shown in the Schlegel representation of Figure 3.5, the 17th POZ formation in pathway 

A is the first that involves the ozonation of all three 6,6 bonds in a hexagon. Both the repulsions 

between the oxygen atoms in the proximal POZs and the strain generated in the C-atom 

hybridization change are likely contributors to the destabilization of this molecule.  

	  
Figure 3.6. Structure of selected atoms in the C60O3*12, C60O3*13, and C60 molecules showing key 
C-C-C-C dihedral angles. The bond connecting the two carbon atoms that are central to the 
calculated dihedral angles are shown in pink for clarity. Chapleski, R. C.; Morris, J. R.; Troya, 
D. Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 2014, 16, 5977. - Published by the PCCP Owner 
Societies. 

 

	  
  Pathway B represents an ozonation route in which primary ozonides are formed in close 

proximity to each other. This route is intended to capture a reaction pathway in which an O3 

 

S2. Structure of selected atoms in the C60O3*12, C60O3*13, and C60 molecules showing key 

C-C-C-C dihedral angles. The bond connecting the two carbon atoms that are central to 

the calculated dihedral angles are shown in pink for clarity.   
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molecule reacts upon collision adjacent to an existing POZ (i.e. no thermalization and 

subsequent diffusion occurs). Clustering primary ozonides in the same region of the C60 results 

in less exothermic reactions than pathway A on average, owing to inter-POZ repulsion and the 

strain generated along the same region of the cage. However, at large loadings (for 17 POZs and 

above), pathway A and B provide reaction energies that are similar, as at those loadings, 

repulsion or strain cannot be easily avoided along either route. At large loadings, the reaction 

energies become less and less negative, suggesting that full ozonation is not favored. In fact, 

while we tried to optimize the structures of C60O3*n with n up to 30, the larger species (n > 25) 

did not converge to stable minima.  

  To further estimate the likelihood of large ozone loading in a single C60 cage, we have 

complemented the analysis of thermodynamic stability shown in Fig. 3.5 by calculating barriers 

of POZ formation for a few selected ozonation steps. Along pathway B, the barriers for the 1st, 

2nd, and 3rd ozonations are -2.2, -0.9, and +3.5 kcal/mol. These barriers indicate that ozonation of 

the third 6,6 bond of a hexagon is considerably slower at room temperature than addition to a 6,6 

bond in a hexagon that is pristine or has only one POZ. Regarding route A, the barrier for the 

17th ozonation, which is the first one that completes a hexagon, is as large as 33.9 kcal/mol, 

strongly suggesting that high loadings are unlikely. To sample intermediate loadings, we have 

calculated the barrier for addition of the 7th ozone molecule along pathways A and B. These 

barriers (2.8 and 3.3 kcal/mol for pathways A and B, respectively) are significantly smaller than 

those found at larger loadings and are of the same size as the one for ozonation of ethylene.11 

Taken together, this analysis of the barriers indicates that full ozonation of C60 is highly unlikely 

under thermal conditions. The formation of a few ozonides is, however, highly exothermic and 

occurs through small barriers, suggesting the possibility that C60 might accommodate reactions 

with several ozone molecules in high-flux conditions. Figure 3.7 shows the structures of sample 

poly-POZ species. The IR spectra for these sample poly-POZ species show results similar to 

those described above for the di-POZ species, in which the main features of the experimental 

spectrum are borne out by the calculations, but the presence of various POZ on the cage gives 

rise to additional low-intensity peaks in close proximity to the more intense bands. 
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Figure 3.7. Calculated infrared spectra of (a) C60O3*3 POZ, (b) C60O3*7 POZ, and (c) C60O3*19 
POZ. The red trace corresponds to the experiments of Ref. 27 after 100 L of ozone exposure to a 
C60 film. The spectra are normalized to highest peak height. Chapleski, R. C.; Morris, J. R.; 
Troya, D. Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 2014, 16, 5977. - Published by the PCCP Owner 
Societies. 

 

 

 

S3. Calculated infrared spectra of (a) C60O3*3 POZ, (b) C60O3*7 POZ, and (c) C60O3*19 

POZ. The red trace corresponds to the experiments of Ref. 24 after 100 L of ozone 

exposure to a C60 film. The spectra are normalized to highest peak height. 
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3.3.2 Decomposition of the Primary Ozonide 

  A critical simplification in the examination of the formation of multiple primary ozonides 

on C60 presented above is that the POZ does not decompose prior to addition of subsequent 

ozone molecules. However, the POZ is known to be short-lived at room temperature, and 

consequently, an unequivocal characterization of this intermediate outside the solution phase was 

not accomplished until 2012.27 We now investigate potential decomposition pathways of a single 

POZ in an attempt to provide a more complete description of this reaction.  

  As mentioned above, the experiments of Davis et al.27 detected the POZ after 100 L 

exposure. IR spectra recorded at larger exposures and longer reaction times showed the 

disappearance of the POZ peak around 977 cm-1 with simultaneous growth of a broad band at 

1700-1900 cm-1 (see Fig. 1 of Ref. 27). Prior gas-phase ozonolysis studies of C60 have 

considered the decomposition of the POZ into an epoxide and O2 as the only reaction pathway,22 

and analogous results have been presented for C70.23,26 However, as Fig. 3.2c shows, epoxide 

formation is inconsistent with experimental IR data at short times. Epoxide formation at longer 

times is also inconsistent with experiment, as the spectrum in the inset of Fig. 3.2c does not show 

any peaks in the 1700-1900 cm-1 region. In search of reaction products that are consistent with 

the experiment, we have characterized additional stationary points on the POZ decomposition 

potential energy surface beyond the primary ozonide. 

  The full reaction pathway, including the POZ formation for completeness, is presented in 

Figure 3.8, and shows the formation of products that are far more stable than C60O and singlet 

O2. Structures of the minima and transition states along the reaction pathway are shown in Figure 

3.9, and energetic data are given in Table 3.1. The first step in the decomposition of the POZ 

(labeled A in Fig. 3.8) is the concerted breakage of the C-C and an O-O bond. Detailed structures 

of the relevant sections of the molecule are shown in Figure 3.9, where the atoms of the bonds 

undergoing bond breakage are labeled as 1C-2C and 1’O-3’O. Following breakage of these bonds, 

the 1C-2C distance increases from 1.61 Å in the POZ to 2.67 Å in the Criegee intermediate B, 

indicating an opening of the fullerene cage. Rotation of the carbonyl oxide (2C2’O3’O) moiety 

also occurs after the transition state.  
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Figure 3.8. B3LYP/6-31G* stationary points on the reaction pathway for addition of one ozone 
molecule to C60 fullerene. Chapleski, R. C.; Morris, J. R.; Troya, D. Physical Chemistry 
Chemical Physics 2014, 16, 5977. - Published by the PCCP Owner Societies. 
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Figure 3.9. Selected regions of optimum structures of minima A-E and transition states between 
them in the lowest-energy reaction pathway profile of Figure 3.8. Chapleski, R. C.; Morris, J. R.; 
Troya, D. Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 2014, 16, 5977. - Published by the PCCP Owner 
Societies. 
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Intermediate Energy Energy (TS) 

C60+O3 

A -44.0 -2.2 

B -29.6 -22.0 

C -23.7 -20.1 

D -48.7 -23.4 

E -120.3 -27.9 

F + O2 -21.1 -14.2 

C60O3(E)+O3 

G -50.3 -3.6 

H -68.8 -35.7 

J -184.7 +7.7 

Table 3.1. Energies (kcal/mol) of intermediates and transition states leading to them referred to 
reagents in the C60+O3 and C60O3(E)+O3 reactions. Energies correspond to zero-point-corrected 
B3LYP/6-31G* calculations. Chapleski, R. C.; Morris, J. R.; Troya, D. Physical Chemistry 
Chemical Physics 2014, 16, 5977. - Published by the PCCP Owner Societies. 

	  

 The Criegee intermediate (B) rearranges to form a bond between 1’O and 2C that results in 

a seven-membered oxepin ring (C). Note that the 2C carbon atom of the carbonyl oxide moiety 

rehybridizes from sp2 to sp3 at the transition state.  Subsequent to oxepin ring formation, the O-O 

moiety bound to 2C aligns with a C-C bond to form a dioxetane ring (D). This step occurs 

through a very small barrier (0.3 kcal/mol) and is the first exothermic step following POZ 

formation. The C-D step also represents the key difference between the pathway for epoxide + 

O2 formation described in prior work22 and the new mechanism that we present here. Contrary to 

the low barrier and exothermic formation of the dioxetane species D, a much larger barrier of 9.4 

kcal/mol must be surmounted from the oxepin species C to produce C60O epoxide and O2, which 

are about 30 kcal/mol less thermodynamically stable than product D. Under thermal conditions, 

the rate of the reaction that yields the epoxide will be about 106 smaller than the rate of 

dioxetane-species formation, thereby explaining the complete absence of a spectral signature for 

the epoxide product in the experiments of Davis et al.27 
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 The final step in the decomposition pathway leads from dioxetane intermediate (D) to 

ketoester product (E). Animation of the imaginary frequency of the intervening transition state 

shows the breakage of the bond between 2C and 3C. Therefore, the scission of the 2’O-3’O bond 

that accompanies this step occurs after the transition state, and this has been corroborated by IRC 

calculations. The high exothermicity of this last step (-71.7 kcal/mol) results from the further 

opening of the fullerene cage and from the formation of very stable carbonyl and ester moieties 

at the seam of the opened cage. A noticeable feature of the potential energy surface is that once 

minimum D has been formed, the reaction to form product E has an energy barrier 4.5 kcal/mol 

greater than the back-reaction that returns intermediate D into C (towards epoxide product 

formation). Therefore, under thermal conditions, the forward reaction toward low-energy 

products will be considerably faster.  

 Harmonic frequency calculations of the stationary points of the low-energy reaction 

pathway shown in Fig. 3.8 can be used to provide further insight into the experimental results. 

As mentioned above, Davis et al.27 performed RAIRS analysis during the reaction between 

ozone and C60 fullerene in ultra-high vacuum conditions. Concomitant with the disappearance of 

RAIRS peaks characteristic of the POZ is the formation of an intense, broad infrared band 

characteristic of C=O stretches in the 1750-1875 cm-1 region.31 This suggests the formation of 

carbonyl groups following the degradation of the primary ozonide. Of the B-E minima examined 

in this work, only those with carbonyl moieties yield theoretical vibrational modes with 

frequencies greater than 1650 cm-1: minimum B exhibits a C=O stretching mode at 1731 cm-1, 

and product E shows similar stretching modes at 1710 cm-1 (ketone) and 1811 cm-1 (ester). The 

fact that the low-energy product E possesses vibrations that absorb IR wavelengths in the range 

measured by Davis et al. at long reaction times provides confidence to the feasibility of the 

ozonolysis reaction pathway mapped in this paper.   

3.3.3 Reactions with a Second Ozone Molecule 

 Two additional pieces of experimental information are available from the work of Davis 

et al. First, at very long exposures (5000 L and beyond), in addition to the carbonyl fingerprints 

in the IR spectrum, a lower-intensity yet noticeable band appears at about 2200 cm-1. None of the 

calculated species described so far in this paper can account for that peak. Second, the rate at 

which ozone reacts with the C60 film becomes smaller at high exposures, indicating a substantial 

change in the C60 film that leads to reaction retardation. In addition, earlier solution experiments 
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have described the appearance of an “ozopolymer” species at high ozone exposures.19 Taken 

together, these qualitative experimental results might suggest the degradation of the C60 cage to 

yield a stable, heavily oxidized substrate that does not react readily with additional ozone. The 

products of the ozonolysis reaction just described lead to an open-cage structure with an oxidized 

seam, with many available sites for subsequent reaction with additional ozone molecules. Since 

our calculations of multiple additions of ozone molecules to a single cage indicate that several 

ozone molecules can add through low barriers, an open question remains about the mechanism of 

further reactions that lead to further cage degradation.  

 In the reminder of this paper, we describe a first attempt at characterizing those reactions 

by investigating the effect of the addition of a second molecule to the end product of the 

ozonolysis of C60 by one ozone molecule. Contrary to our assumption in the calculations 

presented in Fig. 3.5, we assume that the reaction of ozone to C60 leading to the ketoester product 

E is rapid and that a second ozone molecule does not add to the cage before product E is formed.  

 From the discussion above, it is clear that there is a large number of 6,6 sites on product 

E to which a second ozone molecule can add. Because we are interested in pathways that lead to 

a further opening of the cage, we present here calculations of a pathway that considers the 

addition of a second ozone molecule to a 6,6 bond belonging to the seam of the open cage. 

Obviously, this is just one the many possible pathways for the reaction of a second ozone 

molecule with an oxidized C60 cage. The full potential energy profile of the reaction is shown in 

Figure 3.10, the key regions of the structures of the stationary points are in Figure 3.11, and 

corresponding energetic data are given in Table 3.1.  
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Figure 3.10. B3LYP/6-31G* stationary points on the reaction pathway for addition of a second 
ozone molecule to product E in Figures 3.8 and 3.9.  Chapleski, R. C.; Morris, J. R.; Troya, D. 
Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 2014, 16, 5977. - Published by the PCCP Owner Societies. 
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Figure 3.11. Selected regions of optimum structures of minima G-J and transition states between 
them in the reaction pathway for addition of a second ozone molecule to product E in Figure 3.8. 
Chapleski, R. C.; Morris, J. R.; Troya, D. Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 2014, 16, 5977. 
- Published by the PCCP Owner Societies. 

 
 

In the specific pathway we follow here, the reaction starts with the addition of a second 

ozone molecule across the 1C=6C bond adjacent to the 1C-1’O-2C moiety of product E. Similar to 

the initial formation of the C60 POZ, this reaction has a transition state below the reagents’ 

asymptote. The addition of a second ozone molecule to product E leads to a POZ formation (G). 

Both the mechanism and the reaction energy (-50.3 kcal/mol) are analogous to the ones 

described above for POZ formation on a pristine C60 cage.  

 Following the formation of the POZ species G, a concerted exothermic dissociation of the 

POZ, followed by the rotation of the 6’O-4’O moiety of the resulting carbonyl oxide, yields 

species H. Since the original C=C bond to which the second ozone molecule has added belonged 

to the seam of the open cage, this POZ dissociation leads to a further opening of the fullerene, 

evidenced by the increase in distance between 1C and 6C from 1.60 Å in minimum G to 2.05 Å at 

the transition state, and ultimately to 3.07 Å in minimum H.  

!9<#&
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 From minimum H, a final complex step leads to product J with concomitant evolution of 

gaseous CO2. The step starts with a concerted breakage of the bond between 1C and 9C and the 

formation of a bond between 5’O and 9C leading to the transition state (Fig. 3.11). This portion of 

the step leads to the formation of a furan ring at the transition state. After the transition state, 

several changes in bonding occur, which are shown in the IRC plot that connects this transition 

state to products J + CO2 (Figure 3.12). (The energy values reported in Figure 3.12 have not been 

ZPE-corrected.) The IRC calculation shows that following the transition state, the 1C4’O6’O 

moiety rotates to allow for subsequent bond formation between 6’O and 9C. Next, the bond is 

broken between oxygen atoms 4’O and 6’O, followed by bond breakage between atoms 5’O and 

9C of the furan ring, and π-bond formation between 5’O and 6C. The final portion of the step is the 

scission of the 1’O-2C bond that ultimately leads to gaseous CO2 accompanied by formation of a 

ketene moiety at the seam of the cage. To verify that none of these changes result in stable 

minima prior to products J + CO2, each structure depicted in Figure 3.12 was subjected to a 

geometry optimization, and each optimization yielded products J + CO2. Therefore, the 

mechanism shown in Figure 3.12 is indeed continuously downhill.  
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Figure 3.12. B3LYP/6-31G forward IRC calculation connecting the transition state of the 
HàJ+CO2 step of Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 with products. Chapleski, R. C.; Morris, J. R.; Troya, D. 
Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 2014, 16, 5977. - Published by the PCCP Owner Societies. 

 

While the formation of CO2 and stable carbonyl and ketene products at the seam of the 

cage leads to a tremendously exothermic last step in the mechanism (-115.9 kcal/mol), the barrier 

for this step is quite large (76.5 kcal/mol). In fact, this step is clearly the rate-limiting one, as its 

barrier is 7.7 kcal/mol above the E+O3 reagents’ asymptote. It is therefore unclear whether, 

under room-temperature conditions, mass loss of the cage occurs at any appreciable rate. While 

these calculations might trigger further experiments aimed at identifying cage degradation, we 

can probe the plausibility of product J by comparing calculated and experimental IR signals. As 

was the case for addition of the first ozone, very few theoretical vibrational modes with 

frequencies above 1650 cm-1 were found for the EàJ+CO2 mechanism, and all of them are 

carbonyl stretching modes. Furthermore, the asymmetric ketene stretching mode of product J 

was the only one amongst all the minima with a frequency calculated above 2000 cm-1.  This 
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mode, with a theoretical frequency of 2106 cm-1, is in the region of the low-intensity but broad 

experimental peak around 2200 cm-1 obtained at high levels of ozone exposure. While we cannot 

unequivocally attribute product J to the experimental spectrum, the agreement between the 

calculated frequency for this stretch and the experimentally measured IR feature strongly 

suggests the formation of a ketene moiety. Although the mechanism for ketene formation in the 

experiment may differ from the one suggested here, this work can serve as a blueprint for future 

calculations that will explore cage-opening pathways that are possible when a second ozone 

molecule reacts with a C=C bond different from the one considered here. 

 

3.4 Concluding Remarks 

 Fullerenes are currently produced by the metric ton, yet little is known about the fate of 

these carbonaceous materials in the environment, where they are processed by atmospheric 

oxidizers. In contrast to the wealth of ozonation studies of C60 in solution, detailed gas-phase or 

gas—surface studies are more sparse, and until now have focused on characterizing the first 

intermediate in the reaction pathway, the primary ozonide, and the C60O epoxide + O2 products. 

Drawing motivation from very recent gas—surface UHV experiments, we have carried out an 

extensive investigation of the C60+O3 reaction that transcends the formation of the primary 

ozonide and the C60O+O2 products using electronic-structure methods. We have identified a 

decomposition pathway of the primary ozonide that is of substantially lower energy than the 

C60O+O2 products previously reported. This decomposition entails permanent breakage of the C-

C bonds in the C60 cage that ultimately result in an open-cage structure. The seam of the open 

cage contains stable ketone and ester moieties, whose IR absorption is consistent with 

experiments. The new final product of the reaction of ozone with C60 is ~100 kcal/mol more 

stable than the C60O+O2 products, which explains the lack of evidence for the latter products in 

the measured IR spectra of recent experiments. While studies in which the cage of fullerenes can 

be opened via solution chemistry abound,32 the work presented here serves to fill the gap for this 

type of studies beyond the solution phase. 

 We have also learned that while ozonation of all 6,6 bonds in C60 is unlikely even in 

high-flux conditions, addition of a few ozone molecules to a single cage is exothermic and 

occurs over low barriers. With this in mind, we have explored one of the many possible reactions 

between the ketoester product of the C60+O3 reaction and a second ozone molecule that adds to a 
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C=C double bond at the seam of the open cage. The dissociation of the primary ozonide of this 

addition ultimately leads to a further opening of the cage, mass loss due to CO2 evolution, and 

stable ketone and ketene products at the seam that are consistent with IR measurements. Solution 

studies of extensive ozonation have found evidence of an ozopolymer product whose formation 

has been postulated to entail the formation of covalent bonds between adjacent C60 cages. 

However, those studies have not been able to determine with certainty whether the fullerenes 

present an open-cage structure. While understanding the formation of bridges between C60 cages 

during ozonolysis is outside the scope of this paper, the calculations that we show here present 

pathways for low-energy open-cage structures that might intervene in the solution ozonation 

studies.  

 Ultimate proof of C60 cage opening due to ozonolysis will be provided by future 

experimental gas—surface studies. Nevertheless, the possibility that ozone can degrade a C60 

cage stimulates investigation of the potential release of a range of materials that endohedral 

fullerenes are known to encapsulate, such as heavy metals.33 The release of an endohedral 

fullerene payload upon ozonolysis will be the subject of future theoretical studies.    
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Chapter 4 

Products of Gaseous NO3 Radical Reaction with a Vinyl-Terminated Self-Assembled 

Monolayer: A QM:MM Vibrational Mode Analysis 

 

Abstract 

 

 Motivated by recent experimental results in ultra-high vacuum, we present an 

investigation in which a possible product of the addition of a nitrate radical to a vinyl-terminated 

self-assembled monolayer (SAM) chain is explored. The construction of an in silico model of 

this product surrounded by non-reacted chains allowed for the calculation of vibrational 

frequencies for the product chain in the SAM environment. By comparing the calculated spectra 

with experimental spectra, we verified that the formation of the product is likely in ultra-high 

vacuum; that is, that the nitrate radical adds to the terminal carbon atom on the vinyl terminus of 

the SAM chain. Further, we find that the inclusion of the product chain does not largely affect 

the frequencies of key nitrate vibrational modes. Finally, we use electronic structure calculations 

to show that the addition mechanism is more likely than a competing hydrogen-abstraction 

mechanism. 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Zhang et al. performed ultra-high vacuum experiments in which a vinyl-terminated self-

assembled monolayer (SAM) was exposed to nitrate radicals generated by the thermal 

decomposition of N2O5.1 Through the analysis of infrared spectra generated via in situ reflection-

absorption infrared spectroscopy (RAIRS) as well as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, they 

were able to propose a product resulting from the addition of the nitrate radical to the terminal 

carbon atom in a vinyl-terminated SAM chain. In order to support these findings, we performed 

QM:MM calculations on a model system containing several vinyl-terminated alkyl chains in a 

self-assembled monolayer arrangement. Following model construction and geometry 

optimization, vibrational mode calculations were aligned with experimental spectra to facilitate 

product identification. Further calculations explored the possibilities of subsequent radical 

additions and a competing hydrogen abstraction mechanism. 
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4.1.1 Self-assembled Monolayers 

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are two-dimensional organic assemblies formed by 

the adsorption of organic molecules onto a metal film or single crystal. 2-5 These organics, 

typically thiols,6,7 have a great binding affinity for noble metals such as gold. In solution, SAMs 

are produced by the dissolution of thiols in a solvent in the presence of a metal substrate. Over 

time, interactions between the thiolates and metal substrate, as well as between neighboring 

molecules, lead to arrangement and slow reorganization of thiolate molecules on the substrate 

eventually into a highly ordered organic layer bound to the substrate.  

Due to their highly ordered nature, SAMs facilitate fundamental investigations of 

heterogeneous reactions with specific surface-bound species. Moreover, through the careful 

selection of organic molecules, functional groups can be positioned precisely at the gas—surface 

interface, allowing for fundamental studies of heterogeneous reactions between gas- or solution-

phase molecules and the surface-bound functional groups.4 

Once formed, SAMs can be described in terms of their structural features, illustrated 

generally in Figure 4.1. The organic layers are bound to a substrate, typically a thin film of metal 

deposited onto a glass slab. Gold is the most common choice for substrate as it is inert to most 

organics and easy to obtain. Other common substrate metals are silver, copper, and palladium. 

The head group (α) is the structural element of the orgnanic that becomes bound to the substrate 

as the SAM is formed. Sulfur is an ideal head group due to the affinity of alkanethiols for 

otherwise inert gold. Connected to the head group is the spacer group, commonly a straight-chain 

alkyl moiety or a polyphenyl chain, which links the head group to the tail group. The tail group 

(ω) is the moiety which is positioned at the gas—surface interface. These can vary widely 

amongst a range of organic functional groups. 
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Figure 4.1. Key structural features of a self-assembled monolayer. 

 

In the experimental study by Zhang et al., octadecene thiol was dissolved in a hexane 

solution along with a polycrystalline gold slide and for 24 hours.8 The resulting SAM, which 

consists of 18-carbon chains (16-carbon ethylene linker + 2-carbon vinyl tail group) adsorbed 

onto the gold substrate via interactions with the sulfur head group, is shown schematically in the 

left panel of Figure 4.2. Previous work has shown that, in SAMs, alkanethiol chains show 

hexagonal packing on the substrate with spacing between adjacent head sulfur atoms of 4.97 

Å.3,9 

4.1.2 Nitrate 

Beginning with their detection in the troposphere in 1978,10 nitrate radicals (NO3) have 

become of particular interest to atmospheric chemistry due to their reactions with volatile 

organic compounds, which contributes to their degradation.11-13 Generated through the reaction 

of NO2 with O3 (Scheme 4.1), nitrate radicals photodissociate rapidly in the daylight (Schemes 

4.2 and 4.3).14,15  

𝑁𝑂! + 𝑂! → 𝑁𝑂! + 𝑂! (4.1) 

𝑁𝑂!
!!
𝑁𝑂 + 𝑂!  (4.2) 

𝑁𝑂!
!!
𝑁𝑂! + 𝑂 (4.3) 
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After sunset, however, NO3 is highly active in tropospheric chemistry. Primarily through 

reaction with carbon-carbon double bonds, NO3 exposure to particles in the atmosphere may lead 

to changes in particulate properties such as size, and optical scattering and absorption.16,17 More 

generally, the reaction of nitrate with volatile organic compounds can facilitate the generation of 

secondary organic aerosols, a common class of pollutants.18,19 NO3 activity is heightened by the 

decreased concentration of the more oxidative OH at night. However, reactions of NO3 lead to 

the formation of OH and HO2 radicals,12,20,21 which may oxidize compounds not otherwise 

reactive to NO3.  

The reaction of nitrate with unsaturated organic compounds has a rich history.13  Several 

experimental studies have focused on the reactions of gaseous nitrate with unsaturated organic 

molecules in order to understand the properties and behavior of this highly relevant atmospheric 

molecule. Groups have employed relative rate methods to determine rate constants for the 

reaction of nitrate radicals with straight chain22,23 and branched alkenes,22-24 aromatics,22,25 

unsaturated aldehydes,18,22,23 unsaturated ketones,26 unsaturated alcohols,23 and other compounds 

present in the atmosphere.27,28 Other studies have been focused on product analysis29 of these 

reactions through methods such as FTIR,30,31 revealing organic nitrates as products. Through 

both experiment and computational modeling approaches, nitrate exposure has been shown to be 

the dominant loss process for certain alkene-rich compounds in the atmosphere.32-34  Three 

studies investigated the relationship between alkyl chain length and reaction rate with NO3, 

finding differing results. While lengthening the carbon chain was not found to affect the reactive 

rate constant with unsaturated aldehydes,18 a chain-length dependence on reaction rate was 

observed for straight-chain22 and branched alkenes.24 An additional computational study has 

shown that increased HOMO energy of alkenes directly relates to reaction rate.35  

Moving from single-molecule to heterogeneous reactions, the focus of kinetics studies 

shifts from the reaction rate to the reactive uptake coefficient. This coefficient is described as the 

ratio of the number of molecules that react with the surface to the number that collide with the 

surface. Several studies have examined the reactive uptake of NO3 on liquid36,37 and amorphous 

solid organic surfaces.37-40 Moise et al. found that the NO3 reactive uptake coefficient for some 

unsaturated organics decreased upon freezing, while no change was seen for others. This 

dependence was related to the solubility and diffusion of the NO3 within the surface.37 Another 

study related the structure of an organic surface to the relative contribution of surface and bulk 
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reactions on NO3 reactive uptake. In saturated surfaces, for which a slow hydrogen abstraction is 

the initial step in reaction with NO3, the contribution of the surface to the overall reaction is 

minor, as NO3 is able to diffuse into the bulk before reacting. In unsaturated surfaces, however, a 

fast addition of NO3 across a double bond at the surface prevents diffusion into the bulk; thus, 

reactions the surface dominate the overall reaction rate.38  

A previous study on the reaction of nitrate with both alkane and terminal alkene SAMs 

showed that uptake was greater on the model surface than on liquid or solid films. This was due 

to the positioning of the carbon-carbon double bond at the gas—surface interface, facilitating 

reaction with gaseous nitrate molecules.41 However, due to decomposition of products during 

XPS analysis and during sample transfer between analytic instruments, several expected products 

were not observed. 

Although many investigations have described the reaction of nitrate radicals with both 

organic molecules and surfaces, several questions remained. For example, in some FTIR studies 

that identify organic nitrate products,30,31 specific vibrational mode assignments were not 

reported. Additionally, several of these products were missing from the previous study on nitrate 

reactions with SAMs.41 Thus, Zhang et al. set out to understand more completely the relationship 

between the structure of organic surfaces and NO3 reactivity, as well as characterization of 

reaction products and mechanisms.  

In order to describe the fundamentals of the reaction of nitrate with unsaturated organic 

surfaces, Zhang et al. exposed a vinyl-terminated SAM surface to a flux of nitrate radicals in an 

ultra-high vacuum environment.1 The implementation of a SAM allows for the precise 

positioning of the reactive carbon-carbon double bond at the surface, and ultra-high vacuum 

reaction conditions prevent reactions with background gases. During exposure, in situ time-

resolved vibrational RAIRS42 spectra as well as post-exposure XPS spectra allowed for the 

monitoring of changes to the surface due to NO3 exposure. Interpretation of these spectra, using 

insight from previous studies,7,41,43-48 lead to the proposal of a terminal organic nitrate (ω-ONO2) 

radical product resulting from addition of nitrate to the terminal carbon atom in the vinyl tail 

group. Figure 4.2 shows the proposed addition scheme. 
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Figure 4.2. Proposed scheme showing addition of a nitrate radical to the terminus of a vinyl self-
assembled monolayer chain. Color scheme: C: cyan, H: gray, N: red, O: gray, S: magenta. 

 

 

4.2 Computational Details and Model Development 

To provide further insight into this experiment, we constructed a model system 

containing several vinyl-terminated alkyl chains in a self-assembled monolayer arrangement. 

Once fully developed, the geometry of the system was optimized and theoretical vibrational 

frequencies were calculated the Gaussian09 code.49 Now, we will describe the system that was 

used for these calculations. 

For computational efficiency, several approximations were made in our model. In the 

experiment by Zhang et al., linear chains containing 18 carbon atoms each were used. For 

computational efficiency, our model contains chains of much shorter length. In order to 

accurately model the experimental spectrum of the nitrate radical product proposed by Zhang et 

al., single nitrate-terminated alkyl chains of increasing length were constructed and optimized 

both at the B3LYP/6-31G* and MP2/6-31G* levels of theory, and frequency calculations were 

performed on the optimized structures. To align theoretical spectra with experimental ones, 

scaling factors of 0.96 and 0.94 were applied to all frequencies calculated using B3LYP/6-31G* 

and MP2/6-31G*, respectively.50 Beginning with the methyl nitrate radical, the chain length was 

increased by adding methylene groups one at a time. The frequencies of the scissoring (δ(-

ONO2)), symmetric stretch (νs(-ONO2)), and asymmetric stretching (νa(-ONO2)) modes of nitrate 

all converged to within 10 cm-1 for chains with four or more carbon atoms. Figure 4.3 shows the 

plots of vibrational frequency with respect to carbon chain length for these three modes. With 

this convergence in consideration, we chose to move forward with chains each containing eight 

carbon atoms for our model SAM system. 
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Figure 4.3. Vibrational frequencies of the –ONO2 scissoring (δ), symmetric stretching (νs), and 
asymmetric stretching (νa) modes with respect to alkyl chain length for gas-phase alkyl nitrate 
radical chains. Calculated using MP2/6-31G* (blue) and B3LYP/6-31G* (red). Zhang, Y.; 
Chapleski, R. C.; Lu, J. W.; Rockhold, T. H.; Troya, D.; Morris, J. R. Physical Chemistry 
Chemical Physics 2014, 16, 16659. - Reproduced by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies. 

 

In the experiment, octadecene thiol chains were used for the synthesis of the SAM 

instead of octadecene. As such, S-Au bonds anchor the SAM to the gold substrate. In our 

computational model SAM, frozen α-CH3 head groups were used instead of α-SH bound to a 

substrate. To verify that frozen methyl groups are a sufficient substitute for a bound sulfur group, 

B3LYP/6-31G* vibrational modes of a single α-SH alkyl chain were compared to those of a 

single α-CH3 chain for both reagent ω-vinyl and product ω-nitrate chains. Characteristic 

frequencies were in both cases found to vary by less than 5 cm-1. Table 4.1 lists these 

frequencies, compared for CH3(CH2)5CHCH2 and SH(CH2)5CHCH2 (reagents), as well as for 

CH3(CH2)5CHCH2ONO2 and SH(CH2)5CHCH2ONO2 (products). 
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Calculated Vibrational 
Mode 

Vibrational Wavenumber (cm-1) 
Reagents 

α-CH3 α-SH 
ω(=CH2) 899 901 
δ(CH2) 1482 1480 
ν(C=C) 1664 1664 
νs(CH2) 2908 2908 
νa(CH2) 2957 2962 
νs(=CH2) 3028 3029 
νa(=CH2) 3103 3105 

 Products 
α-CH3 α-SH 

δ(-ONO2) 831 831 
νs(-ONO2) 1275 1275 
νa(-ONO2) 1673 1674 

Table 4.1. Selected vibrational modes for α-CH3 and α-SH variations of the ω-vinyl octene 
reagent as well as the ω-ONO2 product of nitrate radical addition to 1-octene. Calculated for a 
single gas-phase chain using B3LYP/6-31G*. Greek letters are used in the table to describe 
vibrational motions. ω: out-of-plane deformation, δ: scissoring, ν: stretching, νs: symmetric 
stretching, νa: asymmetric stretching. Zhang, Y.; Chapleski, R. C.; Lu, J. W.; Rockhold, T. H.; 
Troya, D.; Morris, J. R. Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 2014, 16, 16659. – Reproduced 
(adapted) by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies. 

 
 

With frequencies well converged with respect to chain length, alkyl chains with eight 

carbons each and frozen α-CH3 groups were chosen for construction of a SAM model. A 

summary of the approximations made to the SAM chains is shown in Figure 4.4a. To examine 

the vibrational spectrum of the ω-ONO2 alkyl radical product chain in the environment of a ω-

vinyl SAM, this chain was surrounded by 36 chains of 1-octene in a hexagonal formation (Figure 

4.4b). To replicate the arrangement of chains in an alkanethiol SAM, the α-CH3 groups of these 

chains were frozen at an interchain distance of 5 Å, such that each chain occupied a surface area 

of 21.4 Å2.  

For further computational efficiency, a multi-level quantum mechanical/molecular 

mechanical (QM:MM) approach was used for geometry optimization and frequency calculation 

of our SAM model. The center ω-ONO2 chain was optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G* (QM) level, 

while the rest of the system was optimized at the MM level through the application of classical 

mechanics using universal force field (UFF) terms.51 Interactions between atoms in the QM and 
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MM levels were treated at the MM level.  To preserve the integrity of this finite-size model, all 

atoms in the outermost ω-vinyl chains of the model were frozen along with the α-CH3 carbon 

atom in each chain. The resulting theoretical SAM model resulting from this partial QM:MM 

optimization is shown in Figure 4.4b.  

 
Figure 4.4. a) A visual summary of the approximations made in the computational model of the 
ω-vinyl SAM and nitrate radical product chains (for comparison with the experimental system 
shown in Figure 4.2, left pane). b) Schematic of the QM:MM model used for calculation of 
theoretical spectra of a terminal alkyl nitrate radical chain surrounded by terminal vinyl chains. 
See description of QM:MM approach in text. For atoms, same color scheme as in Figure 4.2. 
Zhang, Y.; Chapleski, R. C.; Lu, J. W.; Rockhold, T. H.; Troya, D.; Morris, J. R. Physical 
Chemistry Chemical Physics 2014, 16, 16659. – Reproduced (adapted) by permission of the 
PCCP Owner Societies. 

 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Theoretical Vibrational Spectra 

4.3.1.1 ω-ONO2 SAM  

Once the structure of the SAM model shown in Figure 4.4b was optimized, all ω-vinyl 

chains were subsequently frozen, and a vibrational frequency calculation was performed on just 

the ω-ONO2 chain. The resulting theoretical IR spectrum, including modes only for the central 

ω-ONO2 chain, is shown in Figure 4.5. In this spectrum, four intense peaks are exhibited: an –

ONO2 scissoring band at 841 cm-1, symmetric and asymmetric –ONO2 stretching bands at 1283 
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and 1674 cm-1, respectively, and a region of symmetric and asymmetric –CH2 stretching along 

the backbone of the chain above 2800 cm-1.  

 

 
Figure 4.5. Theoretical (B3LYP/6-31G*:UFF) IR spectrum of a ω-ONO2 alkyl radical chain 
surrounded by ω-vinyl chains. All frequencies have been scaled by 0.96. The SAM model is 
described in text. The inset shows the optimized structure of the ω-ONO2 alkyl radical chain that 
is embedded within the SAM model. For inset, same color scheme as in Figure 4.2. 

 

To further show the robustness of our model, optimizations were also performed and 

frequencies calculated using the AMBER force field in the MM region. Not all terms necessary 

to completely describe this system are included in the Amber force field, and thus, several terms 

had to be input manually. These harmonic terms are specified in Table 4.2.  
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Bond Stretch Stretching Force Constant 
(Kb, kcal mol-1 Å-2) 

Equilibrium Distance  
(req, Å) 

O-N (in C-O-N) 600.0 1.390 
O-N (in O-N-O) 1530.0 1.200 

Angle Bend Bending Force Constant  
(Kθ, kcal mol-1 rad-2) Equilibrium Angle (θeq, °) 

C-O-N 111.0 109.6 
O-C-H 210.0 106.7 

O(C)-N-O 210.0 115.0 
C-C-C(=) 63.0 111.0 
C=C-H 50.0 119.7 

H-C(=)-H 40.0 120.0 
O-N-O 210.0 130.0 

C-C(=)-H 50.0 120.0 
Table 4.2. Manually specified force field terms augmenting AMBER MM calculations. Bond 
stretching and angle bending energies are calculated using 𝑬𝒃𝒐𝒏𝒅 = 𝑲𝒃(𝒓− 𝒓𝒆𝒒)𝟐  and 
𝑬𝒂𝒏𝒈𝒍𝒆 = 𝑲𝜽(𝜽− 𝜽𝒆𝒒)𝟐, respectively. Zhang, Y.; Chapleski, R. C.; Lu, J. W.; Rockhold, T. H.; 
Troya, D.; Morris, J. R. Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 2014, 16, 16659. - Reproduced by 
permission of the PCCP Owner Societies. 

 

The frequencies of the vibrational modes characteristic to the nitrate moiety for each 

level of theory are provided in Table 4.3. It is interesting to note that, at the same level of theory, 

the frequencies of the nitrate vibrational modes in single-chain gas-phase calculations vary by 

less than 10 cm-1 compared to the same modes in the SAM model. That is, incorporating a nitrate 

alkyl chain into a SAM has little effect on nitrate vibrational modes. More generally, the effect of 

incorporating the nitrate radical product chain was investigated through a comparison of the 

theoretical spectrum of the gas-phase chain to that of the chain included in the SAM model. 

These spectra are compared in Figure 4.6. Further, the frequencies of sixteen sample vibrational 

modes were compared for both spectra. Of these, twelve modes were blueshifted due to inclusion 

in the SAM model, with an average blueshift of 7.2 cm-1. The remaining four modes were 

redshifted by 12.3 cm-1 on average.  
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Method δ(-ONO2) νs(-ONO2) νa(-ONO2) 
Experiment 857 1280 1649 

B3LYP/6-31G* (gas-phase) 831 1275 1673 
MP2/6-31G* (gas-phase) 825 1234 1750 

Multilevel SAM (B3LYP/6-31G*:UFF) 841 1283 1673 
Multilevel SAM (B3LYP/6-31G*:Amber) 834 1277 1673 

Table 4.3. Vibrational modes for experimental ω-ONO2 SAM chain and theoretical vibrational 
modes for gas-phase ω-ONO2 octyl radical in both the gas phase and embedded in the SAM 
model. B3LYP frequencies were scaled by 0.96, and MP2 by 0.94. Zhang, Y.; Chapleski, R. C.; 
Lu, J. W.; Rockhold, T. H.; Troya, D.; Morris, J. R. Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 2014, 
16, 16659. – Reproduced (adapted) by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.6. Theoretical vibrational spectrum for CH3(CH2)5CHCH2ONO2 in the gas phase (blue) 
and surrounded by 1-octene chains in the SAM model (red). Note: the red peak at 1673 cm-1 
overlaps a blue peak at the same frequency. Zhang, Y.; Chapleski, R. C.; Lu, J. W.; Rockhold, T. 
H.; Troya, D.; Morris, J. R. Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 2014, 16, 16659. - 
Reproduced by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies. 
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Figure 4.7 shows the agreement between the B3LYP/6-31G*:UFF theoretical spectrum 

for the nitrate radical product surrounded by ω-vinyl chains and the experimental RAIRS 

spectrum of the 18-C vinyl-terminated SAM after 5000 Langmuir (L; 1 L = 1 torr�s) exposure to 

NO3. In each spectrum, the three most intense bands correspond to those nitrate vibrational 

modes: NO2 scissoring (841 cm-1 in the QM:MM model), –ONO2 symmetric stretch (1283 cm-1), 

and –ONO2 asymmetric stretch (1673 cm-1). As the figure shows, there is good agreement 

between the experimental long-exposure SAM and the theoretical QM:MM product model.  

 

 
Figure 4.7. Experimental RAIRS spectrum showing changes in the ω-vinyl SAM following 
5000 L exposure to NO3 superposed with the theoretical spectrum of ω-ONO2 alkyl radical chain 
(inset) embedded in an environment of ω-vinyl chains. See text for a description of theoretical 
model. For inset, same color scheme as in Figure 4.2. Zhang, Y.; Chapleski, R. C.; Lu, J. W.; 
Rockhold, T. H.; Troya, D.; Morris, J. R. Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 2014, 16, 16659. 
- Reproduced (adapted) by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies. 
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4.3.1.2 Addition of a Second Nitrate Radical 

Along with experimental data, our theoretical calculations suggest that exposure of a 

vinyl-terminated SAM to gas-phase nitrate radicals results in the addition of nitrate to the 

terminal carbon atom (ω, Fig. 4.4a) in a vinyl SAM chain, yielding a subterminal ((ω-1), Fig. 

4.4a) radical on the carbon chain. This arrangement is thermodynamically more stable than that 

resulting from nitrate addition to the subterminal vinyl carbon atom by 3.8 kcal/mol.  

Following addition of a single NO3 radical to the vinyl terminus of a SAM chain, a 

reactive radical species remains, potentially available to react with a second nitrate radical. 

Figure 4.8 shows the 800-1800 cm-1 region of the B3LYP/6-31G*:UFF spectrum for the addition 

product for a second NO3 to the subterminal (ω-1, see Fig. 4.4a) carbon atom of the nitrate alkyl 

radical chain in the SAM model. In the figure, the theoretical spectrum is presented with the 

same long-exposure experimental spectrum shown in Figure 4.7. The frequencies of the modes 

characteristic to the ω-ONO2 adduct vary inconsistently due to the addition of a second –ONO2 

moiety at the ω-1 position. In the theoretical spectrum for the chain with –NO3 moieties present 

at both positions, the ω-ONO2 scissoring mode is redshifted to 831 cm-1, the symmetric 

stretching frequency of this moiety is not shifted (1283 cm-1), and the asymmetric stretching 

frequency is blueshifted to 1707 cm-1. Additionally, vibrational modes characteristic of the (ω-

1)-ONO2 adduct are now present: the scissoring mode at 815 cm-1, the symmetric stretching 

mode at 1273 cm-1, and the asymmetric stretching mode at 1693 cm-1. Taken together, both ω- 

and (ω-1)-ONO2 scissoring, symmetric, and asymmetric stretching modes may account for the 

experimental features at 857 cm-1, 1280 cm-1, and 1649 cm-1, respectively. Additionally, a the 

ω(C-O) stretching mode becomes pronounced in this spectrum at 998 cm-1, which may account 

for the experimental feature around 980 cm-1 in the experimental spectrum. Thus, the presence of 

an –ONO2 moiety at the ω-1 position in addition to that at the ω position cannot be ruled out by 

this analysis. 
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Figure 4.8. Experimental RAIRS spectrum showing changes in the ω-vinyl SAM following 
5000 L exposure to NO3 superposed with theoretical (B3LYP/6-31G*:UFF) IR spectrum of a ω-
ONO2, (ω-1)-ONO2 alkyl chain surrounded by 1-octene chains. All frequencies scaled by 0.96. 
SAM model described in text. Inset shows the optimized structure of the ω-ONO2, (ω-1)-ONO2 
alkyl chain that is embedded in the SAM model. For inset, same color scheme as in Figure 4.2. 

 

Alternatively, an NO2 radical, present in the experimental environment from the thermal 

decomposition of N2O5 to produce nitrate (Scheme 4.4), may react with this radical chain.  

𝑁!𝑂! → 𝑁𝑂! + 𝑁𝑂! (4.4) 

Although a control experiment by Zhang et al. in which the ω-vinyl SAM was exposed to a flux 

of NO2 showed no sign of reaction in the absence of NO3, the possibility for NO2 reaction with 

an ω–ONO2 radical chain remains. Figure 4.9 shows a comparison in the 800-1800 cm-1 region 

between the long-exposure experimental spectrum and the theoretical spectrum for the SAM 

model with a central chain containing ONO2 bound at the ω position and NO2 bound at the ω-1 

position. Along with the nitrate features present in the ω-ONO2 theoretical spectrum (here, the 
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ONO2 scissoring mode has a frequency of 831 cm-1, the ONO2 symmetric stretch has a frequency 

around 1290 cm-1, and the ONO2 asymmetric stretch has a frequency of 1702 cm-1), additional 

modes for the (ω-1)-NO2 moiety are pronounced in the theoretical spectrum as well. Symmetric 

and asymmetric NO2 stretching modes have frequencies of 1385 cm-1 and 1610 cm-1, 

respectively. Also, as with the case in which nitrate moieties are present at both the ω and ω-1 

positions, the ω(C-O) stretching frequency blueshifts relative to the SAM model without an 

adduct at the ω-1 position to 1002 cm-1. Similarly, an agreement is evident between the 

experimental spectrum and this theoretical one for the ω-ONO2 modes, and additional features 

between the experimental and theoretical spectra seem to agree. Namely, the ω(C-O) stretch may 

contribute to the feature around 980 cm-1 in the experimental spectrum, and the ω-1(NO2) stretch 

may contribute to the experimental feature around 1550 cm-1. Therefore, as with (ω-1)-ONO2, 

the possibility for addition of NO2 at the ω-1 position should not be ruled out along with addition 

of ω(ONO2) in the experiment. Regardless of the type (or absence of) a moiety at the ω-1 

position, all three spectra agree with an –ONO2 adduct present at the ω position. 
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Figure 4.9. Experimental RAIRS spectrum showing changes in the ω-vinyl SAM following 
5000 L exposure to NO3 superposed with theoretical (B3LYP/6-31G*:UFF) IR spectrum of a ω-
ONO2, (ω-1)-NO2 alkyl chain surrounded by 1-octene chains. All frequencies scaled by 0.96. 
SAM model described in text. Inset shows the optimized structure of the ω-ONO2, (ω-1)-NO2 
alkyl chain that is embedded in the SAM model. For inset, same color scheme as in Figure 4.2. 

 

4.3.2 Competing Pathway: Hydrogen Abstraction 

The prior section has identified products for NO3 addition to the vinyl group of a SAM. A 

competing reaction pathway was also investigated in which the nitrate radical abstracted a 

hydrogen atom from a SAM chain, yielding a terminal vinyl radical species, �CH=CH-

(CH2)16SAu, and HNO3.. Previous experimental studies have shown evidence for similar 

products in reactions of nitrate with hydrocarbons,38 yet such a pathway was not evident in the 

experiments by Zhang et al. Thus, we performed electronic structure calculations with propene 

as a model to delve deeper into the possibility of the hydrogen-abstraction pathway. Single-point 

calculations at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory calculated using geometries optimized 
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with B3LYP/6-31G* reveal that the hydrogen abstraction reaction with propene, NO3� + 

H2C=CH-CH3 à �CH=CH-CH3 + HNO3, is endothermic by 8.3 kcal mol-1, with a barrier of 9.9 

kcal/mol. At room temperature, very few NO3 radicals have enough energy to surmount this 

barrier, and thus, reaction is unlikely. Conversely, at the same level of theory, a transition state 

could not be found for the nitrate addition reaction to the terminal vinyl carbon atom of propene, 

though this reaction was found to be exothermic by 19.1 kcal/mol. A potential energy surface 

(PES) scan was performed in which the distance between the C and O atoms which form a bond 

during nitrate addition is varied while all other coordinates were allowed to relax during 

optimization. The results of this scan using B3LYP/6-31G* geometries are shown in Figure 4.10 

and predict a continuously downhill energy path leading from separated reagents to addition 

products. Single-point energies calculated with other density functionals and basis sets using 

B3LYP/6-31G* geometries are also shown in the figure and corroborate this result. Finally, 

CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ single-point energies were calculated for selected points in the scan 

using B3LYP/6-31G* geometries. This scan, like the rest, predicts that nitrate addition to 

propene, and extensively to the vinyl-terminated SAM, is barrierless. Thus, without reaction 

barrier and with greater exothermicity, nitrate radical addition to the terminal carbon atom of the 

vinyl group likely dominates hydrogen abstraction from the same carbon atom. 
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Figure 4.10. Potential energy scan for C-O distance in the addition reaction of nitrate to propene. 
All scans were performed using B3LYP/6-31G* geometries, and energies have not been zero-
point corrected. Zhang, Y.; Chapleski, R. C.; Lu, J. W.; Rockhold, T. H.; Troya, D.; Morris, J. R. 
Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 2014, 16, 16659. - Reproduced by permission of the PCCP 
Owner Societies 

 

4.4 Concluding Remarks 

We have performed theoretical vibrational mode calculations on a SAM system built to 

model the experimental product of nitrate exposure to a ω-vinyl SAM. Following careful and 

validated approximations to our model, we were able to calculate theoretical spectra that align 

closely with the ω-ONO2 alkyl radical product described by Zhang et al. in their experimental 

study. The same study reveals an initial reaction probability of 2.3 x 10-3 for this reaction.1 This 

is much greater than that for the reaction of ozone with the same experimental SAM system (1.1 

x 10-5).44 Future work will implement molecular dynamics methods to investigate the geometric 

conditions required for the two-order-of-magnitude difference in initial reaction probability. 
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Abstract 

 

 We present a detailed mechanism for the hydrolysis of Sarin catalyzed by Cs8Nb6O19 

obtained using electronic structure calculations. The initial steps of the reaction involve the 

adsorption of water and Sarin on the hexaniobate catalyst via non-bonding interactions. 

Dissociation of the coordinated water molecule generates a hydroxide ion that adds 

nucleophilically to the co-adsorbed Sarin molecule in a concerted manner, following a general 

base catalysis mechanism. The addition of OH- to the nerve agent generates a trigonal 

bipyramidal pentacoordinated phosphorus intermediate that subsequently undergoes facile 

dissociation forming either HF or isopropanol and a corresponding phosphonic acid. The rate-

determining step of the overall reaction is found to be the dissociation of water on the catalyst in 

concert with the nucleophilic addition of the nascent OH- to the nerve agent. The calculated 

barrier for this step is considerably smaller than that measured for bulk base hydrolysis. This 

work represents a blueprint for future studies aimed to optimize catalysts for base hydrolysis of 

nerve agents at the gas–surface interface.  
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5.1 Introduction 

 Interest in developing efficient catalytic decontamination strategies for chemical warfare 

agents remains unabated.1,2 Early decontamination procedures employed a variety of general-

purpose techniques ranging from bleaching to enzymatic biodegradation,3 but many of these 

approaches required highly corrosive solution-phase treatments. More recently, the quest for 

improved decontamination processes has examined a number of solid-phase catalysts including 

zirconium hydroxide,4 zeolites,5 organic polymers,6 polyoxometalates (POM),7,8 metal organic 

frameworks (MOF),9-13	  and MOF/POM architectures.14,15  

Among the various classes of chemical warfare agents, nerve agents (e.g., Sarin, Soman, 

VX, Tabun) have arguably received the most attention in decontamination studies. These nerve 

agents consist of organophosphorus (OP) compounds with a central tetrahedral phosphorus atom. 

In vivo, these species inhibit acetylcholinesterase (a serine protease) following nucleophilic 

addition of the –OH group of a serine residue in the active site of the enzyme to the nerve 

agent.16 The susceptibility of OP compounds toward nucleophilic addition has been exploited in 

the development of many of the catalysts mentioned above, which generally aim to decompose 

the OP species via base hydrolysis.3 

Even though the experimental efforts to develop synthetic nerve-agent decontamination 

catalysts have been rather vigorous recently, there remains a lack of fundamental understanding 

of the fine details of their reaction mechanisms. Indeed, while the basic decontamination 

catalysts appear to involve general base hydrolysis,7,11,12 the atomistic details of the formation of 

hydroxide on the catalyst, the addition of OH- to the nerve agents, and the subsequent 

dissociation of the agents have not conclusively been revealed. This is in sharp contrast to the 

mechanism for nerve agents reacting with OH- in bulk solution, which has received significant 

computational scrutiny.17-19 

There are two main mechanisms for catalytic base hydrolysis of a substrate in solution. In 

specific base catalysis, water is deprotonated to fully form a hydroxide ion in a first step, 

followed by nucleophilic attack of hydroxide on the substrate in a second step. In general base 

catalysis, the water deprotonation and nucleophilic addition to the substrate take place 

simultaneously. Recent work with Lindqvist hexaniobate alkali salts (X8Nb6O19, X=Li, K, Cs) 

measured fast hydrolysis of Sarin both in aqueous solution and at the gas–surface interface.7 

Small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements showed the aggregation of the OP 
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compounds under study to the polyoxoniobate (PONb), which led to the suggestion that the 

reaction follows a general base catalysis mechanism. Finally, a study just published on the basic 

hydrolysis of nerve agents and their analogues, by polymeric polyniobates, K12Ti2O2XNb12O40, 

X = GeIV or SiIV, includes three lines of evidence that these PONbs, which share many molecular 

attributes in common with Nb6O19
8-, clearly hydrolyze these OP compounds by a general base 

catalyzed mechanism.8  

In this paper, we probe the general base catalysis reaction mechanism for the degradation 

of nerve agents on Cs8Nb6O19 (CsPONb), using density functional theory (DFT) calculations. 

Computational work on the structure and reactivity of polyoxometalate catalysts has a rich 

history,20-26 and has been essential, in combination with synthetic and characterization 

approaches, to develop a profound understanding of the properties of these catalysts and to 

accelerate their discovery. Remarkably, most of the theoretical studies on POM reactivity have 

focused on acid, oxidation, and redox catalysis,24 but there is a paucity of investigations of 

reactions in which the POMs act as base hydrolysis catalysts. 

Of the wealth of POM catalysts that have been synthesized over decades,27-36	  Group-V 

POMs with Lindqvist ion structure, particularly Nb6O19
8-,	   are ideal candidates to act as base 

hydrolysis catalysts due to the high charge density of the exposed oxygen atoms.37 It is therefore 

not surprising that alkali salts of the Nb6O19
8- ion have recently been reported to hydrolyze nerve 

agents.7,8 Computational work on Nb6O19
8- has included structural studies using DFT methods,38 

the proposal (also with DFT methods) of an open-cage intermediate that leads to oxygen 

exchange with solvent measured with NMR,39 and a recent molecular dynamics study of the 

protonation of Nb6O19
8- in aqueous media.40 However, no mechanistic studies of the base 

hydrolysis reactions with Nb6O19
8- have been reported yet. 

In this work, we aim to provide the groundwork for a full understanding of the 

decomposition of nerve agents over PONb and other catalysts by focusing on the reaction of 

Sarin with the alkali salt of the Lindqvist PONb, Cs8Nb6O19, at the gas–surface interface. 

Experimental evidence for this heterogeneous reaction with well-characterized solid salts41,42 of 

Cs8Nb6O19 has been recently provided, as have related OP hydrolysis processes catalyzed by 

polymeric PONb.8 While we are primarily interested in characterization of the reaction at the 

gas–surface interface, this work might also be applicable to the solution phase, as SAXS 

measurements indicate that in concentrated solutions of CsOH, the Cs ions are in direct contact 
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with the Lindqvist ion, without intervening solvent molecules (inner-sphere ion pairs).43,44  This 

is in contrast to the K salts, where solvent-separated ion pairs are present. The aggregation of Cs 

ions to the niobates has also been reported in aqueous solution.7 The presence of a contact ion 

pair between Cs and the PONb not mediated by solvent water molecules therefore might make 

the calculations herein more applicable to the solution-phase process with Cs8Nb6O19 than with 

any other alkali PONb salt, even if the role of solvent in the homogeneous process is still 

unknown.  

 

5.2 Computational Details 

All presented calculations have been carried out with the M06-L density functional, as 

implemented in the Gaussian09 code.45 Our choice of this functional is motivated by its ability to 

treat transition elements and non-covalent interactions accurately.46 Geometry optimizations and 

harmonic normal mode calculations have used the 6-31G(d,p) basis set for the main-group 

elements and Lanl2dz basis set with associated effective core potentials for Nb and Cs atoms. 

Using these geometries, we have carried out single-point energy calculations with the [6-

31++G(d,p) + Lanl2dz] basis set to further refine the energy. All reported energies in this paper 

correspond to M06-L/[6-31++G(d,p) + Lanl2dz] electronic energies corrected by the zero point. 

The stationary points were located using standard procedures and corroborated by harmonic 

frequency and intrinsic reaction coordinate analysis. We used an ultrafine integration grid to 

accelerate convergence of both wavefunction and geometry.  

 Most of our calculations consider dry hexaniobates in which only the water molecule that 

participates in the hydrolysis is considered. A subset of the calculations incorporates explicitly 

14 additional water molecules to make contact with experiment, which shows the presence of 

crystallization water molecules. 

 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Reagents 

The reagents of the title reaction are the Cs8Nb6O19 catalyst, H2O, and Sarin (GB, propan-

2-yl methylphosphonofluoridate).  As seen in Figure 5.1, Cs8Nb6O19 has octahedral point-group 

symmetry, and it possesses only five symmetry-inequivalent atoms: the central oxygen atom 

(Ocentral), six terminal O atoms (Oterminal), six Nb atoms, twelve bridging oxygen atoms (Obridging), 
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and eight Cs counterions. The distances between Nb and the Ocentral, Oterminal, and Obridging atoms 

are 2.407, 1.808, and 2.037 Å, respectively, in good agreement with values obtained from x-ray 

diffraction41 of the Cs8Nb6O19 tetradecahydrate salt (2.360, 1.804, and 1.987 Å, respectively). 

The radius of gyration of the salt calculated in this work as the root-mean-square displacement of 

all atoms from Ocentral (3.62 Å) is also in good agreement with the experimental value of 3.6 Å.43 

The Cs counterions are interacting with the faces of the hexaniobate superoctahedron, and the 

distance between the Cs atom and the nearest Obridging atoms in the PONb is 2.948 Å. 

 

 
Figure 5.1. Optimum geometries of Cs8Nb6O19 (left) and (S)-Sarin (GB, right). Color scheme: 
Nb: blue, O: red, Cs: gold, P: gold, C: cyan, F: green, H: gray. Reprinted (adapted) with 
permission from Chapleski, R. C.; Musaev, D. G.; Hill, C. L.; Troya, D. The Journal of Physical 
Chemistry C 2016, 120, 16822. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
 

 Analysis of the standard Mulliken charges reveals the known trend in basicity of the 

various oxygen sites in the PONb: the calculated atomic charges are -0.943e, -0.994e and -1.137e 

for the terminal, central, and bridging oxygen atoms, respectively. As shown in earlier 

experiments47 and calculations,40 the bridging oxygen is the most basic of the exposed atoms of 

the PONb.  

Also depicted in Figure 5.1 is the optimum structure of (S)-Sarin, the enantiomer of 

higher toxicity48 used in all calculations of this work. Highlighted in the figure is the tetrahedral 

shape around the central phosphorus atom, which undergoes nucleophilic addition of a hydroxide 

ion during the hydrolysis process. Because this atom is the stereogenic center of the molecule, 

there are, in principle, four symmetry-inequivalent approaches of hydroxide to the phosphorus 
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atom.  Nucleophilic addition to the tetrahedral OP compound generates a trigonal bipyramidal 

pentacoordinated species, and early work determined that the approach of lowest barrier is 

related to the apicophilicity of the substituent that is in an axial position in the forming trigonal 

bipyramid at the transition state.49 The tendency of a group to occupy an axial position seems to 

have various contributions, including electronegativity, but also steric and inductive effects, and 

this makes it challenging to estimate a priori which one of the approaches might be the one of 

lowest energy. Below, we present reaction pathways and transition states for all four approaches. 

5.3.2 Potential Energy Surface, Structure, and Energetics of the Calculated Intermediates, 

Transition States, and Products 

The calculated potential-energy profile of the catalytic hydrolysis of Sarin by Cs8Nb6O19 

is shown in Figure 5.2. The elementary steps of this catalytic process are: i) binding of water to 

the CsPONb, ii) binding of GB to the hydrated CsPONb, iii) GB hydrolysis via formation of a 

pentacoordinated phosphorus intermediate, iv) dissociation of the pentacoordinated intermediate 

into products bound to the CsPONb, and v) desorption of products. In the following, we analyze 

each of these steps in turn.  

5.3.2.1 Binding of Water to the CsPONb 

The first step in the mechanism involves the binding of a water molecule to the catalyst to 

generate a CsPONb-H2O complex. Of the two isomers located in this work, the most stable 

complex corresponds to a structure where H2O binds in a bidentate manner to the CsPONb via 

two hydrogen bonds, one with a terminal O atom and the other with a neighboring bridging O 

atom. The calculated binding energy of this CsPONb complex is 98.3 kJ/mol (see Figure 5.2). 

Aside from the hydrogen bonds, we note that the oxygen atom of the water molecule is close to 

two Cs ions of the salt (Owater-Cs distances: 3.33 Å), which affords additional stabilization of the 

complex via electrostatic interactions. 
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Figure 5.2.  Potential-energy profile for the hydrolysis of Sarin by Cs8Nb6O19. See the text for 
the nomenclature used to label the various stationary points. Reprinted (adapted) with permission 
from Chapleski, R. C.; Musaev, D. G.; Hill, C. L.; Troya, D. The Journal of Physical Chemistry 
C 2016, 120, 16822. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
 
 
 

5.3.2.2 CsPONb-H2O-GB complex 

Once the CsPONb-H2O complex is formed, the addition of the nerve agent leads to 

formation of CsPONb-H2O-GB complexes (Figure 5.3). The four isomers of these complexes 

shown in the figure differ in the orientation of GB with respect to the CsPONb. We use the 

identity of the atom X whose P-X bond is collinear with the forming P-OH bond at the transition 

state to differentiate these isomers.  

The formation of the CsPONb-H2O-GB complexes is driven by dipole-dipole, dispersion, 

hydrogen-bonding, and electrostatic interactions between the Cs counterions and electron-rich 

atoms of the nerve agent. Key hydrogen-bond distances for these complexes are highlighted in 

Figure 5.3, and interactions between GB atoms and Cs counterions are shown in Figure 5.4. The 
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binding energies of GB to the CsPONb-H2O complex are 76.0, 67.7, 63.0, and 45.0 kJ/mol for 

isomers R-F, R-Osp2, R-C and R-Osp3, respectively, and this ranking is related to the number of 

stabilizing interactions between GB and the hydrated CsPONb. For the most stable complex (R-

F), we note the presence of two hydrogen bonds between GB and an Oterminal atom of CsPONb, a 

hydrogen bond between GB and the adsorbed water molecule, and an electrostatic interaction 

between the O-sp2 atom of GB and a Cs counterion (Fig. 5.4). 

 
Figure 5.3. CsPONb-H2O-GB complexes in which each of the faces of the central 
organophosphorus tetrahedron is interacting with CsPONb-H2O. Numbers correspond to 
representative hydrogen-bond distances in Angstroms. Same color code as in Fig. 5.1. Reprinted 
(adapted) with permission from Chapleski, R. C.; Musaev, D. G.; Hill, C. L.; Troya, D. The 
Journal of Physical Chemistry C 2016, 120, 16822. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
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Figure 5.4. CsPONb-H2O-GB complexes in which each of the faces of the central 
organophosphorus tetrahedron is interacting with CsPONb-H2O highlighting electrostatic 
contacts between Cs counterions and electronegative atoms in the nerve agent. Same color code 
as in Fig. 5.1. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from Chapleski, R. C.; Musaev, D. G.; Hill, 
C. L.; Troya, D. The Journal of Physical Chemistry C 2016, 120, 16822. Copyright 2016 
American Chemical Society. 

 

5.3.2.3 Transition State for Water Deprotonation and OH Nucleophilic Addition to the Substrate 

Following the potential energy profile of Figure 5.2, the next step of the general base 

catalysis is the concerted water deprotonation and OH nucleophilic addition to the nerve agent. 

This is the overall rate-determining step for GB hydrolysis by the CsPONb catalyst. Transition 

states for the four approaches examined in this work are exhibited in Figures 5.5 and 5.6.  

 

 
 
Figure S2. CsPONb-H2O-GB complexes in which each of the faces of the central 
organophosphorus tetrahedron is interacting with CsPONb-H2O highlighting electrostatic 
contacts between Cs counterions and electronegative atoms in the nerve agent. Same 
color code as in Fig. 1. 
 
 

 
 
Figure S3. CsPONb-GB complex highlighting electrostatic contacts between Cs 
counterions and electronegative atoms in the nerve agent. Same color code as in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 5.5. Transition state structures for the rate-determining step of the hydrolysis reaction of 
GB with CsPONb. Same color code as in Fig. 5.1. Additional distances shown in Figure 5.6. 
Reprinted (adapted) with permission from Chapleski, R. C.; Musaev, D. G.; Hill, C. L.; Troya, 
D. The Journal of Physical Chemistry C 2016, 120, 16822. Copyright 2016 American Chemical 
Society. 
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Figure 5.6. Transition states for GB hydrolysis by Cs8Nb6O19 highlighting electrostatic contacts 
between Cs counterions and electronegative atoms in the nerve agent. Same color code as in Fig. 
5.1.  Reprinted (adapted) with permission from Chapleski, R. C.; Musaev, D. G.; Hill, C. L.; 
Troya, D. The Journal of Physical Chemistry C 2016, 120, 16822. Copyright 2016 American 
Chemical Society. 
 

Figure 5.5 reveals that in all transition states, a nascent OH from the protonation of an 

Obridging atom in the CsPONb elicits nucleophilic addition to the nerve agent in a concerted 

manner. Interestingly, there are significant differences in the synchronicity of the protonation and 

addition motions. For instance, in TS-Osp3 and TS-F, the OH addition is taking place while 

water is still not quite fully dissociated. On the other hand, in TS-C and TS-Osp2, it seems that 

the OH group has been fully formed at the transition state, as the Obridging atom of the catalyst is 

protonated.  

To better characterize these trends, we show in Figure 5.7 the evolution of the three key 

interatomic distances (the forming P-Owater and breaking Owater-Hwater bonds, together with the 

 
 
 

 
Figure S4. Transition states for GB hydrolysis by Cs8Nb6O19 highlighting electrostatic 
contacts between Cs counterions and electronegative atoms in the nerve agent. Same 
color code as in Fig. 1. 
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Obridging-Hwater distance) along the minimum-energy reaction path for the four approaches 

considered in this work. The figure indicates that in the TS-Osp3 and TS-F reaction paths, the 

water dissociation and CsPONb protonation are taking place at the same time that the P-O bond 

is forming, and at the transition state, all three bonds are in the process of either forming or 

breaking. On the other hand, for TS-C and TS-Osp2, the protonation of the bridging oxygen 

seems to occur well before the transition state. This is particularly true for the TS-Osp2 pathway, 

where the Obridging-Hwater bond is nearly fully formed by the time that the transition state is 

reached. Interestingly, the separation between the phosphorus atom and the nascent OH is also 

longer at the transition state for the reaction pathways of the transition states TS-C and TS-Osp2.   

 
Figure 5.7. Evolution of the three key P-Owater, Owater-Hwater, and Obridging-Hwater distances along 
the minimum energy reaction path for the rate-determining step in the four reaction paths of 
Sarin hydrolysis at an Obridging site examined in this work. Reprinted (adapted) with permission 
from Chapleski, R. C.; Musaev, D. G.; Hill, C. L.; Troya, D. The Journal of Physical Chemistry 
C 2016, 120, 16822. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 

 

The subtle differences in the atomic motions along the four minimum-energy reaction 

paths examined in this work appear to be correlated with the transition state energies calculated 
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from the R complexes in Fig. 5.3. Thus, while the energies for the TS-Osp3 and TS-F transition 

states are 27.5 and 22.8 kJ/mol respectively, those for TS-C and TS-Osp2, which show a larger 

asynchronicity in the water-dissociation and OH addition motions, are higher: 44.5 and 74.2 

kJ/mol, respectively. The transition state energies for the gas–surface TS-Osp3 and TS-F 

pathways compare favorably with the room-temperature activation enthalpy determined 

experimentally from the solution-phase base hydrolysis of GB (41 kJ/mol).50 They also compare 

favorably with the calculated values at various levels of theory for the OH- + GB reaction 

including implicit solvation (also ~40 kJ/mol).19	   

5.3.2.4 Pentacoordinated Intermediates 

Following each of the four the minimum energy reaction pathways towards products, we 

have located four pentacoordinated intermediates with trigonal bipyramidal shape around the 

central phosphorus atom, shown in Figure 5.8. All of the intermediates share similarities, but 

differ in how they are bound to the CsPONb and in the groups that are in axial positions. The 

pentacoordinated intermediates are bound to the protonated CsPONb through two at least two 

hydrogen bonds: one between the newly formed phosphonic acid OH group and an Oterminal atom 

in the CsPONb (which is inherited from the transition state), and another one between an 

electron-rich atom of GB and the H-Obridging group of the CsPONb. In addition to these hydrogen 

bonds, further interactions contribute to the stability of these P5-CsPONb adducts, including 

electrostatic contacts between Cs counterions and electron-rich atoms in the intermediate 

(highlighted in Figure 5.9), two hydrogen bonds between the –CH3 groups in the isopropoxy of 

moiety and an Oterminal atom (present in all complexes except P5-Osp3), and a hydrogen bond 

between the P-CH3 group and an Oterminal atom in P5-Osp3. The rank in terms of overall stability 

of these complexes is P5-Osp2 > P5-F > P5-Osp3 > P5-C.  

In all of the structures except for P5-C, the F atom is in an axial position. On the other 

hand, the former O-sp2 atom is never axial. These two atoms likely represent the two extrema in 

the scale of apicophilicity of all the groups bound to the central phosphorus atom examined in 

this work, which is useful in selecting the lowest-energy path when investigating reaction at the 

Oterminal atom, to which we now turn our attention, and in calculations with explicit crystallization 

water molecules that we present below. 
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Figure 5.8. Pentacoordinated intermediates generated in the hydrolysis of GB by Cs8Nb6O19 
along the same four pathways as the minima and transition states of Figs. 5.3 and 5.4. Numbers 
correspond to representative hydrogen bond distances in Angstroms. Same color code as in Fig. 
5.1. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from Chapleski, R. C.; Musaev, D. G.; Hill, C. L.; 
Troya, D. The Journal of Physical Chemistry C 2016, 120, 16822. Copyright 2016 American 
Chemical Society. 
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Figure 5.9. Pentacoordinated intermediates in GB hydrolysis by Cs8Nb6O19 highlighting 
electrostatic contacts between Cs counterions and electronegative atoms in the nerve agent. Same 
color code as in Fig. 5.1. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from Chapleski, R. C.; Musaev, D. 
G.; Hill, C. L.; Troya, D. The Journal of Physical Chemistry C 2016, 120, 16822. Copyright 
2016 American Chemical Society. 
 

5.3.2.5 Reaction at the Oterminal Site 

The reaction pathways examined until now all involve water dissociation at an Obridging 

site. This is the most basic site of the CsPONb,51 and it also participates in the most stable 

CsPONb-H2O complex. However, reaction at the Oterminal site can also occur. To examine this 

possibility, we have mapped the likely lowest-energy reaction path departing from the CsPONb-

H2O complex that has a water molecule hydrogen bonding to only the terminal O atom. Using 

the apicophilicity scale derived from reaction at the bridging site in the prior section, we have 

assumed that reaction in which the P-F bond of the nerve agent is collinear to the P-OH bond that 

is forming in the transition state of the rate-determining step is the likely lowest-energy reaction 

path.  
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Figure S5. Pentacoordinated intermediates in GB hydrolysis by Cs8Nb6O19 highlighting 
electrostatic contacts between Cs counterions and electronegative atoms in the nerve 
agent. Same color code as in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 5.10 presents the potential energy profile of the rate-determining step for reaction 

at the Oterminal site in comparison with the same path at the Obridging site reported above. The 

energies of the stationary points for reaction at the Oterminal site tend to be higher in energy than at 

the Obridging site. This seems to be a consequence of the more peripheral nature of the Oterminal site, 

which does not allow for as strong interactions between the GB atoms and the CsPONb as the 

more internal Obridging site. Notwithstanding, the barrier for reaction from the R-F complex is 

comparable for reaction at both the bridging and terminal sites. The Lindqvist ion has twice as 

many Obridging sites as Oterminal sites, but the similarity of the barriers obtained in this work suggest 

that hydrolysis of GB with CsPONb might take place at both sites. While we have not studied the 

energy paths for reactions at the terminal O atom along the other three approaches of GB to the 

PONb, we expect that the trends for reaction at the Oterminal site seen here will likely extend to 

those other paths.  
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Figure 5.10.  Potential-energy profile for the hydrolysis of GB with Cs8Nb6O19 along the 
pathways that place the F group of GB in axial position at the transition state. The red trace is for 
reaction at the Oterminal atom of the CsPONb, and the black trace is for reaction at the Obridging 
atom. See the text for the nomenclature used to label the various stationary points. The insets are 
for reaction at the Oterminal site and use the same color code as Fig. 5.1. Reprinted (adapted) with 
permission from Chapleski, R. C.; Musaev, D. G.; Hill, C. L.; Troya, D. The Journal of Physical 
Chemistry C 2016, 120, 16822. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
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paths. First, Berry pseudorotation of the trigonal bypiramidal intermediate might occur, as has 

been reported in bulk hydrolysis calculations of OP compounds using implicit solvent models.52 

In this pseudorotation, groups with the largest apicophilicity are directed to the axial positions. 

Second, the intermediate might dissociate unimolecularly, without the involvement of the 

catalyst. Support for this mechanism is also provided by earlier computational studies of the OH- 
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intermediate to generate F atoms occurs over very low barriers and is not rate-limiting.18,19 This 

unimolecular dissociation can be competitive with the pseudorotation pathway. While those 

rapid pseudorotation and autodissociation pathways will likely be present in the 

pentacoordinated intermediates bound to the CsPONb located in this work, we have examined a 

third set of pathways that involve the catalyst in order to evaluate the prospect of a fully catalytic 

process.  

There are two major dissociation pathways for the pentacoordinated intermediate: F 

elimination and isopropoxy elimination. The accompanying products are isopropyl methyl 

phosphonic acid (IMPA) and methyl phosphonofluoridic acid (MPFA), respectively. In order to 

obtain full regeneration of the catalyst, the nascent F or isopropoxy groups need to abstract the 

proton that remains bound to the Obridging site as a consequence of the hydrolysis reaction (see 

Fig. 5.8). We have therefore attempted to locate transition states that lead either to HF and IMPA 

or isopropanol (iPOH) and MPFA from the most stable pentacoordinated intermediates. 

Transition states have been obtained for the reaction that decomposes P5-F and P5-Osp2 

to iPOH and MPFA. The structures are shown in Figures 5.11 and 5.12, and the energies of these 

transition states referred to their corresponding pentacoordinated intermediates are 24.9 kJ/mol 

for TS2-F and 3.1 kJ/mol for TS2-Osp2. The difference in the barrier seems associated with the 

fact that the isopropoxy leaving group in TS2-F is initially in an equatorial position in P5-F, and 

a pseudorotation that places the group in an axial position needs to occur,52 which carries an 

energetic penalty.  

All attempts to locate a pentacoordinated intermediate in which the F atom is in an axial 

position and hydrogen bonded to the H-Obridging group directly led to HF + IMPA products 

adsorbed on the PONb. The potential energy during these failed geometry optimization attempts 

was steeply downhill, suggesting that P-F dissociation likely occurs through a small barrier or is 

entirely barrierless. This is consistent with the very small barrier for this dissociation channel 

found in prior implicit solvation calculations (1.3 kJ/mol).19 
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Figure 5.11. Transition states for the decomposition of the P5-F and P5-Osp2 intermediates 
generated in the hydrolysis reaction of GB by Cs8Nb6O19. Values correspond to representative 
hydrogen-bond distances in Angstroms. Additional distances are available in Figure 5.12. Same 
color code as in Fig. 5.1. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from Chapleski, R. C.; Musaev, D. 
G.; Hill, C. L.; Troya, D. The Journal of Physical Chemistry C 2016, 120, 16822. Copyright 
2016 American Chemical Society. 
 

 
Figure 5.12.  Transition states for the decomposition of pentacoordinated intermediates 
highlighting electrostatic contacts between Cs counterions and electronegative atoms in the 
hydroxylated nerve agent. Same color code as in Fig. 5.1. Reprinted (adapted) with permission 
from Chapleski, R. C.; Musaev, D. G.; Hill, C. L.; Troya, D. The Journal of Physical Chemistry 
C 2016, 120, 16822. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
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Figure S6. Transition states for the decomposition of pentacoordinated intermediates 
highlighting electrostatic contacts between Cs counterions and electronegative atoms in 
the hydroxylated nerve agent. Same color code as in Fig. 1. 
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 The main conclusion of the results presented in this section is that the pentacoordinated 

species generated in the rate-limiting step of the hydrolysis reaction of GB by CsPONb undergo 

fast dissociation to HF + IMPA and iPOH + MPFA. This process can take place without the 

involvement of the catalyst, as shown in prior work, or it can involve the proton transferred from 

water to an Obridging site of the PONb in the rate-determining step, as revealed in this work. These 

processes might occur concurrently with the interconversion between pentacoordinated isomers 

through Berry pseudorotation.  

5.3.2.7 Products 

The facile dissociation of the P5 species involving the catalyst yields HF and IMPA, or 

iPOH and MPFA products. All these species are initially bound to the CsPONb, as shown in 

Figure 5.13. The CsPONb-IMPA-HF complex exhibits an HF molecule forming a hydrogen 

bond with the Obridging atom that has played a central role in the hydrolysis reaction, and an IMPA 

molecule hydrogen bonded to an Oterminal atom. Additional interactions exist, including close 

contacts between the Cs ions of the PONb and the electronegative atoms of IMPA (Figure 5.14), 

and a hydrogen bond between C-H bonds in the isopropoxy group of IMPA and the F atom of 

the adsorbed HF. The bound products that stem from the P-O dissociation of P5 complexes 

(CsPONb-MPFA-iPOH) consist of an isopropanol molecule hydrogen bonded to an Oterminal 

atom, and MPFA bound to a neighboring Oterminal atom. Following the minimum energy reaction 

path of the dissociation through TS2-Osp2 initially leads to isopropanol forming a hydrogen bond 

with the Obridging atom, much as shown for HF in the CsPONb-IMPA-HF complex. However, 

repulsion between the adsorbed MPFA and iPOH causes the migration of isopropanol from the 

Obridging atom to a vicinal Oterminal atom, as shown in Figure 5.13. A similar migration was seen in 

reactions with organosilyl reagents and the Lindqvist complex, Nb2W4O19H3-.53    

CsPONb-MPFA-iPOH is the overall lowest-energy structure of all 22 stationary points of 

the reaction mechanism in Figure 5.2. The high stability of this complex is due in part to the 

strong hydrogen bonds between the adsorbates and the CsPONb, but also to the additional 

stabilizing interactions between the Cs counterions and electronegative atoms of the nerve-agent 

fragments (Fig. 5.14). These interactions are also present in CsPONb-IMPA-HF.  

Desorption of HF (66.3 kJ/mol binding energy) and isopropanol (75.5 kJ/mol) generates 

CsPONb-IMPA and CsPONb-MPFA adducts, respectively. The phosphonic acids are 
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extraordinarily strongly bound to the PONb, by 251.2 kJ/mol in the case of IMPA, and 262.9 

kJ/mol for MPFA. The structure of these tightly bound complexes is also shown in Figure 5.13. 

Noticeably, even though the protonated phosphonic acids and deprotonated CsPONb separated 

products are more stable than the corresponding phosphonate + protonated CsPONb products, 

Fig. 5.13 shows that there is a proton transfer from the phosphonic acids to an Oterminal atom of 

the CsPONb while they are interacting. This proton transfer is already present when HF and 

isopropanol are still bound to the CsPONb. The reason for the proton transfer seems to be rooted 

in the ability of the phosphonates to establish stronger interactions with neighboring Cs 

counterions than if the IMPA and MPFA species are protonated. For deprotonated MPFA bound 

to the protonated CsPONb, aside from the hydrogen bond between the Oterminal-H group of the 

CsPONb and one of the oxygen atoms of MPFA, we see various electrostatic contacts between 

the two oxygen atoms and the fluorine atom in MPFA and neighboring Cs ions (Fig. 5.14). In the 

case of deprotonated IMPA bound to the protonated CsPONb, the hydrogen bond is also assisted 

by contacts between the three oxygen atoms and Cs ions and by a hydrogen bond between a –

CH3 group in the isopropoxy moiety and an Oterminal atom. The large binding energies between 

the phosphonate products obtained in this work and the catalyst imply that full regeneration of 

the catalyst as modeled in this work will likely require the supply of thermal energy. 
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Figure 5.13. Bound products in the hydrolysis reaction of GB with Cs8Nb6O19. Numbers 
correspond to representative hydrogen-bond distances in Angstroms. Same color code as in Fig. 
5.1. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from Chapleski, R. C.; Musaev, D. G.; Hill, C. L.; 
Troya, D. The Journal of Physical Chemistry C 2016, 120, 16822. Copyright 2016 American 
Chemical Society. 
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Figure 5.14. Products of GB hydrolysis by Cs8Nb6O19 bound to the catalyst highlighting 
electrostatic contacts between Cs counterions and electronegative atoms in the nerve agent 
hydrolysis product. Same color code as in Fig. 5.1. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from 
Chapleski, R. C.; Musaev, D. G.; Hill, C. L.; Troya, D. The Journal of Physical Chemistry C 
2016, 120, 16822. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 
 

5.3.3 The Effect of Explicit Solvation 

All calculations presented so far consider that the catalyst is a dry hexaniobate. However, 

even in solid form, CsPONb contains crystallization water molecules.42 To investigate the effect 

of hydration on the mechanism of nerve-agent hydrolysis, we have conducted calculations for the 

minimum-energy reaction path with a CsPONb hydrated with 14 water molecules, which are 

treated explicitly at the same level of theory as the calculations reported above.  

The starting catalyst structure in the calculations was taken from the x-ray diffraction 

data of the Cs8Nb6O19•14H2O salt described in the experiment.42 After full geometry 
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Figure S7. Products of GB hydrolysis by Cs8Nb6O19 bound to the catalyst highlighting 
electrostatic contacts between Cs counterions and electronegative atoms in the nerve 
agent hydrolysis product. Same color code as in Fig. 1. 
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optimization, we note that all 14 water molecules are forming hydrogen bonds with O atoms in 

the niobate, and also solvating the Cs ions. Hydration has a slight effect on the structure of the 

hexaniobate core, which no longer possesses octahedral point-group symmetry. The average Nb-

Ocentral and Nb-Obridging atoms are 0.015 and 0.020 Å shorter than in the dry CsPONb, and the 

average Nb-Oterminal distance is 0.026 Å longer. The most notable difference between the 

hydrated and dry CsPONb structure is in the average Cs-Obridging nearest-neighbor distance, 

which increases by 0.232 Å in the hydrated catalyst. It therefore seems that the main effect of 

crystallization water in the catalyst is to screen the interactions between the Cs counterions and 

the hexaniobate core. 

Figure 5.15 shows the potential energy surface for the “F” pathway with the hydrated 

CsPONb in comparison with the results for the same pathway presented in Figure 5.2 for the dry 

catalyst. The potential profile in Fig. 5.15 shows that explicit inclusion of crystallization waters 

does not affect the reaction mechanism of nerve agent hydrolysis, and suggests that the water 

molecules that are not undergoing dissociation seem to have an attending or spectator role in the 

mechanism. The attending water molecules do, however, noticeably affect the energetics of the 

reaction, and intermediates and transition states are all shifted up in energy compared to those in 

the dry catalyst. This energy offset appears to be a consequence of the screening effect of the 

interactions between the CsPONb and the H2O and GB reagents by the non-reactive water 

molecules. For instance, the binding of the H2O molecule that dissociates during reaction is 20 

kJ/mol less exothermic in the hydrated CsPONb than in the dry one. Likewise, GB binds 21 

kJ/mol less tightly on the hydrated CsPONb than to the dry one. After both H2O and GB are 

bound, the rate-limiting step has a barrier of 31 kJ/mol, which is slightly higher than with the dry 

CsPONb (23 kJ/mol), but still lower than the activation energy measured experimentally for bulk 

hydrolysis with hydroxide ions (41 kJ/mol).  
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Figure 5.15.  Potential-energy profile for the hydrolysis of GB with Cs8Nb6O19 (black trace) and 
Cs8Nb6O19•14H2O (blue trace) along the minimum-energy reaction path. See the text for the 
nomenclature used to label the various stationary points. The insets are for reaction 
Cs8Nb6O19•14H2O and use the same color code as Fig. 5.1. Reprinted (adapted) with permission 
from Chapleski, R. C.; Musaev, D. G.; Hill, C. L.; Troya, D. The Journal of Physical Chemistry 
C 2016, 120, 16822. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. 

 

Beyond the transition state, we note that the rest of stationary points in the hydrated 

system are about 75 kJ/mol less stable than in the dry catalysts. Notwithstanding, the desorption 

of the phosphonic acid generated during reaction (MPFA in Fig. 5.15) from the catalyst still 

requires a significant amount of energy (190 kJ/mol), suggesting the likely need for thermal 

treatment to regenerate the catalyst.  

 

5.4 Concluding Remarks 

This work presents the potential energy profile for the decomposition of GB by a 

hexaniobate catalyst whose reactivity has been recently proven experimentally. The early steps 

of the reaction mechanism involve the adsorption of water and the nerve agent on the Cs8Nb6O19 
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catalyst. Both molecules bind to the catalyst through a variety of intermolecular interactions that 

include hydrogen bonds and electrostatic interactions involving the Cs counterions. Once the 

reagents are bound, the ensuing rate-determining step is a concerted dissociation of the adsorbed 

water molecule on a basic oxygen atom of the catalyst and nucleophilic addition of the nascent 

OH group to the nerve agent. The location of transition states for this concerted process in this 

work confirms a recent proposal from SAXS measurements and provides fundamental insight 

into the general base hydrolysis mechanism of nerve agents on solid-state catalysts. The 

calculated transition-state energies for reaction with the Cs8Nb6O19 catalyst are well below the 

fully separated reagents’ asymptote. Even if none of the energy released in the formation of the 

CsPONb-H2O-GB complexes can be utilized to surmount the barrier, some of the barriers for 

reaction from these complexes are sufficiently small that thermal reaction can occur rapidly at 

room temperature. Remarkably, some of the calculated reaction barriers are notably smaller than 

the activation energy determined experimentally in bulk hydrolysis of GB, which encourages 

further study of hexaniobate catalysts for base hydrolysis of nerve agents. 

The rate-determining step results in pentacoordinated intermediates that undergo rapid 

subsequent dissociation. This dissociation might occur without participation of the catalyst, as 

has been reported in earlier studies, or with involvement of the catalyst as calculated here; both 

processes possess very low barriers. The products of the pentacoordinated intermediate 

decomposition assisted by the catalyst are either HF+IMPA or iPOH+MPFA. These products are 

strongly bound to the catalyst through hydrogen bonds and electrostatic interactions with the Cs 

counterions, suggesting that full catalyst regeneration might entail thermal treatment.  

Inclusion of crystallization water molecules in the calculations does not alter the steps of 

the reaction mechanism, but does influence the energy of the stationary points. The attending 

water molecules act to screen the interactions amongst the Cs counterions, the hexaniobate core, 

and all species bound to the catalyst, which results in an upward shift of the stationary point 

energies with respect to the dry catalyst.  

While the results presented in this manuscript support recent experimental findings, a 

more quantitative connection between the calculations and the experiment is not possible at this 

time. From the experimental perspective, neither the activation energy nor the characterization of 

intermediates is available. From the calculations point of view, the energies have been obtained 

with a moderate basis set due to the system size, and will necessarily show some deviation from 
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experiment. In addition, the energies seem highly dependent on the level of hydration of the 

catalyst, which might challenge a quantitative comparison between theory and experiment.   

Finally, the discovery in this work of the prominent role played by the Cs ions in 

stabilizing many of the adsorbed species on the catalyst will warrant additional studies that target 

the effect of other monovalent counterions of the PONb on the potential energy surface. In 

conjunction to the seminal mechanistic work presented here, that work will aim to design 

optimum solid-state catalysts for decontamination of nerve agents. 
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Chapter 6 

Hydrolysis of the Nerve-agent Simulant Dimethyl methylphosphonate as Catalyzed by 

Cs8Nb6O19 

 

 

Abstract 

 

 By working with compounds similar in structure and properties but lower toxicity, 

experimentalists are able to learn about the fundamental aspects of nerve-agent reactions without 

risking their health and safety. One such compound is dimethyl methylphosphonate, a simulant 

for the organophosphorus nerve agent Sarin. Here, we follow the reaction pathway for the 

decomposition of the simulant dimethyl methylphosphonate (DMMP) by the Lindqvist 

polyoxoniobate, Cs8Nb6O19.  Though DMMP follows a similar reaction pathway as Sarin, we 

find that the rate-limiting barrier is about twice as high. Following a discussion of the reaction 

pathway, we examine the changes that occur in the structure and atomic charges within the 

polyoxoniobate during reaction with DMMP, and relate these changes to experimental x-ray 

spectroscopy results. Finally, we compare theoretical Raman spectra with experiment, revealing 

that the polyoxoniobate becomes protonated in DMMP exposure experiments. 

 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we examine the base-catalyzed hydrolysis of dimethyl 

methylphosphonate (DMMP) by Cs8Nb6O19. DMMP serves as a common precursor in the 

production of chemical weapons1 as well as a flame retardant.2 Due to its low toxicity (oral LD50 

> 6810 mg/kg in mice) and similar structure, DMMP is an army-approved mimic of the highly 

toxic nerve agent Sarin (oral LD50 = 0.67 mg/kg in rats3) and other organophosphorus nerve 

agents.4 Thus, for the sake of safety, several experimental groups have used DMMP to gain 

insight into the behavior of nerve agents such as Sarin.  

 Figure 6.1 shows the optimized structure of the lowest-energy rotamer of DMMP along 

with that of the more toxic (S) enantiomer of Sarin. Notably, both compounds exhibit a 

tetrahedral phosphorus atom bound to an sp2-hybridized oxygen atom (Osp2) as well as a methyl 

group. At least one sp3 oxygen atom (Osp3) is also bound in both compounds; however, in Sarin, 
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this atom is part of an isopropoxy moiety, and in DMMP, there are two bound methoxy groups. 

Also, instead of a second sp3 oxygen atom, Sarin showcases a bound fluorine atom.  

 
Figure 6.1. Lowest-energy structures of (S)-Sarin (left) and dimethyl methylphosphonate 
(DMMP, right). For DMMP, black lines indicate the edges of a tetrahedron with phosphorus at 
its center. Color scheme: P: gold, O: red, F: green, C: cyan, H: gray. 

 

 Due to similarities in their chemical structures, the base catalyzed hydrolysis of DMMP 

by Cs8Nb6O19 (PONb) is very similar to that of Sarin, described previously.5 For both the agent 

and the mimic, the reaction mechanism begins with the adsorption of water to a basic site on the 

polyoxoniobate core. Subsequent adsorption of DMMP yields a bound-reagent complex, which 

follows through a rate-limiting transition state to a pentacoordinated phosphorus intermediate. 

This intermediate then readily dissociates into phosphonic acid and methanol products, which are 

strongly bound to the PONb. The large binding energies suggest a stoichiometric reaction with 

PONb instead of a catalytic one. The potential energy diagram of this reaction for DMMP 

hydrolysis is shown in Figure 6.2. Following a brief description of methods, each of these steps 

along the reaction pathway will be discussed in detail. 
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Figure 6.2. Potential-energy profile for the hydrolysis of DMMP with a Cs8Nb6O19 catalyst. See 
the text for the nomenclature used to label the various stationary points. 
 

6.2 Computational Details 

 Calculations were carried out using the Gaussian 09 suite of software.6 All stationary 

point structures along the pathway of DMMP hydrolysis by PONb were optimized with the M06-

L density functional as well as the 6-31G(d,p) basis set for nonmetal atoms and the Lanl2dz basis 

set and pseudopotentials for metal atoms. Frequency calculations were performed at this level as 

well, following optimization, and were used to verify stationary points and obtain zero-point 

energies. To improve accuracy, energies of all optimized structures were refined by M06-L/6-

31++G(d,p)–Lanl2dz stationary-point calculations. To facilitate convergence of both 

wavefunction and geometry, an ultrafine integration grid was applied to all calculations. 
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6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Reaction Pathways 

6.3.1.1 Adsorption of Water to the PONb 

In an identical first step along the catalytic hydrolysis pathway to that of Sarin, the 

reaction of DMMP with PONb begins with the adsorption of water to the catalyst. We examined 

two possible water-adsorption motifs, subsequently allowing for hydrolysis at two different basic 

oxygen sites on the PONb core: the most basic bridging oxygen atom (Ob) and the terminal 

oxygen (Ote). Adsorption leading to reaction at an Ob site exhibits bidentate binding of water 

through the donation of two hydrogen bonds from water, one each to accepting Ob and Ote atoms 

on the niobate core. The left panel of Figure 6.3 shows the optimized geometry of this PONb-

H2O complex, along with intermolecular hydrogen bonding Hwater-O distances, given in 

Angstroms. Aside from the interactions shown in the figure, the adsorbed water molecule is 

stabilized by two nearby Cs counterions, with Cs-Owater distances of 3.33 Å for both interactions. 

Water binds to PONb in this orientation with an adsorption energy of 98.3 kJ/mol.  

 
Figure 6.3. Two possible modes of water binding to the PONb. Key hydrogen bonding distances 
are given in Angstroms. Same color scheme as in Figure 6.1, along with Nb: blue, Cs: gold. 
Reprinted with permission from Chapleski,	   R.	   C.;	   Musaev,	   D.	   G.;	   Hill,	   C.	   L.;	   Troya,	   D.	   The	  
Journal	   of	   Physical	   Chemistry	   C	   2016,	   120,	   16822. Copyright 2016 American Chemical 
Society. 
 

 Alternatively, water may bind in a monodentate fashion leading to hydrolysis at an Ote 

site. The structure of this binding orientation is shown in the right panel of Figure 6.3, exhibiting 

1.93%

1.72%

1.64%
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donation of a single hydrogen bond from water to an Ote atom on PONb. Aside from this Hwater-

Ote interaction, water adsorption is stabilized by interaction of the water molecule with two 

neighboring Cs counterions (the Cs-Owater distance for the interaction with both neighboring 

counterions is 3.42 Å), as in the bidentate case. As a consequence of fewer hydrogen bonding 

interactions, this complex has a water adsorption energy of 88.4 kJ/mol. Thus, our focus for 

following the DMMP hydrolysis pathway will continue with that for the reaction at an Ob site on 

PONb, and the reaction pathway shown in Figure 6.2 includes only this pathway, beginning with 

the bidentate adsorption of water. Our discussion will return to reaction at an Ote site, only after a 

full treatment of the reaction beginning with the stronger water-adsorption motif. 

6.3.1.2 Formation of the PONb-H2O-DMMP Complex 

 Reaction at an Ob atom in PONb continues with the adsorption of DMMP to the PONb-

H2O complex via intermolecular interactions between DMMP and H2O, the [Nb6O19] core of 

PONb, as well as the Cs counterions. As we will discuss further, during the rate-limiting step of 

catalytic hydrolysis, the adsorbed water molecule donates a proton to the basic Ob site on PONb, 

and the remaining OH from the water molecule adds nucleophilically to the phosphorus atom on 

DMMP, forming a P-OH bond. Considering DMMP as a tetrahedron with phosphorus at its 

center and the Osp2, both Osp3, and the methyl C atoms as its vertices (Figure 6.1), three unique 

faces are available for approach and attack by the nascent OH. For the remainder of this 

discussion, these approaches will be demarcated by the atom bound to the central phosphorus 

whose bond is collinear with the forming P-OH bond. For example, along the –Osp2 pathway, 

OH approach is perpendicular to the face of the tetrahedron with one C and two Osp3 vertices, 

and leads to a P-OH bond that is collinear with the existing P-Osp2 bond. 

 As there are three unique approaches of the nascent hydroxyl moiety, there are three 

orientations with which DMMP can adsorb onto the PONb-H2O complex, leading to three 

unique PONb-H2O-DMMP reagent (R) complexes. All three of these isomers are shown in 

Figure 6.4. Due to differences in intermolecular interactions with the PONb core and Cs 

counterions, these three R complexes vary in their stability. R-C, with the highest DMMP 

binding energy (74.8 kJ/mol), exhibits an interaction between a hydrogen atom in a methoxy 

moiety and the oxygen atom in the bound water molecule, and another between a hydrogen atom 

in the other methoxy moiety and a nearby Ote atom. These interactions and their characteristic 

distances, in Angstroms, are shown in the figure. Additionally, interactions between DMMP and 
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Cs counterions stabilize adsorption. For instance, the Osp2 atom and an Osp3 atom interact with 

the same Cs counterion with Cs-O distances of 3.32 and 3.18 Å, respectively.  

 R-Osp3, with a weaker DMMP binding energy of 69.7 kJ/mol, also exhibits interactions 

between a methoxy hydrogen atom and an Ote neighboring the adsorption site of water, and 

between DMMP and the oxygen atom in water. Here, the latter interaction is formed with a 

hydrogen atom in the methyl group, as opposed to one in a methoxy group for R-C. Most likely 

contributing to weaker DMMP binding, however, is the decreased contribution of DMMP-Cs 

counterion interactions. For R-Osp3, there is only one said interaction, involving the Osp2 atom 

(Cs-Osp2 distance: 3.18 Å). 

 R-Osp2, like R-C, shows two electrostatic interactions between DMMP and the Cs 

counterions. These involve the two Osp3 atoms interacting with the same counterion (Cs-Osp3 

distances: 3.12 and 3.25 Å). Further, hydrogen atoms in the methoxy groups to which the Osp3 

atoms belong donate hydrogen bonds to the Ote to which water is bound as well as a neighboring 

Ote, as shown in Figure 6.4. Finally, as with R-Osp3, a hydrogen atom in the methyl group 

interacts with the oxygen atom in the bound water molecule. Although the greatest number of 

interactions are present between DMMP and PONb-H2O for R-Osp2, this complex shows the 

weakest adsorption of DMMP (57.4 kJ/mol). This may be attributed to the fact that the water 

molecule becomes displaced from the Ob-Nb-Ote plane in order to accommodate these 

interactions. Here, the Nb-Ote-Owater-Ob dihedral angle involving the relevant atoms nearest the 

water molecule is -12°, whereas the same angle is 3° in R-C and -2° in R-Osp2. This same angle 

in the absence of DMMP is 0°. 
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Figure 6.4. PONb-H2O-DMMP complexes in which each face of the tetrahedron at which 
hydrolysis will occur in DMMP is interacting with PONb. Hydrogen bonding interactions are 
shown between DMMP and the PONb-H2O complexes, with distances given in Angstroms. 
Same color scheme as in Figure 6.3. 
 

 

6.3.1.3 DMMP Adsorption in the Absence of Water 

In the catalytic hydrolysis of DMMP by PONb, reaction is initiated by the activation of a 

bound PONb-H2O-DMMP complex. However, with a binding energy of 108.0 kJ/mol, or twice 

that found for the experimental adsorption of DMMP to amorphous silica (54.5 kJ/mol),7 DMMP 

adsorbs much more strongly to PONb in the absence of a bound water molecule. Figure 6.5 

shows the lowest energy configuration resulting from the adsorption of DMMP onto PONb. The 

interactions leading to this complex are very similar to those for R-C, with one methoxy 

hydrogen interacting with an Ote and two Cs-O interactions (Cs-Osp2 distance: 3.21 Å, Cs-Osp3 

distance: 3.34 Å). However, instead of hydrogen bond donation from the other methoxy group to 

the oxygen atom in water, this interaction is donated to an Ob. This difference in acceptor 
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contributes to the high binding energy of DMMP to the water-absent PONb relative to that to the 

PONb-H2O complex. Mulliken population analysis reveals that the oxygen atom in the water 

molecule of the PONb-H2O complex has a charge of -0.79 e—much less basic than an Ob atom 

in the octahedral PONb (Mulliken charge: -1.14 e).  

 
Figure 6.5. Lowest-energy conformation of DMMP binding to Cs8Nb6O19. Hydrogen-bond 
distances are given in Angstroms. Same color scheme as in Figure 6.3. 
 

 

 Although DMMP adsorption is much stronger to PONb than to the PONb-H2O complex, 

we importantly note that a water molecule is integral to catalytic hydrolysis of DMMP. This 

water moiety is the source of the nucleophilic OH which adds to the phosphorus atom in, and 

eventually leads to the degradation of, DMMP. Additionally, X-ray crystallography data show 

that, even in dry powder form, PONb has 14 H2O molecules associated with each PONb core.8 

Thus, the likelihood of a PONb site for DMMP adsorption not mediated by water is low. 

Considering this, we return our discussion to the catalytic hydrolysis pathway, which includes an 

adsorbed water molecule. 

6.3.1.4 Hydrolysis Transition State 

Following adsorption of DMMP to the PONb-H2O complex, reaction proceeds through a 

transition state in which the water molecule protonates the Ob atom to which it formerly donated 
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a hydrogen bond. In the same step, the hydroxide moiety that remains of the water molecule adds 

nucleophilically to the phosphorus atom in DMMP. Figure 6.6 shows the structures of the 

transition states resulting from the three R complexes, along with key interatomic distances. 

 
Figure 6.6. Transition state structures for the rate-limiting step of the hydrolysis of DMMP by 
Cs8Nb6O19. Same color scheme as in Fig. 6.3. 
 

 In an effort to further examine the geometric changes that are taking place around the 

transition state, we have plotted in Figure 6.7 the three interatomic distances given in Figure 6.6 

as a function of reaction coordinate along the minimum energy path around the transition state. 

In each panel in Figure 6.7, a reaction coordinate of zero reflects the transition state, negative 

values reflect geometries towards reagent complexes, and positive values reflect geometries 

towards pentacoordinated intermediate complexes. In Figure 6.7 (red), we can track protonation 

as the distance increases between the proton (Hw) donated from the water molecule and the 

oxygen atom in water (Ow). Protonation is also evidenced by a decrease in distance between Hw 

and Ob (Figure 6.7, green). Within each of the three reaction pathways, the greatest changes in 
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both these distances occur at the same point along the reaction coordinate. The other process 

characteristic to our transition state—nucleophilic addition of OH—can be examined in Figure 

6.7 (black) as a decrease in distance between the phosphorus atom in DMMP and Ow.  

 
Figure 6.7. Evolution of three key distances around the rate-limiting transition state for the base-
catalyzed hydrolysis of DMMP using Cs8Nb6O19. The transition state occurs at reaction 
coordinate 0. 
 

 

 Interestingly, as with Sarin hydrolysis, there appears to be a correlation between the 

barrier energy for each pathway leading from reagents to pentacoordinated intermediates and the 

synchronicity of protonation with nucleophilic OH addition. For TS-Osp3, with the lowest energy 

relative to its respective R-complex (44.6 kJ/mol), protonation occurs near a reaction coordinate 

of zero, and nucleophilic addition fully occurs before a reaction coordinate of one amu1/2*Bohr. 

The nearness of these two processes along the reaction coordinate suggests that they are well 

synchronized. On the other hand, TS-C shows less synchronization, with protonation occurring 

around -1.3 amu1/2*Bohr and OH full addition occurring before 1 amu1/2*Bohr on the reaction 
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coordinate scale. This transition state has a higher barrier—62.4 kJ/mol relative to R-C. The 

trend continues with TS-Osp2, which has the greatest activation energy (96.1 kJ/mol) and the 

least synchronicity of protonation and nucleophilic addition. Interestingly, the lowest rate-

limiting barrier, that for the –Osp3 pathway, is about twice as large as the lowest barrier for Sarin 

hydrolysis by Cs8Nb6O19 (22.8 kJ/mol).9 Taking this into consideration, DMMP does not appear 

to be a great simulant for studies of Sarin hydrolysis.  

6.3.1.5 Pentacoordinated Intermediates 

 Activation of reagent complexes through transition states leads to trigonal bipyramidal 

pentacoordinated phosphorus intermediates bound to protonated PONb. These three resulting P5 

complexes are shown in Figure 6.8. A comparison of the three stationary points reveals some 

commonalities, such as a protonated bridging oxygen atom, hydrogen bonding between the 

acidic P-OH hydrogen and Ote, and interactions between oxygen atoms in methoxy and hydroxyl 

groups, as well as Osp2 atoms, and Cs counterions. An analysis of the differences in interactions 

between adsorbed pentacoordinated intermediates and the protonated PONb amongst the three 

P5 species partially accounts for differences in energies of these isomers.  

 P5-Osp2 has the lowest energy relative to separated PONb, H2O, and DMMP reagents 

(Figure 6.2). This is a result of stabilization by five interactions between Cs counterions and 

oxygens in the pentacoordinated intermediate: the oxygen atoms in the acidic OH group (Cs-O 

distance: 3.22 Å), both Osp3 atoms (3.03 Å and 3.14 Å), and the Osp2 atom (this atom interacts 

with two Cs counterions; distances: 3.15 Å and 3.49 Å). The Osp2 atom, which now carries a full 

negative charge, also accepts a hydrogen bond from the proton on PONb.  

P5-Osp3 is of second-lowest energy, and exhibits three Cs-O interactions, involving the 

following oxygen atoms: the acidic OH oxygen (distance: 2.21 Å), an Osp3 atom (3.15 Å), and 

the Osp2 atom (3.00 Å). Further contributing to weaker adsorption in this isomer is the lack of an 

interaction between the negative Osp2 and the niobate core of the protonated PONb. Aside from 

the interaction between the hydrogen in the P-OH group and an Ote mentioned above, 

interactions between the bound intermediate and the protonated niobate core include those 

between the oxygen in the P-OH group and the transferred proton (O-H distance: 2.23 Å), 

between an Osp3 and the same proton, and between a methoxy hydrogen atom and another Ote. 

Finally, with the highest energy of the bound pentacoordinated intermediate complexes, 

P5-C also reveals three Cs-O interactions in its structure, between counterions and oxygen atoms 
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in the acidic P-OH group (Cs-O distance: 3.17 Å), the Osp2 (3.03 Å), and an Osp3 (3.48 Å). Also 

similarly to P5-Osp3, there is no interaction between the Osp2 atom and the niobate core. A 

further decrease in stabilization of this species lies in the fact that there are only a total of two 

hydrogen bonding interactions between the bound intermediate and the core: the aforementioned 

acid OH-Ote interaction, and one between the acid OH and the proton on the core. 

In addition to intermolecular interactions, the orientation of specific functional groups in 

axial and equatorial positions may contribute to the relative stability of each complex. In both 

P5-Osp3 and P5-C, those atoms which form bonds with phosphorus that are collinear to the 

forming P-OH bond at the transition state (i.e, Osp3 and C, respectively) remain collinear, in 

axial positions. Conversely, leading to P5-Osp2 from the rate-limiting transition state, a Berry 

pseudorotation occurs such that the Osp2 atom is no longer in an axial position in P5-Osp2. In this 

intermediate, both methoxy groups occupy axial positions. Thus, none of the three 

pentacoordinated intermediate complexes show the Osp2 atom in an axial position. This was 

similarly found for the pentacoordinated intermediates in the hydrolysis of GB by PONb, in 

which the Osp2 moiety was identified as least apicophilic of all groups in GB. One or more 

methoxy groups, on the other hand, occupy axial positions in all P5 structures for DMMP 

hydrolysis except for P5-C. Thus, it is likely the most apicophilic moiety in DMMP. Further, P5-

Osp2, with the lowest energy of all three pentacoordinated intermediates, has both Osp3 groups in 

an axial position, and P5-C, with no axial Osp3 groups, has the highest energy. Thus, some 

stability can be attributed to the axial positioning of functional groups in these intermediates. 
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Figure 6.8. Structures of trigonal bipyramidal pentacoordinate intermediates for the hydrolysis 
of DMMP catalyzed by Cs8Nb6O19. Values correspond to hydrogen bonding distances. Same 
color scheme as in Fig. 6.3. 

 

6.3.1.6 Decomposition of the Pentacoordinated Intermediate 

Once formed, the pentacoordinated intermediate can undergo one of two changes. An 

additional Berry pseudorotation can occur, as seen in previous studies,10,11 or a bond between an 

Osp3 atom and the phosphorus atom can break, yielding methanol (MeOH) and methyl 

methylphosphonic acid (MMPA) products. Bond breakage is more favorable when the –OCH3 

group is in an axial position, so this step may be subsequent to Berry pseudorotation that places 

this group in an axial site.10 Once in axial position, P-Osp3 bond dissociation is facilitated by 

proton transfer to the oxygen atom in the methoxy group, yielding adsorbed methanol instead of 

an ionic or radical methoxy species. This proton can come from either the acidic P-OH group or 

the protonated PONb. In the interest of investigating the full catalytic nature of PONb, we have 

chosen to focus our work on pathways that include proton transfer from the PONb at this step. 
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Thus, we have tried to locate a transition state that exhibits P-Osp3 bond breakage in concert 

proton transfer from the PONb. A converged transition state for methanol formation in this 

manner was not found, but the estimates from a relaxed scan of the P-Osp3 bond distance along 

the reaction pathway with the lowest-energy rate-limiting step indicate a barrier of less than 6 

kJ/mol, affirming that this step non-rate-limiting. 

6.3.1.7 Adsorbed Products 

The dissociation of the pentacoordinated intermediate yields MeOH and MMPA products 

bound to PONb, as shown in Figure 6.9. This product complex marks the point of lowest energy 

along the entire reaction pathway. Hydrogen-bonding interactions between bound products and 

PONb are indicated with interatomic O-H distances in Figure 6.9. Though significant hydrogen 

bonding does contribute to the strong adsorption of products, electrostatic interactions between 

Cs counterions and product oxygen atoms continue to play a key role in adsorption. The oxygen 

atom in methanol interacts with a nearby Cs ion (Cs-O distance: 3.27 Å), and four Cs-O 

interactions take place with MMPA: one with that oxygen atom participating in hydrogen 

bonding at a protonated Ote (3.24 Å), one with the Osp3 atom (3.20 Å), and two with the Osp2 

atom (3.21 Å and 3.34 Å).  

With fewer intermolecular interactions to PONb, methanol is not as strongly adsorbed to 

PONb as MMPA. The adsorption energy of methanol to PONb is 85.0 kJ/mol. Desorption of 

methanol yields a strongly bound MMPA product (Figure 6.9), with a binding energy of 250.5 

kJ/mol. The strong binding of this phosphonic acid product to PONb suggests that there is 

product inhibition of the catalyst. As such, the hydrolysis of DMMP by PONb is stoichiometric 

in nature, as opposed to catalytic. As shown in Figure 6.9, the binding of MMPA to PONb is 

accompanied by a proton transfer from the P-OH group to an Ote in PONb. This may occur to 

facilitate Cs-O interactions between MMPA and PONb. We would like to note, however, that 

transfer of this proton back to MMPA yields lower energy separated products than if the proton 

remained on the PONb. Thus, we hypothesize that desorption of the MMPA phosphonate, when 

possible, is accompanied by proton transfer from the PONb. 
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Figure 6.9. Structures of bound products in the hydrolysis of DMMP as catalyzed by Cs8Nb6O19. 
Values shown indicate hydrogen bonding distances. Same color scheme as in Fig. 6.3. 
 

6.3.1.8 Reaction at a Terminal Oxygen Site 

Having thoroughly discussed catalytic hydrolysis involving reaction at a Ob site in PONb, 

we would like to briefly return our attention to the possibility for reaction at a Ote site. This 

pathway begins with the monodentate adsorption of water, shown in the right panel of Figure 

6.3. From this point, we followed a pathway analogous to that with the lowest rate-limiting 

barrier in the reaction at Ob. Figure 6.10 shows the energy profile and structures of stationary 

points for DMMP binding and reacting with a terminal water molecule (red) in comparison to the 

pathway for reaction at a bidentate-bound water molecule (black). We find that, aside from the 

decrease in binding energy due to single-hydrogen-bond formation in monodentate water 

adsorption, the energetics of the reaction at a Ote site are very similar to that at a Ob site. 
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Figure 6.10. Potential-energy profile for reaction of DMMP with a water molecule which is 
monodenate-bound to Cs8Nb6O19 and results in protonation of an Oterminal site (red) as compared 
to the same reaction with a water molecule that is bidentate-bound and protonates an Obridging site 
(black). Insets show stationary-point geometries corresponding to the Oterminal reaction. For 
insets, same color scheme as in Fig. 6.3. 
 

 

6.3.2 Changes to the Catalyst During Reaction 

So far, we have examined the changes occurring within the DMMP and water molecules 

during catalytic hydrolysis with PONb, paying attention to the role of the catalyst in the reaction. 

Now, in order to gain a more complete understanding of both this catalytic process and of 

experimental data obtained during exposure of Cs8Nb6O19 to DMMP, we focus on changes that 

occur within the PONb catalyst during reaction. As the reaction in which an O-sp3 atom and the 

OH nucleophile are in axial positions of the forming trigonal bipyramid has the lowest barrier, 

the following analysis will focus on changes that occur along that pathway. 

The pristine Cs8Nb6O19 catalyst has octahedral symmetry. Within this molecule, Nb 

atoms are 1.8076 Å from neighboring terminal oxygen atoms, 2.4071 Å from the central oxygen, 
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and 2.0372 Å from neighboring bridging oxygen atoms. Further, Nb atoms are 3.4042 Å from 

nearest-neighbor Nb atoms, and 4.8143 Å from next-nearest neighbor Nb atoms. Cs counterions 

are directly associated with the [Nb6O19]8- Lindqvist ion with a distance of 4.7613 Å from the 

central oxygen atom. During DMMP hydrolysis, this highly symmetric system is disordered, and 

individual bond lengths in the catalyst begin to vary. Figure 6.11 shows variances in key 

distances during reaction. Reported variances have been calculated as the square of the standard 

deviation from the mean for each distance examined. In octahedral PONb, each distance of a 

given type is identical, yielding variances of zero for all distance types. 

 

 
Figure 6.11. Variances in key PONb distances at several points during DMMP hydrolysis with 
Cs8Nb6O19 along the lowest-energy pathway. 
 

 The catalyst remains mostly ordered in the initial steps involving water and DMMP 

adsorption. Most of the distance variance is introduced in the hydrolysis transition state leading 

to the pentacoordinated intermediate and following through to bound products. To further 

understand these changes, we now examine changes in interatomic distances and Mulliken 

charges on each atom in the catalyst. 

6.3.2.1 PONb-H2O Complex  

The left panel of Figure 6.12 shows changes in interatomic distances upon water 

adsorption relative to octahedral Cs8Nb6O19. Spheres located in between Nb and O atoms 

indicate changes those in Nb-O bond distances, and spheres located on Cs atoms indicate 
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changes in Cs-Ocentral distance. In the figure, the color of the sphere indicates the direction of the 

change; red indicates a longer distance than in octahedral PONb, and blue indicates a shorter 

distance. The size of the sphere is related to the magnitude of the difference. The right panel of 

Figure 6.12 shows spheres on individual atoms as differences in Mulliken charges relative to 

charges on corresponding atoms in octahedral PONb (for octahedral Cs8Nb6O19, Cs: 0.8182e, 

Nb: 2.2921e, Ocentral: -0.9938e, Obridging: -1.1373e, Oterminal: -0.9429e). Similarly to the left panel, 

the color of the sphere indicates the direction of the change, with green spheres indicating a more 

positively charged atom than in the octahedral PONb, and magenta spheres indicating a more 

negative atom. The size of the sphere is related to the magnitude of the difference. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.12. Structural and electronic analysis of water adsorbed on Cs8Nb6O19. Left: Spheres 
showing changes in Nb-O bond lengths and Cs-Ocentral distances relative to octahedral 
Cs8Nb6O19. Right: Spheres showing changes in Mulliken charges of each atom relative to 
octahedral Cs8Nb6O19. An explanation of the color/size convention is given in the text. 
 

 From Figure 6.12, we can see minor changes in the structure and charge of the PONb 

upon water adsorption in the region nearest the water molecule. As water hydrogen bonds with 

both a bridging and a terminal oxygen, the bond length between those oxygens and the nearest 

Nb atom in the PONb increases. Hydrogen bonding also increases the negative charge on both 

these oxygen atoms and the intervening Nb atom.  
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6.3.2.2 PONb-H2O-DMMP Complex 

Figure 6.13 shows differences in distances and charges for DMMP adsorbed onto the 

PONb-H2O complex, again relative to octahedral Cs8Nb6O19. Similar changes are shown here as 

for the adsorbed-water complex near the site of adsorption. A key difference occurs around the 

terminal oxygen atom that forms a hydrogen bond with DMMP. As this oxygen atom is now also 

a hydrogen-bond acceptor, a lengthening of the Nb-O bond is shown, where this bond is 

shortened slightly in the absence of DMMP adsorption. This is accompanied by an increase in 

negative charge on the Ote atom. Also due to DMMP adsorption, the Nb atom nearest bidentate 

water adsorption is now slightly more positive than in the octahedral case, and the hydrogen-

bond-accepting bridging oxygen is not as negative as in the case of water adsorption alone. Thus, 

it appears that co-adsorption of DMMP mitigates the rearrangement of charge in PONb caused 

by water adsorption alone. Finally, a Cs atom now carries a larger positive charge due to an 

electrostatic interaction with the O-sp2 atom in DMMP. 

 
Figure 6.13. Structural and electronic analysis of the PONb-H2O-DMMP complex. Left: Spheres 
showing changes in Nb-O bond lengths and Cs-Ocentral distances relative to octahedral 
Cs8Nb6O19. Right: Spheres showing changes in Mulliken charges of each atom relative to 
octahedral Cs8Nb6O19. An explanation of the color/size convention is given in the text. 
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6.3.2.3 Hydrolysis Transition State 

Notable changes in the structure and atomic charges in the PONb can be seen when water 

dissociation protonates an Obridging atom in the rate-limiting step, as shown in Figure 6.14. Both 

Nb-Obridging bonds are lengthened relative to the octahedral case when the at the site being 

protonated at the transition state. On the other hand, the rest of Nb-O bonds in the vicinity of the 

Obridging site undergoing protonation become shorter. The protonation makes the Obridging site 

more negative than in reagents, with the neighboring Cs ions becoming significantly more 

positive. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.14. Structural and electronic analysis of the transition state structure for the rate-
limiting step of catalytic DMMP hydrolysis by Cs8Nb6O19. Left: Spheres showing changes in 
Nb-O bond lengths and Cs-Ocentral distances relative to octahedral Cs8Nb6O19. Right: Spheres 
showing changes in Mulliken charges of each atom relative to octahedral Cs8Nb6O19. An 
explanation of the color/size convention is given in the text. 
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6.3.2.4 Pentacoordinated Intermediate 

Up to this point in the reaction, we have seen changes in the structure of the catalyst 

relative to the structure of octahedral Cs8Nb6O19 due to interactions with adsorbing molecules. 

However, these structures have shown little disorder (Fig. 6.11). This is confirmed by the lack of 

any distance changes of 0.1 Angstroms or greater as compared to octahedral PONb. We also 

have only begun to look at the formation of a new covalent bond with the catalyst. In the 

pentacoordinated intermediate, we see much more appreciable disorder in the catalyst. At this 

point in the reaction pathway, there is full protonation at the bridging oxygen site, which causes a 

large increase in bond length between this oxygen and its neighboring Nb atoms, as shown in 

Figure 6.15. Consequently, the Nb-Nb distance between the two Nb atoms bonded to the 

protonated Obridging site is significantly longer than any other Nb-Nb pairs. Such a lengthening 

does not occur at other points on the catalyst, and a disorder in both the Obridging-Nb and nearest 

Nb-Nb distances is thereby introduced. Further, the Cs counterions appear to recede from the 

PONb, especially near the site of protonation. 
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Figure 6.15. Structural and electronic analysis of the pentacoordinated intermediate in catalytic 
DMMP hydrolysis by Cs8Nb6O19. Left: Spheres showing changes in Nb-O bond lengths and Cs-
Ocentral distances relative to octahedral Cs8Nb6O19. Right: Spheres showing changes in Mulliken 
charges of each atom relative to octahedral Cs8Nb6O19. An explanation of the color/size 
convention is given in the text. 
 

Also resulting from this new bond, there is an apparent rippling effect in bond distances 

beginning at the bridging-oxygen reaction site and moving through the other hemisphere of the 

catalyst to the bridging site on the opposite side of the catalyst. The lengthening of the Nb-

Obridging bonds around the reactive site is accompanied by a shortening of the other Nb-Obridging 

bonds involving these nearby Nb atoms. In turn, the next-nearest Nb-Obridging bonds are 

lengthened, but not to the magnitude of those near the reaction site, and the Nb-Obridging bonds 

furthest from the reaction site are shortened. This results in an increase in disorder in Nb-Obridging 

bond lengths. This effect is also manifested in the Mulliken charges of bridging atoms 

throughout the PONb. While the protonated Obridging atom becomes more negative, bridging 

oxygen atoms nearest to the reaction site become slightly more positive, and those further away 

become slightly more negative than in the octahedral catalyst. All Cs atoms become more 

positive, especially those that are interacting with the negatively charged pentacoordinated 

intermediate. 
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Just as the rippling effect leads to disorder by affecting next-nearest Nb-Nb distances 

differently, hydrogen bonding at the bridging site leads to disorder in Ocentral-Nb bonds. Those 

Ocentral-Nb bonds in the plane containing the reactive Nb-Obridging-Nb were lengthened relative to 

the octahedral PONb, while those Ocentral-Nb orthogonal to the reactive plane were shortened. 

In order to fully separate the role of protonation on the structure of PONb from the role of 

binding of the pentacoordinated phosphorus species, we now compare the structure of the 

pentacoordinated complex with that of a PONb protonated at the bridging site in the absence of 

an adsorbed species. Figure 6.16 shows the changes in structure and charge of the protonated 

molecule relative to octahedral Cs8Nb6O19. 

 

 

Figure 6.16. Structural and electronic analysis of [HCs8Nb6O19]+ with a proton at a bridging 
oxygen site. Left: Spheres showing changes in Nb-O bond lengths and Cs-Ocentral distances 
relative to octahedral Cs8Nb6O19. Right: Spheres showing changes in Mulliken charges of each 
atom relative to octahedral Cs8Nb6O19. An explanation of the color/size convention is given in 
the text. 
 

 The changes in structure, relative to octahedral, for the PONb protonated at the Obridging 

site with and without a bound pentacoordinated species are very similar. Both show an increase 

in Nb-Obridging near the protonation site, and both show a rippling of other Nb-Obridging distances 

throughout the rest of the catalyst. An increase in Ocentral-Nb distance in the reaction plane is 

shown, along with a decrease of this distance in the orthogonal plane. Overall, the magnitude of 

Nb-O distances may vary slightly upon organophosphorus adsorption, but the changes relative to 

octahedral PONb seem to be dominated by protonation. 
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 Although interatomic distances in the catalyst are not greatly affected by an adsorbate, 

atomic charges do differ in the presence of an interacting molecule. For instance, due to 

hydrogen bonding with the O-sp3 atom of the organophosphorus adsorbate, the protonated 

bridging oxygen atom is much more negative when bound to the pentacoordinate molecule than 

in the absence of an adsorbate. Similarly, the terminal oxygen that forms a hydrogen bond with 

the acid OH group is less positive than in the protonated non-adsorbed catalyst. The terminal 

oxygen atom that accepts a hydrogen bond from the –OCH3 group does not exhibit such a 

significant change, as there is a large increase in charge on that atom relative to the octahedral 

PONb in both the pentacoordinated intermediate and the bridging-protonated PONb. This 

suggests that the acid OH group is a better hydrogen-bond donor than the –OCH3 group. In both 

protonated PONb structures (with and without the pentacoordinated intermediate), the Cs 

counterions are more positive than in the original octahedral PONb. 

For the protonated catalyst at the Obridging site in the absence of an adsorbing species, the 

average charge differences related to the octahedral PONb for each type of atom are +0.0318e 

for Cs atoms, -0.0451e for Nb atoms, +0.0083e for Obridging atoms, +0.0799e for Oterminal atoms, 

and +0.0478e for the Ocentral atom.  

6.3.2.5 Adsorbed Products  

Following the dissociation of the pentacoordinated intermediate into bound MMPA and 

methanol, disorder in the PONb catalyst changes (Fig 6.11). From a chemical perspective, the 

major change from the pentacoordinated intermediate to bound products is that the protonation 

site changes from the Obridging site to an Oterminal site. This change originates because the nascent 

methoxy product from the dissociation of the intermediate abstracts the proton at the bridging 

site, while the MMPA fragment transfers its proton to an Oterminal atom. This process might 

compete, in reality, with other dissociation pathways that will leave the proton on the Obridging 

site. Figure 6.17 shows the changes in Nb-O distances and Mulliken charges relative to 

octahedral Cs8Nb6O19 for products bound to a PONb in which an Oterminal atom becomes 

protonated. 
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Figure 6.17. Structural and electronic analysis of products of DMMP hydrolysis on Cs8Nb6O19. 
Left: Spheres showing changes in Nb-O bond lengths and Cs-Ocentral distances relative to 
octahedral Cs8Nb6O19. Right: Spheres showing changes in Mulliken charges of each atom 
relative to octahedral Cs8Nb6O19. An explanation of the color/size convention is given in the text. 
 

 In this bound-product structure, a large increase in Oterminal-Nb bond length where 

protonation takes place is shown relative to octahedral PONb. A similar increase, yet smaller in 

magnitude, is also shown at the Oterminal site participating in hydrogen bonding with the adsorbed 

methanol, even though this site is not protonated. Conversely, decreases relative to the octahedral 

structure are shown for the four Oterminal-Nb distances not participating in bonding. This variation 

in distances, including the large increase at the protonation site, accounts for the heightened 

disorder in Oterminal-Nb lengths at this point in the reaction pathway.  

Along with these changes in distance in the bound products, we note also changes in 

atomic charges. Most notably, the charge on the bridging oxygen atom between both terminal 

oxygen atoms involved in hydrogen bonding with hydrolysis products is much more positive 

than in the pentacoordinated intermediate. This is likely due to the redistribution of charge from 

this atom to the neighboring terminal oxygen atoms, which are either involved in a hydrogen 

bond, or protonated. The increase in negative charge in these terminal oxygens is also evidence 

for this inductive effect. Most of the Cs ions are still more positive than in reagents. 

As in the pentacoordinate intermediate, a thorough understanding of the roles of 

protonation and nonbonding interactions requires a comparison of the changes in bound products 
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with changes merely due to protonation in the absence of an adsorbate. Figure 6.18 shows 

changes in the catalyst protonated at a terminal site without adsorbed fragments relative to the 

octahedral PONb.  

 

 
Figure 6.18. Structural and electronic analysis of protonated [HCs8Nb6O19]+ with the proton at a 
terminal site. Left: Spheres showing changes in Nb-O bond lengths and Cs-Ocentral distances 
relative to octahedral Cs8Nb6O19. Right: Spheres showing changes in Mulliken charges of each 
atom relative to octahedral Cs8Nb6O19. An explanation of the color/size convention is given in 
the text. 
 

Relative to the octahedral catalyst, a significant elongation in the Oterminal-Nb bond length 

at the protonation site is seen in the protonated PONb. This lengthening is coupled with a large 

decrease in the adjacent Ocentral-Nb bond length. These interrelated changes are seen also seen in 

the PONb with adsorbed products. Regarding charges, we see that, much as with protonation at 

the Obridging site in Figure 6.16, all Cs ions become more positive when the Oterminal site becomes 

protonated.  

For the protonated catalyst in the absence of an adsorbing species, the average charge 

differences related to the octahedral PONb for each type of atom are +0.0260e for Cs atoms, 

+0.0252e for Nb atoms, -0.0019e for Obridging atoms, +0.0843e for Oterminal atoms, and -0.1430e 

for the Ocentral atom.  

 Following the desorption of methanol, MMPA remains bound to the catalyst. For the 

most part, the structure of the catalyst remains unchanged, except for a small contraction of the 

Oterminal-Nb bond and a small elongation of the Ocentral-Nb bond near the former binding site of 
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methanol, as shown in Figure 6.19. Notable increases in disorder (Fig. 6.11) are shown for 

Ocentral-Nb and nearest Nb-Nb distances due to the desorption of methanol. These changes in 

bond distances may account for these increases in disorder. 

 

 
Figure 6.19. Structural and electronic analysis of products of catalytic hydrolysis of DMMP by 
Cs8Nb6O19 following the desorption of methanol. Left: Spheres showing changes in Nb-O bond 
lengths and Cs-Ocentral distances relative to octahedral Cs8Nb6O19. Right: Spheres showing 
changes in Mulliken charges of each atom relative to octahedral Cs8Nb6O19. An explanation of 
the color/size convention is given in the text. 
 

These structural changes are accompanied by a redistribution of charge near the MMPA 

adsorption site, as the Oterminal and Nb atoms which were more negative than in the octahedral 

case when accepting a hydrogen bond from methanol are now more positive. For the catalyst 

with MMPA adsorbed, the average charge differentials related to the octahedral PONb for each 

type of atom are +0.0226e for Cs atoms, +0.0131e for Nb atoms, +0.0172e for Obridging atoms, 

+0.0377e for Oterminal atoms, and -0.0827e for the Ocentral atom. Except for Obridging atoms, we note 

that the binding of MMPA to the protonated PONb diminishes the variation in the charges 

compared to the protonated PONb catalyst without MMPA. 
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6.3.3 Comparison with Experimental Results 

A main purpose of these calculations is the support experimental results. In work yet to 

be published, members of the Frenkel group at Brookhaven National Lab performed in situ 

experiments in which a powdered sample of Cs8Nb6O19 was exposed to DMMP, and products 

were characterized using Raman spectroscopy. Changes to the PONb sample were also tracked 

using x-ray spectroscopy. 

6.3.3.1 Raman Spectroscopy 

The top panel of Figure 6.20 shows experimental Raman spectra for the PONb sample 

before (black trace) and over the course of exposure to DMMP (pink, green, blue), as well as 

following exposure and a subsequent purge of the experimental environment with helium (red). 

In an attempt to elucidate these spectra, we show in the bottom panel theoretical Raman spectra 

of the octahedral PONb (gray trace, structure shown in Figure 5.1), as well as the bound-MMPA 

product discussed in this chapter (PONb-(t)MMPA, orange trace, structure shown in Figure 6.9, 

right panel) in the same spectral region. An alternate structure for this product is also considered, 

in which MMPA is bound to PONb at a protonated bridging site (PONb-(b)MMPA, blue trace, 

structure shown in the inset of Figure 6.20).  Theoretical spectra were calculated at the M06-L/6-

31G(d,p)—Lanl2dz level of theory, and Raman intensities have been corrected with M06-L/6-

31++G(d,p)—Lanl2dz.  
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Figure 6.20. Top: Time-resolved experimental Raman spectra for a Cs8Nb6O19 sample prior to, 
during, and following exposure to DMMP. Bottom: Theoretical Raman spectra; gray: 
Cs8Nb6O19; orange: PONb-(b)MMPA complex; blue: PONb-(t)MMPA complex. The inset 
shows the structure of PONb-(b)MMPA, using the same color code as in Figure 6.3.  
 

 The theoretical Raman spectra are in agreement with several features in the experimental 

spectra. For instance, the band at 530 cm-1 broadens and becomes blueshifted following PONb 

protonation and product adsorption. This band corresponds to an out-of-sync Nb-Ob motion in 

the octahedral PONb. Most prominently, however, is the increase in intensity of the band at 879 

cm-1, which corresponds to an in-sync Nb-Ote stretching motion. The adjacent peak at 837 cm-1 

also corresponds to an Nb-Ote stretching mode, only out-of-sync. Theoretical Raman spectra of 

protonated PONb in the absence of an adsorbate also show a greater increase in intensity of the 

in-sync Nb-Ote mode relative to the out-of-sync mode, suggesting that this effect is due more to 

protonation than to product adsorption. Thus, we propose that the in-sync stretching mode 

becomes more Raman active than the out-of-sync as the PONb becomes protonated. Therefore, 

in the experimental spectra, the progressive increase in intensity reveals that the PONb sample is 
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becoming more protonated with increased DMMP exposure. This is in agreement with the 

hydrolysis mechanism discussed in the first part of this chapter. 

6.3.3.2 X-Ray Spectroscopy 

 Finally, experimental extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectra were 

obtained on the PONb sample prior to and following exposure to DMMP. As discussed in 

Chapter 1, EXAFS data informs of the local environment of atoms and provides interatomic 

distances for atoms in the PONb. In this experiment, this data is provided in the form of bond 

disorder, or variance (σ2), for several key distances in order to account for the macroscale nature 

of the experimental sample. In Figure 6.11, we performed a similar theoretical analysis for a 

single PONb. As EXAFS data were taken prior to and following DMMP exposure, a comparison 

between experimental and theoretical data can be made when the difference in variance between 

the octahedral PONb and the PONb-MMPA product is considered. Table 6.1 compares this 

difference in variance for theoretical PONb-(t)MMPA and PONb-(b)MMPA formation with the 

difference in variance before and after experimental DMMP exposure. 

 

Distance Type Theoretical 
PONb-(t)MMPA 

Theoretical 
PONb-(b)MMPA Experimental 

Nb-Ote 0.00605 0.00004 0.00106(18) 

Nb-Ob 0.00071 0.00274 0.00054(13) 

Nb-Nb 0.00082 0.00401 0.00011(5) 

Table 6.1. Bond Disorder (σ2, in Å2): Theory vs. Experiment 

  

Table 6.1 shows that theoretical variances are typically greater than experimental values. 

This may be related to the stoichiometry of reaction; theoretical calculations assume that DMMP 

reacts with PONb in a 1:1 ratio, whereas not every PONb cluster may be available to DMMP 

adsorption and reaction in the experimental system. Nonetheless, a comparison of ratios of Nb-

Ote to Nb-Ob variances provides insight to experimental phenomena. In the experiment, the Nb-

Ote variance increases more than the Nb-Ob during reaction with DMMP, commensurate with 

theoretical variances for protonation and MMPA binding at a terminal site. However, the 

magnitude of σ2(Nb-Ote)/σ2(Nb-Ob) is significantly smaller in the experiment than for theoretical 

PONb-(t)MMPA. The theoretical variances for protonation and MMPA binding at a bridging site 

show an opposing trend; σ2(Nb-Ob) is greater than σ2(Nb-Ote) in this system. Combined, these 
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results suggest that protonation is likely at both terminal and bridging oxygen atoms on PONb. 

Regardless of protonation site, theoretical Raman and distance variance data provide insight into 

experimental data, showing that protonation of PONb is a fundamental result of DMMP 

exposure. 

 

6.4 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, we have described the mechanism and energetics of the hydrolysis of 

DMMP by Cs8Nb6O19. Though the mechanism of reaction does not vary greatly from the 

analogous hydrolysis of GB by PONb, we do find that the rate-limiting transition-state energies 

are much greater for DMMP hydrolysis. Thus, DMMP may not be the most appropriate simulant 

for GB in hydrolysis studies on PONb surfaces. 

Further, we described changes in the structure and atomic charges in the Cs8Nb6O19 

polyoxoniobate catalyst during the reaction. In comparing changes in each Nb-O bond length and 

charge on each atom relative to a pristine octahedral PONb, we were able to pinpoint specific 

changes to the catalyst at each step in the reaction pathway. This allowed us to specify sources of 

disorder in the catalyst. By comparing protonated PONbs with stationary points along the 

reaction pathway, we have elucidated the roles of protonation and hydrogen bonding on changes 

in structure and atomic charge during reaction. As such, we conclude that protonation of the 

PONb plays a dominant role in the structure and charge distribution during this reaction, and the 

effects of protonation are notably modulated by adsorption.  

Also, by comparing theoretical Raman spectra and distance variances to experimental 

spectra, we were able to show protonation of PONb during DMMP exposure—a fundamental 

aspect of the reaction mechanism proposed in this chapter. 

 Regarding the effects of reaction on the counterions, we have examined changes in 

Ocentral-Cs distances. However, these distances do not provide an adequate picture of ion 

association to the rest of the catalyst, as changes in these distances may be affected by changes in 

Nb-O and Nb-Nb distances in the niobate. Future work will attempt to describe counterion 

association during DMMP hydrolysis by examining changes in the distance between Cs atoms 

and the face of the niobate ion, perhaps using Obridging-Cs distances. Nevertheless, the Cs ions 

become more positive during reaction.  
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Chapter 7 

Hydrolysis of the Nerve-agent Simulant Dimethyl chlorophosphate as Catalyzed by 

Cs8Nb6O19 

 

 

Abstract 

 

 In this chapter, we describe the hydrolysis mechanism for the organophosphorus nerve-

agent simulant dimethyl chlorophosphate (DMCP) by the Lindqvist polyoxoniobate Cs8Nb6O19 

(PONb). We find that the mechanism differs slightly from that for the nerve agent Sarin in that 

the rate-limiting transition state leads directly to the formation of products adsorbed to the 

polyoxoniobate, in the absence of a pentacoordinated phosphorus intermediate. After a 

discussion of the mechanism, we describe changes that occur in the structure and atomic charges 

within the polyoxoniobate, showing that the largest structural changes are related to protonation 

that occurs during DMCP hydrolysis. We conclude by comparing the DMCP hydrolysis 

mechanism on PONb with those for Sarin and dimethyl methylphosphonate (DMMP), revealing 

that DMCP, with a similar rate-limiting barrier, better simulates Sarin hydrolysis than DMMP in 

investigations with PONb. 

 

7.1 Introduction 

Dialkyl chlorophosphates are commonly used as nerve agent simulants.1-4 Dimethyl 

chlorophosphate (DMCP) has a structure similar to those of the G-series of nerve agents (e.g., 

Sarin, Soman, VX). Shown in the right panel of Figure 7.1, both DMCP and Sarin (GB) exhibit a 

central tetrahedral phosphorus atom bound to an sp2-hybridized oxygen atom. Beyond that, these 

two molecules have similar moieties bound to phosphorus. Both compounds showcase a 

halogen; in DMCP, a chlorine atom is found in the place of fluorine in GB. Also, DMCP has two 

bound sp3-hybridized oxygen atoms, both parts of methoxy groups, where GB has one bound sp3 

oxygen in an isopropyl group as well as a methyl group. In this paper, we describe different 

pathways for the gas-phase catalytic hydrolysis of dimethyl chlorophosphate (DMCP) using 

Cs8Nb6O19 polyoxoniobate (PONb). Then, we describe changes that occur in the catalyst during 

this reaction. 
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7.2 Computational Details 

 All calculations were performed with the Gaussian 09 suite of software.5 Geometries of 

all points were optimized with the M06-L density functional, the 6-31G(d,p) basis set for 

nonmetal atoms, and the Lanl2dz basis set and pseudopotentials for metal atoms. Optimized 

extrema were verified using vibrational frequency calculations performed at this level of theory. 

Energies of optimized points were refined through single-point calculations at the same level as 

geometry optimizations, only with the application of the 6-31++G(d,p) basis set for nonmetal 

atoms. Thus, reported energies are a result of dual-level M06-L/6-31++G(d,p)—Lanl2dz//6-

31G(d,p)—Lanl2dz calculations, corrected by zero-point energies obtained from vibrational 

frequency calculations at the lower level. Unless otherwise noted, an ultrafine integration grid 

was applied to all calculations.  

 

7.3 Results 

7.3.1 Reaction Pathways 

 As shown in the left panel of Figure 7.1, Cs8Nb6O19 is a highly ordered molecule with 

octahedral symmetry. There are three types of oxygen atoms in PONb: one central oxygen bound 

to six niobium atoms, twelve bridging oxygen atoms each bound to two niobium atoms, and six 

terminal oxygen atoms each bound to one niobium atom. Eight Cs+ counterions are directly 

associated with the [Nb6O19]8- core. DMCP, as shown in the bottom-right panel of Figure 7.1, is 

comprised of a tetrahedral phosphorus center bound to an sp2 oxygen atom, two methoxy groups, 

and a chlorine atom.  
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Figure 7.1. Left: Octahedral Cs8Nb6O19 polyoxoniobate. Right: Top: (S)-Sarin. Bottom: 
dimethyl chlorophosphate showing tetrahedral arrangement around a central phosphorus atom, 
with atoms immediately bound to phosphorus identified. Color scheme: Cs: gold, Nb: blue, O: 
red, P: gold, Cl: green, F: magenta, C: cyan, H: gray. 
 

 During hydrolysis of DMCP, hydroxide formed on Cs8Nb6O19 adds nucleophilically to 

the tetrahedral phosphorus atom. This hydroxide can approach from any of three unique faces of 

the tetrahedron surrounding the phosphorus atom. This tetrahedron is shown in Figure 7.1, with 

atoms at the corners of the tetrahedron identified in the figure. This paper will differentiate 

reaction pathways by identifying the atom which shares a bond with phosphorus that is collinear 

with the P-OH bond being formed at the hydrolysis transition state. 

 The hydrolysis of DMCP as catalyzed by PONb occurs in several steps: adsorption of 

H2O onto PONb to form a PONb-H2O complex, adsorption of DMCP onto PONb-H2O to form 

reagent (R) complexes, dissociation of H2O in concert with nucleophilic addition of OH to 

DMCP to form product (P) complexes, and desorption of products. Figure 7.2 shows the energies 

for each unique reaction pathway. Now, we will describe each step in the pathway, examining 

important interactions and comparing individual mechanisms. 
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Figure 7.2. Reaction pathways for hydrolysis of DMCP by Cs8Nb6O19 at a bidentate-bound 
water molecule site. See text for nomenclature. 
 

7.3.1.1 Adsorption of Water to the PONb  

This first step in catalytic hydrolysis was described in detail in our works with catalytic 

hydrolysis of the nerve agent Sarin6 and the simulant dimethyl methylphosphonate (previous 

chapter) and will only be summarized here. Most importantly, there are two binding modes of 

water to PONb: monodentate binding through hydrogen-bond donation to a terminal oxygen 

atom, and bidentate binding through hydrogen-bond donation to both a bridging oxygen atom 

and a terminal oxygen atom. In each binding mode, the bidentate water molecule is more 

strongly bound to the PONb, and therefore, our efforts focus on reaction at this site.  

7.3.1.2 Formation of the PONb-H2O-DMCP Complex 

Following the adsorption of water, DMCP adsorbs onto the PONb-H2O complex. The 

resulting PONb-H2O-DMCP reagent complexes are shown in Figure 7.3. R-Osp3, with the 
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lowest binding energy (55.3 kJ/mol) of the three complexes, shows a hydrogen bond between a 

methoxy hydrogen in DMCP and a terminal oxygen atom in PONb, as well as an electrostatic 

interaction between the O-sp2 atom and a Cs atom (distance: 3.30 Å). R-Osp2, with a slightly 

higher binding energy (59.6 kJ/mol), also shows a hydrogen bond between a methoxy group and 

a terminal oxygen. In addition, the other methoxy group donates a hydrogen bond to the water 

molecule. An electrostatic interaction between one of the O-sp3 oxygen atoms and a Cs atom 

(distance: 3.40 Å) also stabilizes this complex.  

 

 
Figure 7.3. PONb-H2O-DMCP reagent complexes with key hydrogen bonds shown, with 
interatomic distances given in Angstroms. Same color scheme as in Figure 7.1. 
 

The R-Cl complex is the most stable of the three, with a DMCP binding energy of 77.8 kJ/mol. 

In this complex, as in R-Osp2, two methoxy groups donate hydrogen bonds to a terminal oxygen 
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atom and to the oxygen atom in water. Two close electrostatic interactions (instead of one) 

between oxygen atoms in DMCP and Cs atoms account for the higher binding energy in R-Cl; 

the distance between the O-sp2 atom and a Cs atom is 3.35 Å, and the distance between an O-sp3 

atom and a Cs atom is 3.22 Å.   

7.3.1.3 Transition State 

Following the formation of the PONb-H2O-DMCP complex, cleavage of an O-H bond in 

water occurs, and the nascent hydroxide adds nucleophilically to the phosphorus atom. 

Simultaneously, the proton from the water molecule adds to the bridging oxygen atom to which 

the water molecule was hydrogen bonded. Figure 7.4 shows the transition state structures for 

DMCP hydrolysis by PONb. Relative to reagent PONb-H2O-DMCP complexes, TS-Cl has the 

lowest energy barrier (28.1 kJ/mol), similar to that for Sarin hydrolysis (22.8 kJ/mol),7 and 

smaller than that for DMMP (44.6 kJ/mol). The energy of TS-Cl is followed closely by TS-Osp3 

(30.3 kJ/mol). Ts-Osp2 has a much larger hydrolysis barrier (72.6 kJ/mol).  

We note here that the geometry of the TS-Osp2 transition state did not converge in 

calculations using an ultrafine integration grid; thus, a superfine grid was used for the 

optimization of this point. The single-point energy calculation of the optimized state did, 

however, use an ultrafine integration grid. Since the optimized geometry is not expected to differ 

greatly based on integration grid, the reported single-point energy for TS-Osp2 should be similar 

to that which would result from an ultrafine-optimized geometry. 
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Figure 7.4. Transition state structures for DMCP hydrolysis catalyzed by Cs8Nb6O19. 
Interatomic distances are given in Angstroms. Same color scheme as in Figure 7.1. 
 

7.3.1.4 Adsorbed Products  

Following the hydrolysis transition state, the P—Cl bond in DMCP is broken, yielding 

adsorbed Cl and dimethylphosphate (DMP). P—Cl bond scission occurs leading from transition 

state to products without a stable intermediate. This is in contrast to analogous reaction pathways 

for Sarin and DMMP, which include a stable pentacoordinated intermediate complex. In the 

stable product structures, shown in Figure 7.5, the chlorine atom remains electrostatically bound 

to the rest of the complex. In P-Osp2 and P-Osp3 species, this adsorption is through interactions 

between the Cl atom and the hydrogen atom in the acid P-OH group (P-OH distances: 3.42 Å for 

P-Osp2, 3.12 Å for P-Osp3) as well as between the Cl atom and a single Cs atom (3.39 Å and 

3.43 Å, respectively). Conversely, in P-Cl, the Cl atom interacts electrostatically with two nearby 

Cs atoms (3.38 Å and 3.44 Å). As a result of this increased prevalence of counterion interactions, 

P-Cl is by far the most stable species in the entire reaction pathway (Figure 7.2). 
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Figure 7.5. Structures of bound-product complexes in the catalytic hydrolysis of DMCP by 
Cs8Nb6O19. Key interatomic distances are given in Angstroms. Same color scheme as in Figure 
7.1. 
 

Other notable interactions emerge in these product complexes. Interestingly, in P-Cl, 

DMP donates an additional proton to a nearby terminal site, yielding a diprotonated PONb. Also, 

in all three complexes, the hydrogen bond donated by a methoxy group to a terminal oxygen 

remains intact from reagents. In P-Osp3 and P-Osp2, this same methoxy group now accepts a 

hydrogen bond from the proton at the bridging oxygen site, while in P-Cl, two phosphate 

oxygens accept hydrogen bonds from the protons in PONb. 

7.3.1.5 Reaction at a Terminal Oxygen Site 

Up to this point, we have only considered catalytic hydrolysis pathways that initially 

involve a water molecule that is hydrogen bonded to both a bridging oxygen and a terminal 

oxygen in PONb, leading to protonation of a bridging oxygen on PONb at the hydrolysis 

transition state. In order to provide a more thorough treatment of this reaction, we now show the 

energetics of reaction involving a water molecule that is monodentate-bound to a terminal 
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oxygen atom in PONb. We consider only the pathway that involves P-OH bond formation 

collinear to Cl at the transition state, as that pathway has the lowest barrier leading from bound 

reagents to products. Figure 7.6 shows the energetics of this pathway (in red) as compared to the 

reaction at the bridging site, beginning with the bidentate binding of water (in black). Insets in 

Figure 7.6 show the structures of reagent (R), transition state (TS), and adsorbed-product (P) 

complexes. 

 

 
Figure 7.6. Two reaction pathways for catalytic DMCP hydrolysis by Cs8Nb6O19, beginning 
with the adsorption of a monodentate-bound water molecule (red) and a bidentate-bound water 
molecule (black) to PONb. Insets show structures of reagent, transition state, and product 
complexes along the red pathway, with key interactions labeled with distances in Angstroms. For 
insets, same color scheme as in Figure 7.1. See text for nomenclature. 
 

 The energetics of the terminal reaction pathway beginning with the monodentate binding 

of water are similar to those of the bridging pathway, with a similar gap in energy between the 

pathways at all points leading from the adsorption of water through the transition state. 
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Conversely, the energy of the bound product structure is much lower in the terminal pathway, 

and this may be due to the interactions of the dissociated chlorine atom. In the terminal pathway, 

the chlorine atom interacts with a hydrogen atom in a methoxy group as well as a Cs atom (Cl—

Cs distance: 3.41 Å). Conversely, as previously mentioned, in the bridging P-Cl pathway, the Cl 

atom interacts with two Cs atoms. This difference in counterion interaction and stationary-point 

energy is also noted when comparing P-Cl in the bridging pathway with analogous P-Osp2 or P-

Osp3, which involve Cl-DMP interactions in place of an additional Cl-Cs interaction. 

7.3.1.6 Product Desorption 

Following the formation of DMP and Cl on protonated PONb, the desorption of products 

is required to regenerate the PONb catalyst. In the cases of P-Osp2 and P-Osp3, chlorine may 

desorb from DMP, extracting a proton from the acid P-OH group, to yield HCl and a 

monoprotonated PONb-DMP complex. For P-Cl, in which the PONb is diprotonated, the 

chlorine atom may desorb in anionic form, leaving a diprotonated PONb-DMP complex, or it 

may abstract a hydrogen atom from the PONb, yielding the same monoprotonated PONb-DMP 

complex as for P-Osp2 and P-Osp3. The structures for both the monoprotonated and diprotonated 

PONb-DMP complexes are shown in Figure 7.7. Though the diprotonated complex has an 

additional hydrogen bond between an O-sp2 atom and a terminal proton as compared to the 

monoprotonated complex, the ionic nature of this species resulting from Cl- desorption creates 

such an energy penalty as to render this complex 77 kJ/mol less favorable (Figure 7.2) than the 

monoprotonated complex accompanied by HCl desorption. 
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Figure 7.7. Adsorbed products of DMCP hydrolysis catalyzed by Cs8Nb6O19. Key distances 
given in Angstroms. Same color scheme as in Figure 7.1. 
 

 Following Cl or HCl desorption, DMP desorption must occur. Hydrogen abstraction from 

the protonated PONb will likely accompany desorption. In HPONb-DMP, the abstraction of the 

proton at the bridging site to DMP results in separated products with energy 52.4 kJ/mol lower 

than if the proton remained on the PONb. In H2PONb-DMP, the abstraction of the proton from 

the terminal (less basic) oxygen to DMP during desorption results in products 321.4 kJ/mol 

lower in energy than in the absence of abstraction. Overall, only one of the possible 

combinations of separated products yielded an energy lower than that of separated reagents—that 

in which both HCl and monoprotonated DMP desorb, leaving behind deprotonated PONb—a 

fully regenerated catalyst. It is important to note, however, that with a very high binding energy 

(243.2 kJ/mol), DMP likely will not desorb from the catalyst under ambient conditions, 

rendering the catalyst poisoned, regardless of protonation state. 

7.3.2 Changes to the Catalyst During Reaction 

 So far, we have examined changes that occur at the site of DMCP hydrolysis. Now, we 

turn our view to changes in the catalyst during reaction. The highly ordered Cs8Nb6O19 reagent, 

which has octahedral symmetry, serves as our starting point as well as our basis for comparison. 

In this molecule, every Nb-Oterminal bond is identical (bond length: 1.81 Å), as is every Nb-
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Obridging bond (2.04 Å) and every Nb-Ocentral bond (2.41 Å). Furthermore, the distance between 

each Nb atom and its nearest Nb atom is identical (3.40 Å), as is the distance between each Nb 

atom and its next-nearest Nb atom (4.81 Å). Additionally, the distance between every Cs 

counterion and Ocentral is the same (4.76 Å). As we proceed through the hydrolysis reaction 

pathway, however, disorder becomes introduced, and bond lengths begin to vary, as shown in 

Figure 7.8. In the figure, variances are reported as the square of the standard deviation from the 

norm for each interatomic distance. In octahedral PONb, all of the bond lengths of the same type 

(e.g., Ote-Nb, Obridging-Nb, etc.) are identical, and thus the variances are all equal to zero. Initial 

adsorption of water, for example, slightly affects some interatomic distances more than others, 

resulting in small, nonzero variances. Conversely, in the bound-products species, one Oterminal 

atom is protonated, resulting in a large decrease in Nb-Ocentral distance proximal to the 

protonation site while the length of the other Nb-Ocentral bond along the axis containing the 

protonated Nb-Oterminal bond increases. This inconsistency, along with others amongst Nb-Ocentral 

distances due to protonation and product adsorption, contributes to the large Ocentral-Nb variance 

seen in the P-Cl point in the figure. For this study, we have chosen to examine the X-Cl pathway, 

as it has the lowest reaction barrier at a bridging oxygen site. Further, as the variances of the first 

three points along the reaction pathway are insignificant for all distances considered, our 

discussion will begin with changes that occur at the transition state. 
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Figure 7.8. Variances in key distances in Cs8Nb6O19 during catalytic DMCP hydrolysis. 
 

7.3.2.1 Transition State 

The first large-scale changes in distance are noted in the transition state, as shown in 

Figure 7.9. Those Nb-Obridging distances nearest the protonation site are significantly elongated, 

and those next-nearest decrease. Consequently, bonds connected to these next-nearest bonds 

increase, and so on. Thus, a small rippling effect is noted in the structure of the molecule, as seen 

in the PONb during DMMP hydrolysis (Chapter 6). At this point in the reaction, a large increase 

in positive charge is seen in the terminal oxygen atom which formerly accepted a hydrogen bond 

from the water molecule. Additionally, the increase in charge on the Cs atom interacting with the 

O-sp2 atom in DMCP persists from bound reagents. 
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Figure 7.9. Changes in interatomic distances (left) and atomic charges (right) shown in the 
transition state structure of DMCP hydrolysis catalyzed by Cs8Nb6O19. Changes are relative to 
octahedral PONb. Color/size scheme described in text.  
 

7.3.2.2 Bound Products 

After the transition state, the chlorine atom is eliminated from DMCP leading to bound 

products, as described earlier in this text. For the X-Cl pathway, a second protonation also occurs 

at a terminal oxygen atom. Further, a great amount of disorder is introduced into the catalyst, as 

seen in Figure 7.8. Consequently, we note many significant changes in the structure and charges 

of the catalyst at the bound-products point in the reaction, as shown in Figure 7.10. All the Nb-O 

bonds nearest protonation sites are greatly elongated relative to octahedral. The rippling effect is 

even more pronounced than before, with great decreases in Nb-O distances next-nearest the 

protonation sites as well as great increases in Nb-O distances adjacent to these next-nearest 

bonds.  
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Figure 7.10. Changes in interatomic distances (left) and atomic charges (right) in Cs8Nb6O19 due 
to adsorbed products of DMCP hydrolysis. Color/size scheme described in the text. 
 

An entire region of Nb-O bond shortening can be seen near the site of Cl (shown in 

brown) adsorption. This calls to question the relative influences of protonation and adsorption on 

the structure of the catalyst. Figure 7.11 shows changes in the catalyst due to protonation at the 

same sites as in the adsorbed product structure, only this time in the absence of adsorbed 

products. The structural changes seen in P-Cl, including significant rippling as well as the entire 

region of bond shortening are also shown in the non-adsorbing diprotonated catalyst, affirming 

the predominant role of protonation in changes to the catalyst structure. 
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Figure 7.11. Changes in interatomic distances (left) and atomic charges (right) in Cs8Nb6O19 due 
to protonation at a bridging oxygen atom and an adjacent terminal oxygen atom. Color/size 
scheme described in the text. 
 

 Differences in atomic charges are evident, however, between the bound-product catalyst 

and the non-bound diprotonated catalyst. While both species show an increase in positive 

charges in the region nearest the protonation sites and an increase in negative charges away from 

protonation sites, some effects of adsorption are seen. For example, in the diprotonated catalyst, 

a significant increase in positive charge is seen at the protonated Obridging atom, where a less 

significant increase is seen in this atom on the product-adsorbed catalyst. Also, the non-

protonated Oterminal atom nearest the protonated Obridging atom is bound to a Nb atom which shows 

a significant increase in negative charge relative to the octahedral PONb, whereas this increase is 

minor in the adsorbed catalyst. Thus, as is the case in DMMP hydrolysis by PONb, protonation 

appears to dominate structural and charge differences, while adsorption plays a secondary 

moderating role. For the adsorbed-product catalyst, average charge differences relative to 

octahedral PONb are as follows: Cs: +0.0432 e, Nb: -0.0294 e, Obridging: +0.0140 e,  Oterminal: 

+0.0905 e, Ocentral: -0.1074 e. Similarly, in the diprotonated, non-adsorbing catalyst differences 

are: Cs: +0.0550 e, Nb: -0.0066 e, Obridging: +0.0125 e,  Oterminal: +0.1433 e, Ocentral: -0.1301 e.  

We note that in both cases, all Cs atoms increase in positive charge relative to the octahedral 

case. 
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Following desorption of chlorine, DMP remains bound to the monoprotonated catalyst as 

shown in Figure 7.12, and we see from Figure 7.8 a restoration of order near to that seen in the 

transition state. Structural and atomic charge changes for this bound state, shown in Figure 7.12, 

are similar to those seen in the transition state (Figure 7.9). A notable exception, however, shows 

all negative changes in Nb atom charges and all positive changes in Cs atom charges in the 

DMP-bound PONb. This level of similarity suggests that, at the transition state, protonation of 

the PONb is nearly complete. For DMP bound to the monoprotonated PONb, charge differences 

relative to the octahedral PONb are: Cs: +0.0313 e, Nb: -0.0484 e, Obridging: +0.0029 e,  Oterminal: 

+0.0722 e, Ocentral: -0.0146 e.  In Chapter 6, we examined the changes in distances and charges in 

a non-adsorbed, Obridging-protonated PONb (Figure 6.16). Noting similar changes in both the 

DMP-monoprotonated PONb and the same PONb in the absence of adsorbed DMP, we again 

attribute the greatest effects on PONb structure and charge during this stage of DMCP hydrolysis 

to protonation. 

Importantly, we note in this complex that bridging oxygen atoms in the hemisphere of 

PONb opposite that of DMP binding are more basic than those in the octahedral PONb, while 

terminal oxygen atoms in this region are more positive. This carries with it implications of the 

PONb as a host for a second hydrolysis reaction with DMCP. Although adsorption energies for 

the second set of water and DMCP molecules in this region may be lower than those for the first 

due to the increased charge on Oterminal, activation of the bound-reagents complex may see a 

lower barrier as a result of the increased negative charge on Obridging. Thus, while product binding 

energies suggest the poisoning of the site on the PONb to which DMP is adsorbed, hydrolysis of 

a second DMCP molecule by the poisoned PONb is likely, and might perhaps entail a lower 

barrier. 
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Figure 7.12. Dimethyl phosphate bound to monoprotonated Cs8Nb6O19. Left: Changes in 
interatomic distances shown as colored spheres. Right: Changes in atomic charges shown as 
colored spheres. Full description of color/size scheme in text. 
 

 

 

7.4 Comparison of Minimum-Energy Reaction Pathways for GB and Simulants 

 In chapters 5 and 6, we described the reaction pathways for the hydrolysis of GB and the 

simulant DMMP, respectively, on the surface of Cs8Nb6O19. We continued with an analogous 

discussion for DMCP in this chapter. Our discussion of heterogeneous gas—solid reactions with 

these compounds now concludes with a comparison of their minimum-energy reaction pathways. 

Figure 7.13 shows the energetics of pathways with the lowest rate-limiting barrier for GB, 

DMMP, and DMCP on the surface of Cs8Nb6O19. 
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Figure 7.13. Minimum-energy reaction pathways for hydrolysis of GB (red), DMMP (green), 
and DMCP (blue), by Cs8Nb6O19. 

 
 

For the three pathways, the mechanisms of hydrolysis are very similar: initial water 

adsorption is followed by agent or simulant adsorption and a subsequent rate-limiting transition 

state leading to the formation of strongly bound products. The binding energies of the agent or 

simulant molecules to the PONb-H2O complex is similar in all three pathways, but the energetics 

begin to diverge at the transition state. While the barriers for GB and DMCP hydrolysis are very 

similar, at 22.8 kJ/mol and 28.1 kJ/mol, respectively, that for DMMP is much greater—44.6 

kJ/mol. Considering that the rate-limiting step determines the overall rate of reaction, the 

similarity to GB in this barrier makes DMCP a much better simulant than DMMP. 

 Following the transition state, a mechanistic difference emerges, as both DMMP and GB 

pathways reveal stable pentacoordinated intermediates before product formation, while DMCP 

does not. Instead, product formation results directly from the activation of the bound-reagents 

complex in DMCP hydrolysis.  
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 Next, bound-product complexes remain the most stable stationary points along each of 

the three reaction pathways, although the energy of the PONb-DMP-HCl complex in DMCP 

hydrolysis is much lower than for the analogous complexes in GB and DMMP hydrolysis. As 

such, in order to desorb HCl, an energetic cost of 228.7 kJ/mol must be incurred. Conversely, 

desorption of gaseous alcohol products require energies of 75.5 kJ/mol and 85.0 kJ in the GB and 

DMMP pathways, respectively. Thus, desorption of HCl is much less likely than iPOH or MeOH 

without thermal treatment of the reaction system. Following desorption of these small molecules, 

all three pathways show similar large desorption energies of organophosphorus products. 

 

7.5 Concluding Remarks 

In this work, we described the energetics and structures of several reaction pathways for 

the gas-phase hydrolysis of DMCP, as catalyzed by Cs8Nb6O19. In a similar mechanism to GB 

and DMMP hydrolysis by the same catalyst, initial adsorption of water is followed by adsorption 

of the simulant. Likewise, a rate-limiting transition state shows concerted protonation of the 

PONb and nucleophilic addition of a nascent OH to the tetrahedral phosphorous atom as the 

bound water molecule reacts. In the pathway discussed in this chapter, however, this rate-

limiting step is accompanied by dissociation of the P-Cl bond in DMCP, whereas the transition 

state in GB and DMMP hydrolysis leads to a pentacoordinated-phosphorous intermediate. Once 

formed, products remain strongly bound to the PONb. 

After a discussion of the reaction pathway for DMCP hydrolysis by PONb, we explained 

changes in the catalyst during the course of reaction for the lowest-barrier pathway. As in the 

catalytic hydrolysis of DMMP by PONb, we find that changes in the catalyst are dominated by 

protonation that occurs during reaction, yet these changes are moderated by interactions with 

adsorbed species. As these results are for the gas-phase, future work is needed to describe similar 

reactions in solution. In the next chapter, we return our focus to GB hydrolysis by Cs8Nb6O19, 

only this time in both heterogeneous gas—solution and homogeneous solution-phase 

environments. The inclusion of explicit-solvent water molecules will allow us to describe the 

role of not only solvent molecules but also Cs counterions on reaction energetics. 
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Chapter 8 

Mechanistic Insight for Hydrolysis of Sarin by Cs8Nb6O19 in Heterogeneous Gas—Solution 

and Homogeneous Solution-Phase Environments 

 

 

Abstract 

 

 We present reaction pathways for the hydrolysis of Sarin (GB) by Cs8Nb6O19 (PONb) in 

the presence of solvent water molecules. Beginning with a heterogeneous gas—solution 

pathway, we adsorb gas-phase GB onto explicitly solvated PONb at a site that limits interaction 

with Cs counterions. We find that, while the overall hydrolysis mechanism does not change, all 

energies along the reaction pathway are shifted upwards, towards the reagents’ asymptote, as a 

consequence of PONb solvation. Then, we extend our solvation model to include GB as well, in 

an effort to describe the homogeneous solution-phase reaction. We find a different mechanism, 

one in which a water molecule adds to GB prior to protonation of PONb in a subsequent step. 

Finally, we discuss the possible role of a specific base mechanism for GB hydrolysis by PONb. 

 

 

8.1 Introduction 

Previous theoretical work has examined the base-catalyzed hydrolysis of Sarin (GB) by 

Cs8Nb6O19 in the gas phase (Figure 5.2).1 Therein, a mechanism was revealed in which a water 

molecule adsorbs onto a Cs8Nb6O19 molecule (PONb), forming a bound-water complex (PONb-

H2O) via hydrogen bond donation to a basic oxygen site on PONb. GB can adsorb to this 

complex via interactions with both the niobate core and Cs counterions, as well as the bound 

water molecule, to form a bound-reagents complex (R). From this R complex, reaction proceeds 

through a transition state in which the bound water molecule reacts to donate a proton to a basic 

oxygen site on Cs8Nb6O19 while the nascent hydroxide adds nucleophilically to the phosphorus 

atom in GB. This transition state leads to a pentacoordinated trigonal bipyramidal phosphorus 

intermediate (P5), which can readily decompose into either isopropanol (iPOH) or HF and a 

phosphonic acid (methyl phosphonofluoridic acid (MPFA) or isopropyl methyl phosphonic acid 

(IMPA), released with iPOH and HF, respectively). These phosphonic acid products remain 
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bound to Cs8Nb6O19 with binding energies in excess of 220 kJ/mol. This irreversible product 

adsorption suggests that the catalyst is poisoned as a result, preventing catalytic turnover.  

 Solid Cs8Nb6O19 has water molecules incorporated into its crystal structure— 14 H2O for 

each PONb.2 The effect of these crystallization water molecules on the reaction mechanism was 

also investigated in the above study, using density functional theory methods along with insight 

from experimental crystal structures.1,2 While attending water molecules did not affect the 

overall hydrolysis mechanism of Sarin, the energies of all stationary points were shifted upward 

towards the reagents’ asymptote relative to the dehydrated system, leading to lower binding 

energies of all adsorbed intermediates and products (Figure 5.15). Further, an increase of 8 

kJ/mol in the rate-limiting barrier was noted as a result of the presence of crystalline water 

molecules. These effects were attributed to the screening of electrostatic interactions, including 

those between the adsorbates and the Cs counterions. 

 In an effort to further understand the nature of changes in reaction energy due to the 

presence of attending water molecules, we have expanded the crystallization model implemented 

previously. By increasing the number of explicit water molecules surrounding Cs8Nb6O19 prior 

to the introduction of GB, we are able to model a solvated polyoxoniobate salt species. 

Examining the hydrolysis reaction between this solvated species and a gas-phase GB molecule 

thus provides a picture of the heterogeneous reaction at the gas—solution interface. For the sake 

of comparison with hydrolysis in the dehydrated catalyst, we have examined this reaction at a 

bridging oxygen (Ob) site on the solvated polyoxoniobate along the pathway described in the 

previous study in which the P-OH bond that forms at the transition state is collinear with the 

existing P-F bond. This pathway was the one with the lowest rate-limiting barrier in the gas 

phase. The energetics of this reaction pathway for the dehydrated and solvated-PONb systems 

are summarized as the black and blue traces, respectively, in Figure 8.1. 

8.2 Computational Details 

All electronic structure calculations were performed with the Gaussian 09 suite of 

software3 using the M06-L density functional and a superfine integration grid. Geometries of all 

structures were optimized with the application of the 6-31G(d,p) basis set for nonmetal atoms 

and the Lanl2dz basis set and pseudopotentials for metal atoms. Stationary points along the 

potential energy surface were confirmed through the examination of vibrational frequencies 

calculated at this level subsequent to geometry optimization. To further account for the effects of 
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interatomic interactions along the solvated-PONb pathway, single-point energies were corrected 

through calculations implementing diffuse functions on the nonmetal atoms. Thus, single point 

energies are reported at the M06-L/6-31++G(d,p)—Lanl2dz level of theory for the gas—solution 

reaction, using optimized geometries and zero-point energies from M06-L/6-31G(d,p)—Lanl2dz 

calculations. A similar correction with the larger basis set was not possible for all stationary 

points in the homogeneous solution-phase reaction reported herein. Thus, M06-L/6-31G(d,p)—

Lanl2dz energies are reported for this system, unless otherwise noted. 

8.2.1 Solvation model 

Although contact-ion paring has been shown between [Nb6O19]8- and Cs counterions in 

solution,4-6 the Cs counterions are likely to dissociate somewhat, potentially leaving reactive sites 

on the niobate core exposed for reaction with GB without involvement of nearby Cs counterions. 

In order to obtain an initial guess for density functional theory optimization calculations on the 

structure of the solvated PONb, a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation was performed in which 

octahedral Cs8Nb6O19 was placed in a 3.0 nm x 3.0 nm x 3.0 nm periodic box and solvated with 

water molecules. In this simulation, forcefield parameters for solvent water molecules were 

assigned according to the SPC/E water model.7 Equilibrium covalent bond lengths and angles in 

[Nb6O19]8- were assigned according to geometries optimized using electronic structure 

calculations for the geometry of octahedral PONb (Figure 5.1), as were atomic charges. During 

the simulation, bond lengths and atoms in the niobate anion were frozen at their equilibrium 

values of Lennard-Jones terms. Oxygen atoms in the SPC/E water model were used for all atoms 

in [Nb6O19]8-. For Cs+ counterions, charges resulting from the optimized geometry of electronic 

structure calculations were assigned, and Lennard-Jones parameters from the AMBER 

forcefield8 were used. 

A classical NVT simulation was then initiated using GROMACS molecular dynamics 

software9,10 at a temperature of 300 K with 1-fs timesteps. Shortly after the beginning of the 

simulation, a snapshot was taken which showed Cs counterions beginning to dissociate from the 

core, leaving a bridging oxygen site out of the vicinity of any counterions. From this snapshot, 

the coordinates of the niobate core, the Cs counterions, and a shell of 34 water molecules at a 

distance less than 8.5 Å from the central oxygen in the niobate core were taken as the initial 

guess for a density functional theory optimization.  
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Figure 8.1. M06-L/6-31++G(d,p)—Lanl2dz//6-31G(d,p)—Lanl2dz reaction pathway for the 
base hydrolysis of (S)-Sarin (GB) by Cs8Nb6O19. Black pathway: In the absence of attending 
water molecules. Blue: With explicit water solvent molecules surrounding Cs8Nb6O19 prior to 
GB adsorption. See text for description of solvation model.  

 

8.3 Results 

8.3.1 Heterogeneous Gas—Surface Hydrolysis 

8.3.1.1 Bound-water Complex 

The results of the DFT optimization subsequent to the MD simulation give the structure 

of the bound-water complex (PONb-H2O), shown in Figure 8.2. The previous theoretical work 

notes that, in gas—solid systems, both in the presence and absence of crystalline water 

molecules, Cs-Owater interactions stabilize the binding of water to form this complex.1 We have 

designed our solution model, however, so that there are no nearby Cs counterions to provide 

such stabilization. Instead, solvent water molecules interact with the water molecule that will 

react in the hydrolysis step of the reaction. It should be noted that the previous theoretical study 
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of GB hydrolysis by PONb at an Ob site showed bidentate water adsorption to the PONb core. 

Conversely, our PONb-H2O complex did not reveal any such water molecules which were 

hydrogen-bonded to both an Ob and a terminal oxygen (Ote) on PONb. As such, the water 

molecule we selected for reaction with GB in the solvated-PONb system is bound to an Ob as 

well as three solvating water molecules through hydrogen bonds. This reacting water molecule is 

identified with a white asterisk in Figure 8.2. The reacting water molecule donates two hydrogen 

bonds—one to Ob and the other to the oxygen atom of a solvent water molecule—and accepts 

two hydrogen bonds from two solvent water molecules. With the nearest Cs counterion over 5.2 

Å away, this water molecule has a binding energy of 43 kJ/mol, about 56 kJ/mol weaker than in 

the PONb-H2O complex without attending water molecules. The optimization of the solvated 

catalyst in the absence of the reacting water molecule yielded the structure of the catalyst before 

the adsorption of this water molecule, i.e., PONb, in the pathway shown in Figure 8.1. 

  

 
Figure 8.2. Cs8Nb6O19 solvated by 34 explicit water molecules. The water molecule which reacts 
during GB hydrolysis is marked with a white asterisk. The right panel shows a zoomed-in region 
of the left panel and identifies key hydrogen-bonding interactions with interatomic O-H 
distances, given in Angstroms. Color scheme: Nb: blue, O: red, Cs: yellow, H: gray. 

 

 

8.3.1.2 Bound-reagents Complex 

GB was added to the PONb-H2O complex at the site of the reacting water molecule, 

forming the bound-reagents complex, R, from which reaction proceeded. Previous work that 
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explored the hydrolysis of GB with Cs8Nb6O19 (Chapter 5) investigated the reaction involving 

four different bound-reagents complexes, resulting from the binding of GB in four different 

orientations. Therein, the orientation in which the P-F bond in GB is collinear with the forming 

P-OH bond in the rate-limiting transition state was found to yield the lowest energy reaction 

barrier. Thus, this work will continue only with reactions along an analogous pathway, with a 

GB binding orientation such that the P-F bond and the forming P-OH bond are collinear at the 

transition state.  

The bound-reagents complex in the solvated-PONb reaction pathway is shown in Figure 

8.3. Whereas this complex exhibited direct interactions between GB and the niobate core, Cs 

counterions, and the water molecule for dry system, only direct interactions between GB and 

water molecules are present in the system with solvated Cs8Nb6O19. In this complex, one of the 

water molecules that had donated a hydrogen bond to the rearranging water molecule in PONb-

H2O now interacts with the sp2-hybridyzed oxygen atom on GB. A hydrogen bond between 

another solvent water molecule and the sp3-hybridized oxygen in the isopropoxy group in GB is 

also present, as is one between the methyl group and the oxygen atom in the water molecule 

which reacts in the rate-limiting step. Along with the absence of interactions between GB and Cs 

counterions comes, as in the PONb-H2O complex, a decrease in binding energy. GB binds with 

an energy of 36 kJ/mol, which is 40 kJ/mol less than the analogous binding energy in the dry 

catalyst. 
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Figure 8.3. Optimized structure resulting from the binding of GB to solvated Cs8Nb6O19 (R-
complex). A white asterisk labels the oxygen atom of the water molecule which will react during 
the hydrolysis step. The right panel shows a zoomed-in region of the left panel and identifies key 
hydrogen bonding interactions with interatomic O-H distances, given in Angstroms. Same color 
scheme as in Figure 8.2, with C: cyan, P: gold, F: green. 
 

8.3.1.3 Hydrolysis Transition State 

Activation of the R complex involves the protonation of a basic Ob atom on the PONb 

core concurrent with the nucleophilic addition of the nascent hydroxide to the phosphorus atom 

on GB. The structure of this transition state is shown for the solvated-PONb system in Figure 

8.4. During this step, the sp2-hybridized oxygen atom acquires a full negative charge. In the 

dehydrated system, this increase in negative charge facilitates a stronger interaction with a 

nearby Cs counterion than in the preceding R complex, resulting in stronger adsorption of the 

GB moiety at the transition state and, consequently, differential transition-state stabilization. 

Conversely, the solvated-PONb system, by design, has no counterions vicinal to the reaction site. 

Instead, a solvent water molecule donates a hydrogen bond to the sp2-hybridized oxygen atom on 

the GB moiety. Thus, in the absence of PONb-Osp2 interactions, GB adsorption to PONb is likely 

not greatly increased at the transition state. As such, the rate-limiting barrier in the solvated-

PONb case is 25 kJ/mol greater than in the dehydrated system.  
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Figure 8.4. Transition state for the hydrolysis of GB by solvated Cs8Nb6O19. A white asterisk 
labels the oxygen atom of the water molecule which is reacting at this step. In the right panel, 
key hydrogen bonding interactions are identified by O-H distances in Angstroms. Same color 
scheme as in Figure 8.3. 
 

8.3.1.4 Pentacoordinated Intermediate 

The rate-limiting transition state leads to a pentacoordinated phosphorus intermediate, 

which remains bound to the now-protonated PONb through an interaction between the proton on 

the PONb and the acidic-OH oxygen atom in the pentacoordinated adsorbate. Further, as shown 

in Figure 8.5, the sp2-hybridized oxygen atom in the adsorbate accepts two hydrogen bonds from 

solvent water molecules, and the acidic OH group is hydrogen bonded to two solvent water 

molecules as well. Aside from the hydrogen bond that remains from the transition state between 

the proton on the PONb and the oxygen atom on the OH group, no direct interactions exist 

between the adsorbed intermediate and the PONb.  
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Figure 8.5. Optimized structure of the pentacoordinated intermediate resulting from the 
hydrolysis of GB by solvated Cs8Nb6O19. A white asterisk labels the oxygen atom from the water 
molecule which reacted during the hydrolysis step. The right panel shows a zoomed-in region of 
the cluster, highlighting key hydrogen bonding interactions with O-H distances given in 
Angstroms. Same color scheme as in Figure 8.3. 
 

8.3.1.5 Pentacoordinated Intermediate Dissociation 

Once formed, the pentacoordinated intermediate can readily dissociate into products. 

Along some reaction pathways in the absence of attending water molecules, this can occur 

through the dissociation of the P-F bond with concomitant proton transfer from the PONb, 

yielding bound HF and IMPA. This step essentially occurs without an energy barrier in the gas-

phase reaction. In the solvated-PONb system, along the pathway we have chosen to investigate, 

the orientation of the pentacoordinated intermediate and solvent water molecules prevents proton 

transfer. Thus, dissociation of the P-F bond is not possible.  

Along our solvated-PONb reaction pathway, the pentacoordinated intermediate can, 

however, dissociate into isopropanol and MPFA products, with a barrier of 3 kJ/mol relative to 

the previous P5 minimum.  This decrease in barrier relative to that for the analogous dehydrated 

pathway (26 kJ/mol) is due to both the orientation of the adsorbed pentacoordinated intermediate 

as well as the influence of solvent molecules. In the solvated-PONb system, the acid-OH 

hydrogen atom is oriented in such a way that it donates a hydrogen bond to the isopropyl sp3 
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oxygen at the pentacoordinated intermediate step. In the solvent-free intermediate, a hydrogen 

bond between the acidic OH group and an Ote atom restricts such an interaction. 

 

 
Figure 8.6. Transition state structure for the decomposition of the pentacoordinated intermediate 
adsorbed to solvated Cs8Nb6O19. A white asterisk labels the oxygen atom from the water 
molecule which reacted during the hydrolysis step. The right panel shows a zoomed-in region, 
highlighting key hydrogen bonding interactions with O-H distances given in Angstroms. Same 
color scheme as in Figure 8.3. 
 

8.3.1.6 Adsorbed Products 

The decomposition of the pentacoordinated intermediate leads to MPFA and iPOH 

products strongly bound to PONb. The structure of this state along the solvated-PONb pathway 

is shown in Figure 8.7a. This is the most stable point in the hydrolysis of GB. However, in the 

absence of nearby countercations, these products are not adsorbed nearly as strongly as in the 

dehydrated case. Desorption of isopropanol, which interacts with an oxygen atom on MPFA as 

well as two solvent water molecules, requires 36 kJ/mol; less than half as much than in the 

solvent-free system (77 kJ/mol).  
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Figure 8.7. Optimized structure of GB hydrolysis products bound to solvated Cs8Nb6O19. A 
white asterisk labels the oxygen atom from the water molecule which reacted during the 
hydrolysis step. Right panels show key interatomic interactions, with O-H distances given in 
Angstroms. a) Bound MPFA and iPOH, b) Bound MPFA, following iPOH desorption. The 
dashed Ote identifies an atom on PONb obstructed by a Cs counterion. Same color scheme as in 
Figure 8.3.  
 

The desorption of iPOH leaves behind MPFA adsorbed to the protonated PONb complex 

(Figure 8.7b). The remaining MPFA interacts with PONb through a hydrogen bond between an 

MPFA oxygen atom and the PONb proton. Another hydrogen bond emerges between a hydrogen 

on the methyl group of MPFA and an Ote. This marks the first direct interaction between a GB 

moiety and PONb at a site other than the protonated Ob or its proton. This additional interaction 

contributes to the high binding energy of MPFA (161 kJ/mol) to PONb. However, in the absence 

of counterion interactions, this energy remains much lower than in the dehydrated case (262 

kJ/mol). 
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8.3.2 Homogeneous Solution-Phase Hydrolysis 

Our discussion of the base catalysis of gas-phase GB by explicit-water solvated 

Cs8Nb6O19 has shown that the energetics of reaction are greatly influenced by interactions of 

adsorbed organophosphonate species with counterions and solvent. Specifically, interactions 

between electronegative atoms and Cs counterions serve to strengthen the adsorption of species 

to the PONb. Stationary points can also be stabilized by interactions with solvent water 

molecules, as seen for the decomposition transition state of the pentacoordinated intermediate 

along the solvated-PONb pathway. 

With a basic understanding of the role of solvent molecules in the hydrolysis of GB by 

PONb, we now turn to extend our solvation model even further to initiate an investigation of the 

reaction in a homogeneous solvated system. To do this, we begin with our heterogeneous gas—

solution bound-reagents system, in which a gas-phase GB molecule was added to a solvated 

Cs8Nb6O19 cluster. To that, we manually add explicit water molecules in order to fully surround 

the adsorbed GB species and then proceed to follow the reaction pathway through the concerted 

protonation/nucleophilic addition transition state to pentacoordinated intermediate. In contrast to 

the pathways we have seen for GB hydrolysis by dry PONb (Chapter 5) and solvated PONb 

systems (this chapter), in which protonation of the PONb and hydroxide addition to GB occur in 

a single step, these processes take place in separate steps in the fully solvated system. The 

solution-phase pathway begins with the nucleophilic addition of the water molecule to the 

phosphorus atom of GB followed by the transfer of a proton from the added-water to the PONb. 

The black trace in Figure 8.8 shows the energetics of this reaction pathway, calculated at the 

M06-L/6-31G(d,p)—Lanl2dz level of theory. Orange values correspond to energies of the same 

stationary points, without zero-point corrections. 
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Figure 8.8. M06-L/6-31G(d,p)—Lanl2dz reaction pathway for the base hydrolysis of (S)-Sarin 
(GB) by Cs8Nb6O19 in the solution phase. See text for description of solvation model. Black 
pathway: zero-point corrected energies. Orange: without zero-point corrections. 

 

8.3.2.1 Bound-reagents Complex 

The optimized structure of the adsorbed PONb-H2O-GB complex (R), explicitly solvated 

by 53 water molecules, is shown in Figure 8.9. Due to increased solvation, GB and the reacting 

water molecule are involved in many more interactions with water molecules than in the 

heterogeneous reaction. Here, we designate these interactions as those with O/F—H distances 

less than 2.5 Å. In this complex, GB interacts directly with seven water molecules. Further, GB 

interacts with a terminal oxygen atom on PONb through two hydrogen atoms of the methyl 

group. A contrast is thus introduced with the bound-reagents complex along the heterogeneous 

gas—solution pathway, which showed no direct GB—PONb interactions. Also, the water 

molecule which will be added to the phosphorus atom in GB, marked with an asterisk in Figure 

8.9, hydrogen bonds with two nearby solvent molecules, as well as with the –CH3 group of GB, 

and an Ob site adjacent to that which will become protonated in a future step of the reaction. In 

the figure, the Ob site which will become protonated is marked with a lowercase r. This is the 
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first case along all the pathways we have investigated for the hydrolysis of GB or a simulant by 

Cs8Nb6O19 in which the reacting water molecule did not directly interact with the Ob site of 

protonation prior to reaction. 

 
Figure 8.9. Bound-reagents complex for the hydrolysis of GB by Cs8Nb6O19 surrounded by 53 
solvent water molecules. A white asterisk labels the oxygen atom from the water molecule which 
will react during hydrolysis, and the Ob atom which will become protonated is marked with a 
lowercase r. The top panel shows the entire system, and the bottom panels show zoomed-in 
regions of the same structure highlighting intermolecular interactions with O/F—H distances less 
than 2.5 Angstroms. In the bottom panels, only those water molecules which participate in 
hydrogen bonding with atoms from GB or the rearranging water molecule are shown, and the Cs 
atoms have been removed for ease of interpretation. Key hydrogen bonds are indicated with 
interatomic distances, in Angstroms. Same color scheme as in Figure 8.3. 

 

8.3.2.2 Transition State for the Addition of Water to GB  

 From the bound-reagents complex, the first step in the solution-phase hydrolysis of GB 

on PONb is the nucleophilic addition of a water molecule to the phosphorus atom in GB. The 

structure of the transition state for this step (TS-1 in Fig. 8.8), is shown in Figure 8.10. All of the 
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interactions involving GB remain from the bound-reagents complex, except for one between a 

methyl hydrogen atom and an Ote on the PONb (bottom right panel, Figure 8.9). In addition to 

these, three new hydrogen bonds between GB and solvent molecules emerge involving the 

fluorine and isopropoxy oxygen atoms. 

 Interestingly, at this transition state, the water molecule which is adding to GB moves 

away from the Ob atom with which it shared a hydrogen bond in the previous state. Animation of 

the normal mode characteristic of this transition state shows a decrease in P-Ow distance as a 

bond is formed between these two atoms, along with motion of the plane containing the water 

molecule as it moves from one Ob to that which will become protonates in the next step. The 

energy of this transition state relative to the bound-reagents complex is 25.6 kJ/mol. 
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Figure 8.10. Transition state for the addition of water to GB (TS-1) during hydrolysis by 
Cs8Nb6O19, surrounded by 53 solvent water molecules. A white asterisk labels the oxygen atom 
from the water molecule being added at this step, and the Ob atom which will become protonated 
is marked with a lowercase r. The top panel shows the entire system, and the bottom panels show 
zoomed-in regions of the same structure highlighting intermolecular interactions with O/F—H 
distances less than 2.5 Angstroms. In the bottom panels, only those water molecules which 
participate in hydrogen bonding with atoms from GB or the reacting water molecule are shown, 
and the Cs atoms have been removed for ease of interpretation. Key interactions are indicated 
with interatomic distances, in Angstroms. Same color scheme as in Figure 8.3. 
 

 

8.3.2.3 First Pentacoordinated Intermediate 

The structure of the activated pentacoordinated complex (P5-1) resulting from the 

nucleophilic addition of water to GB is shown in Figure 8.11. At this point, the added water 

molecule is much closer to the adsorbed GB molecule (P-Owater distance: 1.99 Å). Further, as a 

consequence of this close association, the structure of GB in the solvated reagents system 

exhibits a trigonal bipyramidal arrangement, with F-P-CH3, F-P-Osp2, and F-P-Osp3 angles of 
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88.3°, 96.9°, and 93.1°, respectively. The solvation of those functional groups from GB remains 

largely the same, with two additional hydrogen bonds with the isopropoxy group. Further, the 

methyl group now interacts with an Ote atom on PONb instead of an Ob. Importantly, resulting 

from addition to GB, the water moiety now interacts with PONb solely at the Ob site which will 

become protonated in the next step.  

The energy of this activated complex is 29.0 kJ/mol greater than that of the bound-

reagents complex, and 3.4 kJ/mol greater than that of the preceding transition state. The fact that 

the energy of this minimum is greater than the barrier leading to its formation is a consequence 

of vibrational energy. Without correction by the zero-point, the energy of this complex is 1.2 

kJ/mol below that of the transition state. 
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Figure 8.11. First pentacoordinated complex (P5-1) for the hydrolysis of GB by Cs8Nb6O19 
surrounded by 53 solvent water molecules. A white asterisk labels the oxygen atom from the 
original water molecule that reacts during hydrolysis. The top panel shows the entire system, and 
the bottom panels show zoomed-in regions of the same structure highlighting intermolecular 
interactions with O/F—H distances less than 2.5 Angstroms. In the bottom panels, only those 
water molecules which participate in hydrogen bonding with atoms from GB or the reacting 
water molecule are shown, and the Cs atoms have been removed for ease of interpretation. Key 
interactions are indicated with interatomic distances, in Angstroms. Same color scheme as in 
Figure 8.3. 
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8.3.2.4 Proton-transfer Transition State 

Moving along the hydrolysis pathway, a transition state which closely resembles the first 

pentacoordinated intermediate complex is exhibited next. Animation of the imaginary vibrational 

mode characteristic of this transition state (TS-2) shows the transfer of a proton from the added 

water moiety to Ob on PONb. The optimized structure of this state is shown in Figure 8.12. Here, 

the P-Owater distance decreases slightly to 1.88 Å, which is similar to that seen in the rate-limiting 

transition state in the solvated-PONb reaction (2.03 Å). The hydrogen-bonding arrangement seen 

in this solvated state is nearly identical to that for the first pentacoordinated intermediate, with 

additional interactions between the water molecule and the sp3-hybridized isopropoxy oxygen 

(H-O distance in the P5-1 complex: 2.56 Å) as well as between an isopropyoxy hydrogen atom 

and a solvent molecule (in P5-1: 2.51 Å). The mean absolute difference in hydrogen-bonding 

distances as shown in Figure 8.12 (excluding the Ob-Hwater interaction integral to the 

rearrangement which takes place at the transition state) between the P5-1 state and this transition 

state is 0.03 Å, illustrating the similarity in intermolecular interactions between both states. 

Further, the trigonal bipyramidal geometry seen in the activated complex is maintained at the 

transition state, with F-P-CH3, F-P-Osp2, and F-P-Osp3 angles of 86.3°, 94.9°, and 91.9°, 

respectively. 

Due to similarities in both GB structure and hydrogen bonding motifs for both the P5-1 

and solvated water-addition transition-state complexes, the energies of both systems are very 

similar. The non-zero-point-corrected electronic energy of the optimized transition state before 

application of diffuse functions (M06-L/6-31G(d,p)—Lanl2dz)  is only 2.0 kJ/mol greater than 

that of the P5-1 complex. In fact, the addition of zero-point energies brings this energy to 5.0 

kJ/mol below that of the preceding complex.  
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Figure 8.12. Transition state for the transfer of a proton (TS-2) to a bridging oxygen from a 
water moiety which has been added to GB during hydrolysis by Cs8Nb6O19 surrounded by 53 
solvent water molecules. A white asterisk labels the oxygen atom from the original water 
molecule that reacts during hydrolysis. The top panel shows the entire system, and the bottom 
panels show zoomed-in regions of the same structure highlighting intermolecular interactions 
with O/F—H distances less than 2.5 Angstroms. In the bottom panels, only those water 
molecules which participate in hydrogen bonding with atoms from GB or the reacting water 
molecule are shown, and the Cs atoms have been removed for ease of interpretation. Key 
interactions are indicated with interatomic distances, in Angstroms. Same color scheme as in 
Figure 8.3. 
 
 
 Protonation results in a second pentacoordinated intermediate with a net –OH substituent 

on GB, similar to that seen in solvent-free and heterogeneous gas—surface reactions. Thus, we 

have once again reached a familiar point along the reaction pathway, allowing for a comparison 

of hydrolysis energy barriers. The gas-phase and heterogeneous gas—surface hydrolysis 

mechanisms of GB on the surface of Cs8Nb6O19 exhibited pentacoordinated intermediate 

formation in one reaction step following adsorption of reagents. In both cases, this was shown to 

be the rate-limiting step, with barriers of 18.9 kJ/mol and 44.2 kJ/mol, respectively, at the M06-
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L/6-31G(d,p)—Lanl2dz level of theory with zero-point corrections. In the solvated-PONb 

reaction, the large increase in barrier relative to the gas-phase was attributed to a lack of 

counterion interaction with reacting adsorbates. In the homogeneous solution-phase reaction, 

pentacoordinated intermediate formation requires two steps: water addition and subsequent 

proton transfer. The first step is the rate-limiting one, with a barrier of 25.6 kJ/mol. Thus, full 

solvation appears to not only change the hydrolysis mechanism leading to pentacoordinated-

intermediate formation, but it also lowers the rate-limiting barrier to a value similar to that seen 

in the gas phase reaction.  

8.3.2.5 Second Pentacoordinated Intermediate 

The optimized structure of the pentacoordinated intermediate (P5-2) resulting from 

proton transfer to Ob is shown in Figure 8.13. Compared to the proton-transfer transition state, 

there are fewer interactions between the bound intermediate and solvent. The fluorine atom still 

accepts four hydrogen bonds from three water molecules, and the sp2-hybridized oxygen still 

interacts with three solvent molecules. However, the isopropoxy group only interacts with one 

solvent molecule, and the methyl group does not form hydrogen-bonding interactions with 

solvent at all. Further, there is no longer an interaction between the methyl group and an Ote 

atom, and the interaction between the hydrogen of the acid P-OH group and the isopropyl sp3-

hybridized oxygen atom has also been broken. The latter interaction, present only at the 

preceding transition state, thus seems to have facilitated proton transfer. The energy of this point 

is 23.5 kJ/mol below that of the bound-reagents complex. 
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Figure 8.13. Second pentacoordinated intermediate complex (P5-2) for the hydrolysis of GB by 
Cs8Nb6O19 surrounded by 53 solvent water molecules. A white asterisk labels the oxygen atom 
from the original water molecule that reacts during hydrolysis. The top panel shows the entire 
system, and the bottom panels show zoomed-in regions of the same structure highlighting 
intermolecular interactions with O/F—H distances less than 2.5 Angstroms. In the bottom 
panels, only those water molecules which participate in hydrogen bonding with atoms from GB 
or the reacting water molecule are shown, and the Cs atoms have been removed for ease of 
interpretation. Key interactions are indicated with interatomic distances, in Angstroms. Same 
color scheme as in Figure 8.3. 
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8.3.2.6 Adsorbed Products 

As discussed for the dehydrated system,1 the preceding pentacoordinated intermediate 

can readily eliminate HF, yielding HF + IMPA products which remain bound to PONb. In the 

solvated-PONb reaction, solvent molecules obstruct the proton transfer from the PONb required 

for elimination, preventing fluoride dissociation. However, when the entire system is surrounded 

by explicit water molecules, the fluoride ion resulting from P-F bond dissociation is solvated by 

water molecules and can persist without hydrogen abstraction. The resulting complex is shown in 

Figure 8.14. Here, the fluoride ion interacts with the methyl group on IMPA and a hydrogen 

atom on iPOH, as well as four water molecules. Additionally, even though the P-F bond has 

dissociated to yield fluoride, this ion still interacts with the now tetrahedral phosphorus atom in 

IMPA, with a P-F distance of 2.67 Å. IMPA is adsorbed to the PONb through interactions 

between the methyl group and Ote, as well as between the acid P-OH group and the proton bound 

to Ob. Further, IMPA is subject to increased solvation at this step as well, showing an additional 

interaction between the methyl group and a solvent water molecule that was not evidenced in the 

pentacoordinated intermediate. Other interactions between IMPA and explicit solvent persist 

from the bound intermediate. 

The energy of this PONbH+-IMPA-F- complex is 61.4 kJ/mol less than that of the 

homogeneous bound-reagents complex. A comparison with the analogous energy in the 

dehydrated complex (-114.4 kJ/mol relative to bound reagents) reveals the combined influence 

of counterion association, explicit solvation, and proton transfer on the overall energy of this 

bound-products complex. 
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Figure 8.14. PONbH+-IMPA-F- complex for the hydrolysis of GB by Cs8Nb6O19 surrounded by 
53 solvent water molecules. A white asterisk labels the oxygen atom from the original water 
molecule that reacts during hydrolysis. The top panel shows the entire system, and the bottom 
panels show zoomed-in regions of the same structure highlighting intermolecular interactions 
with O/F—H distances less than 2.5 Angstroms. In the bottom panels, only those water 
molecules which participate in hydrogen bonding with atoms from GB or the reacting water 
molecule are shown, and the Cs atoms have been removed for ease of interpretation. Key 
interactions are indicated with interatomic distances, in Angstroms. Same color scheme as in 
Figure 8.3. 
 

 

 iPOH + MPFA production is also likely in the homogeneous solution system. While we 

were unable to optimize transition states leading from the second pentacoordinated intermediate 

to either set of products, we suspect that the barrier for iPOH + MPFA formation will fall as low 

as that for the solvated-PONb system (3 kJ/mol) due to the increased influence of solvent water 

molecules. Figure 8.15 shows the optimized structure of the solvated PONb-MPFA-iPOH 

complex in explicit water solvent as well as key intermolecular interactions within this complex 

and between this complex and explicit solvent molecules. In this state, we note that MPFA 
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interacts with both the protonated site and a terminal oxygen atom on PONb, contributing to the 

adsorption of MPFA to PONb. Further, the following of the solvated reaction pathway to this 

state incidentally resulted in the approach of a Cs counterion proximal to an oxygen atom in 

bound MPFA. This counterion, which is a distance of 3.14 Å from the oxygen atom in the 

rearranged water molecule, likely results in increased adsorption of MPFA to PONb relative to 

the pentacoordinated intermediate complex (Cs-Owater distance: 3.63 Å).  

Isopropanol, on the other hand, exhibits no direct interactions with the niobate core or 

with Cs counterions. Instead, two hydrogen atoms on iPOH—one from the hydroxide moiety and 

the other from a methyl group—interact with the fluoride atom on MPFA. These two interactions 

restrict solvation of the MPFA fluorine atom, which now interacts with only one water molecule. 

Finally, solvation of the isopropanol moiety is increased in this state relative to the preceding 

pentacoordinated intermediate; interactions with three additional solvent molecules are exhibited 

in this bound-products structure. 

We have seen in both the dehydrated and solvated-PONb reactions that adsorption of 

MPFA and iPOH products is very strong. This remains the case in solution. The energy of this 

bound-products complex is -93.6 kJ/mol relative to the bound-reagents complex. This energy is 

less than those for the solvent-free (-150.5 kJ/mol), and gas—solution systems (-98.7 kJ/mol). 

The difference in energy continues to highlight the role of counterions and explicit solvent 

molecules. In the solvated-PONb system, a lack of interactions with counterions resulted in a 

decrease in product binding energy compared to the dry system. Leading from the heterogeneous 

gas—solution system to the homogeneous solution-phase, a further increase in explicit solvation 

in a system which already mostly lacks Cs counterions proximal to reacting species results in a 

further decrease in product binding energy.  
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Figure 8.15. PONb-MPFA-iPOH complex for the hydrolysis of GB by Cs8Nb6O19 surrounded 
by 53 solvent water molecules. A white asterisk labels the oxygen atom from the original water 
molecule that reacts during hydrolysis. The top panel shows the entire system, and the bottom 
panels show zoomed-in regions of the same structure highlighting intermolecular interactions 
with O/F—H distances less than 2.5 Angstroms. In the bottom panels, only those water 
molecules which participate in hydrogen bonding with atoms from GB or the reacting water 
molecule are shown, and the Cs atoms have been removed for ease of interpretation. Key 
interactions are indicated with interatomic distances, in Angstroms. Same color scheme as in 
Figure 8.3. 
 

 

8.4 General vs. Specific Base Catalysis 

Having examined both the heterogeneous gas—solution and homogeneous solution-phase 

hydrolysis reactions of GB on Cs8Nb6O19, we now turn to a discussion on the roles of general 

and base hydrolysis in these reactions.11 To this point, we have investigated a mechanism, 

originally proposed by Kinnan et al.,6 in which a water molecule protonates a basic oxygen site 

on PONb in the same step in which the OH remaining from that water molecule adds 

nucleophilically to the phosphorus atom in GB (Figure 8.16a). This mechanism, in which 
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protonation and nucleophilic addition occur in a single step, describes general base catalysis. 

Conversely, in specific base catalysis, protonation and nucleophilic addition occur in two 

separate steps. In a specific base mechanism, shown in Figure 8.16b for GB hydrolysis by PONb, 

protonation occurs in one step, yielding a free hydroxide, which adds to the phosphorus atom in 

GB in a subsequent step. To investigate the possible role of a specific base catalysis mechanism 

in GB hydrolysis by PONb, we consider the likelihood of free hydroxide generation by PONb in 

the absence of GB. This OH-, once generated, can perhaps diffuse through a system and add to 

GB in a future step.  

 

 
Figure 8.16. Reaction pathways for a) general and b) specific base catalysis of Sarin (GB) by a 
Lindqvist polyoxoniobate (PONb). Reprinted (adapted) from Kinnan,	   M.	   K.;	   Creasy,	   W.	   R.;	  
Fullmer,	  L.	  B.;	  Schreuder-‐Gibson,	  H.	  L.;	  Nyman,	  M.	  European	  Journal	  of	  Inorganic	  Chemistry	  
2014,	  2014,	  2361.	  ©	  2014	  Wiley-‐VCH	  Verlag	  GmbH	  &	  Co.	  KCaA,	  Weinheim. 

 

 

For GB hydrolysis by PONb in the dehydrated system, we note a general base hydrolysis 

barrier of 22 kJ/mol in the presence of GB (Figure 8.1, black trace). Because the OH- generated 

in the dissociation of water by PONb cannot be stabilized in the absence of GB in the gas phase, 

a specific base catalysis mechanism is impossible. Only general base catalysis can be present in a 

dry system.  
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Conversely, OH- can be stabilized by the solvent in a solution-phase system. Indeed, in 

the presence of 53 explicit water molecules, a transition state for water deprotonation by PONb 

was located. The optimized structures for stationary points for the PONb-H2O à PONbH+ + OH- 

reaction are shown in Figure 8.17. The transition state for deprotonation/hydroxide generation in 

the absence of GB has an energy 22.0 kJ/mol greater than of the PONb-H2O state. The rate-

limiting transition state for the general base mechanism in solution (Figures 8.8 and 8.10) has an 

energy 25.6 kJ/mol relative to the bound-reagents complex. (We note that, in the homogeneous 

solution-phase reaction described in section 8.3.2, the addition of water occurs in the rate-

limiting step, and protonation occurs in a subsequent step. However, protonation is barrierless, 

and thus limited by the rate of addition. Further, free hydroxide—a hallmark of specific base 

hydrolysis—is never released. Thus, we classify this reaction as general base hydrolysis.) 

 Given the similarity of these rate-limiting barriers, it is entirely possible that both general 

and specific base catalysis mechanisms are likely for GB hydrolysis by PONb in solution. 

 

 
Figure 8.17. Reaction pathway for water deprotonation by Cs8Nb6O19 in the presence of 53 
explicit solvent water molecules. A white asterisk labels the oxygen atom from the water 
molecule which will be rearranged during the deprotonation step.  Same color scheme as in 
Figure 8.3. 
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8.5 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, we investigated the catalysis of GB by PONb in the presence of solvent 

water molecules. To model reaction in at the gas—liquid interface, we adsorbed gas-phase GB 

onto a solvated PONb. Comparison of this reaction to the dehydrated one reported previously 

shows an increase in hydrolysis reaction barrier and decrease of product adsorption energy due to 

screened intermolecular interactions by the solvent. We then furthered our solvation model to a 

homogeneous solution-phase system through the addition of explicit water molecules around 

GB. This increased influence of solvent resulted in a mechanism which exhibited the rate-

limiting nucleophilic addition of water to GB, prior to low-barrier proton transfer to the PONb in 

a separate step. Further, increased solvation resulted in a decrease in the rate-limiting barrier 

relative to the heterogeneous reaction. Finally, by examining the rate-limiting barrier for water 

deprotonation in both the presence and absence of GB, we suggested that a specific base 

hydrolysis mechanism might complete with general base hydrolysis.  

A previous theoretical study used density-functional-theory calculations to examine 

solvation of a polyoxometalate cluster, finding convergence of molecular orbital and solvation 

energies after adsorption of 49 water molecules in the first solvation shell.12 Our heterogeneous 

calculations implemented 34 explicit water molecules. In order to fully capture the effects of the 

first solvation shell on GB hydrolysis by PONb, future work will incorporate more explicit water 

molecules in both the heterogeneous and homogeneous systems.  

Moreover, our primary means of solvation was through the addition of explicit water 

molecules. Thus, reaction geometries and energies may be heavily dependent upon the specific 

orientation of solvent molecules in our calculations. Varying the binding motif of explicit solvent 

molecules may therefore influence the energies of each stationary point, considering that each 

hydrogen bond has an energy of about 5.0 kJ/mol in this system (i.e., the binding energy of the 

water dimer). Future work will examine the heterogeneous and homogeneous pathways with 

multiple orientations of explicit water molecules, towards an increased confidence of binding 

energies. Further, our attempts to apply a continuum solvation model (i.e., PCM) to the 

stationary points along the heterogeneous reaction pathway resulted in inconsistent convergence. 

Future work will consider other means of implicit solvation towards results that converge for 

each stationary point. Alternatively, studies may implement reactive molecular dynamics 
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calculations in order to more fully describe all interactions and chemical changes that occur 

during catalytic hydrolysis. 

Finally, when considering the specific base hydrolysis mechanism in solution, we found a 

barrier for hydroxide generation of 22 kJ/mol. Nucleophilic addition of this hydroxide to GB in 

solution has been previously shown to exhibit a larger barrier (~40 kJ/mol).13,14 Future work will 

consider this step in the specific base mechanism using the methods described herein, as well as 

implications of this barrier on the role of PONb in the degradation of GB in solution. 
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Chapter 9 

Summary and Future Work 

 

9.1 Summary 

 The general aim of the research presented in this dissertation was to elucidate 

fundamental aspects of specific reactions that occur at the interface of gas molecules and solid 

surfaces with computational methods. More specifically, we set out to fulfill three research 

objectives:  

1. Refine the mechanisms of surface-bound alkene oxidation by ozone and nitrate. 

2. Delineate the hydrolysis mechanism of nerve agents and simulants on the surface of a 

Lindqvist polyoxoniobate. 

3. Elucidate the results of experimental spectra for the gas—surface reactions described 

herein. 

Motivated by concerns stemming from atmospheric phenomena such as smog and the balance of 

incoming and outgoing solar radiation, we were interested in reactions between oxidative gases 

and model surfaces that position a relevant functional group—the carbon-carbon double bond—

at the interface. The opportunity to support and elucidate experimental results refined our 

specific choice of surface.  

For ozone, we chose the surface of C60 fullerene for reaction. The selection of this surface 

was in response to research published by Davis et al.,1 who implemented RAIRS spectroscopy in 

an ultra-high vacuum environment to probe changes that occur on the fullerene surface during 

exposure to ozone. While this work was able to detect the short-lived primary ozonide at short 

exposure times, an infrared band with a frequency around 2200 cm-1 remained unassigned. 

Through the use of electronic structure calculations, we were able to trace a reaction pathway 

that lead to the formation of a ketene moiety after several intermediate steps. Significantly, a 

vibrational mode characteristic to the ketene moiety was the only one for any species along the 

reaction pathway with a vibrational frequency greater than 2000 cm-1. Moreover, previous 

computational work had described an ozonolysis pathway leading to epoxide formation,2 but the 

spectra taken by Davis et al. was unable to corroborate this. Our electronic structure calculations 

revealed a pathway with a lower reaction barrier than that for epoxide formation, thus supporting 

the absence of features characteristic of an epoxide in the work by Davis et al. 
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In our work with the reaction between nitrate and an unsaturated organic surface, we 

selected the vinyl-terminated self-assembled monolayer as our model surface. Once again, this 

choice was motivated by experimental work which used RAIRS in an ultra-high vacuum 

environment. In this case, Zhang et al. were attempting to assign the bands of infrared spectra 

following long nitrate exposure times to the ω-vinyl SAM surface.3 Though the literature was 

tentatively helpful in this analysis, the available vibrational mode data for nitrates was confined 

to small molecules; thus, this information was not necessarily generalizable to surface-bound 

products.  

To investigate a possible discrepancy between vibrational modes for individual organic 

molecules containing nitrate functional groups and products of nitrate addition to an organic 

surface-bound chain, we constructed a model of a self-assembled monolayer. Through the 

implementation of QM/MM methods, we were able to identify species whose vibrational 

spectrum correlated well with the RAIRS spectrum of Zhang et al., further allowing us to aid in 

the assignment of vibrational modes to spectral features. Moreover, we traced the reaction 

coordinate for a potential competing hydrogen abstraction reaction and subsequently concluded 

that the competing reaction was unlikely through a comparison of reaction kinetics and 

dynamics. 

Following the two gas—surface studies relevant to atmospheric chemistry, the scope of 

our work changed towards an understanding of nerve-agent degradation. As the threat of 

chemical warfare looms in our global society, we developed an interest in understanding the 

fundamental aspects of decomposition of these nefarious compounds so that we may contribute 

to the development of filtration materials capable of deactivating chemical warfare agents. In a 

recent experiment, through the interpretation of small-angle x-ray scattering data, Kinnan et al. 

proposed a base-hydrolysis mechanism for the decomposition of an organophosphorus nerve 

agent simulant by a Lindqvist polyoxoniobate.4 However, the dynamics and kinetics of this 

reaction were left largely undescribed. Thus, we undertook the task of exploring this reaction 

with computational methods. By probing the energetics of adsorption, reaction, and desorption, 

we were able to describe key aspects of the hydrolysis of the nerve agent Sarin on the surface of 

the Lindqvist polyoxoniobate Cs8Nb6O19. Further, spurred by our interest in supporting 

experimental results, we also examined the gas—surface reaction of the nerve-agent simulants 

DMMP and DMCP with the same niobate. Not only did this allow for elucidation of Raman and 
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EXAFS spectra obtained by experimental groups that were not equipped to work with a deadly 

nerve agent, it also provided the opportunity for a comparison of mechanisms amongst adsorbed 

compounds.  

For each compound, we traced several pathways for reaction of gas-phase molecules with 

the surface of the niobate. In the hydrolysis of each, the rate-limiting step showed protonation of 

an oxygen atom in the catalyst in concert with nucleophilic addition of the nascent hydroxide as 

a bound water molecule dissociated. Further, a general base catalysis mechanism was implicated, 

in agreement with experimental results reported previously.4,5 Along with having this step in 

common for all three compounds, strong adsorption of products was prevalent in the hydrolysis 

of GB, DMMP, and DMCP by Cs8Nb6O19, suggesting irreversible binding to the surface of the 

niobate following reaction; thus, hydrolysis with Cs8Nb6O19 was likely to be stoichiometric as 

opposed to catalytic.  

Despite the similarities, there were some mechanistic differences amongst the hydrolysis 

reactions by Cs8Nb6O19. For example, in Sarin and DMMP, the rate-limiting step resulted in a 

minimum which exhibited a pentacoordinated phosphorus intermediate bound to the niobate. 

This intermediate then dissociated in a second reaction step. Conversely, an examination of the 

reaction coordinate for DMCP revealed that the rate-limiting step resulted in scission of the P-Cl 

bond (along with protonation and nucleophilic addition of the hydroxide), immediately yielding 

surface-bound chloride and tetrahedral phosphorus products. Finally, the rate-limiting barrier for 

Sarin was found to be 22.8 kJ/mol, and the analogous barriers were 44.6 kJ/mol and 28.1 kJ/mol, 

respectively, for DMMP and DMCP. This result advances DMCP as a better candidate to 

simulate Sarin than DMMP in this case. 

Next, we provided an exodus from our studies of reactions at the gas—solid interface by 

examining the mechanism of hydrolysis of a gas-phase Sarin molecule on the surface of an 

aqueous Cs8Nb6O19 solution. Using molecular dynamics, we surrounded the niobate explicitly 

with water molecules before adsorbing Sarin, causing Cs counterions to dissociate away from the 

vicinity of Sarin adsorption. By comparing the results from subsequent electronic structure 

calculations with those for the gas—solid surface reaction, we were able to investigate the key 

role that interactions between adsorbed species and Cs counterions play on the energetics of 

reaction. As such, we found that limiting the interactions between adsorbed species and 

counterions serves to decrease the strength of adsorption to the niobate. Further, decreased 
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interactions with counterions destabilize the rate-limiting transition state, thereby decreasing the 

overall rate of reaction. 

 Finally, we concluded this line of research by completely submerging ourselves into the 

solution-phase. In this manner, we were able to obtain insight into the role of solvent molecules 

on the hydrolysis of Sarin by the Lindqvist niobate. We found that, in the absence of nearby 

counterions, solvent water molecules serve to decrease the rate-limiting barrier of reaction. 

However, we note that this may be dependent upon the specific orientation of explicit water 

molecules; future work should consider additional solvent configurations. Also, by examining 

the rate-limiting barrier for water deprotonation on the surface of the polyoxoniobate in the 

solution phase both in the presence and absence of a co-adsorbed agent, we suggest that specific 

base catalysis is likely in solution, with concomitant general base catalysis.  

 

9.2 Future Work 

 In our atmospherically relevant studies, we examined the reaction of the oxidative gases 

ozone and nitrate on organic surfaces. For the reaction of multiple ozone molecules with the C60 

fullerene, we have traced a highly involved reaction pathway to the formation of a stable ketene 

product. Previous work has shown, however, that prolonged exposure of fullerenes to ozone 

results in the formation of amorphous polymer substances, suggesting that adjacent fullerene 

cages become polymerized during reaction.6 Also, the ultra-high vacuum study by Zhang et al.,3 

and thus our investigation, only probed the initial reaction step of nitrate addition to a vinyl-

terminated self-assembled monolayer, leaving a reactive radical species. Over time, this radical 

may react with adjacent surface chains, leading to agglomeration as noted in other systems.7 

Thus, future work in this area shall expand the surface models implemented to examine large-

scale effects after longer times and higher gas exposures. 

 For the work with agent and simulant hydrolysis, computational investigations of the 

solution-phase system remain highly relevant. Though we were able to confirm a general base 

hydrolysis mechanism by the Lindqvist polyoxoniobate at the gas—surface interface, a similar 

conclusion in the aqueous phase requires further substantiation. Future work will continue to 

probe this mechanism. This may be best achieved through the use of QM/MM calculations, 

treating the area around the agent-adsorption site with the higher level of theory. Alternatively, 
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reactive molecular dynamics, which implement force fields that allow for bond breakage and 

formation, may be the best approach to this problem. 
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